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Coll~g~ of New RochellP. 9elebrates heritage of faith and learning 
at anniversary Mass 
By CIAUDIAMcDONNELL 
A t a festive Mass with choir, brass ensemble and a congregation that included present and past 
administrators, faculty and students, the College of 
New Rochelle inaugurated its centennial year Sept.14. 
The celebrant and homilist · was Archbishop 
Giuseppe Pittau, S.J., secretary of the Vatican Congre-
gation for Catholic Education, who traveled from 
Rome to offer the Mass in the college's Holy Family 
Chapel Dr. Stephen J. Sweeny, president of the col-
lege, welcomed the congregation of almost 500 and 
paid tribute to the founder of the college, Mother 
Irene Gill of the Order of St Ursula, and the Ursuline . 
Sisters. Many sisters attended the Mass, including past 
presidents Sisters Dorothy Ann Kelly, O.S.U., and Eliz-
abeth O'Brien, OS.U. 
The celebration continued on Sept 15 with a· convo-
cation in the Gothic-style chapel at which the college 
awarded honorary degrees to C~dinal Avery Dulles, 
5.J., prof~or of µieology at Fordham University; Dr. 
Mary E. Lyons, president of the U.oiversity of S.an 
Dso in California, and Dr. Antonia C. Novello, state 
health commissioner of New York. 
The College of New Rochelle was the first college 
for women in New York state. Mother Irene founded 
it in 1904 with 12 students; today it enrolls almost 7,000 
in four schools: the School of Arts and Sciences, a 
liberal arts college for women; and the School of Nurs-
ing, the School of New Resources and the Graduate 
Schoo4 which enroll women and men. 
"It was from the sacrificial lives of Mother Irene Gill 
and the Ursulines of St. Teresa's Community that the 
college came into being and thrived," Dr. Sweeny said 
He also said that gathering the college community at 
Mass was "the eminently appropriate way" to begin 
the 100th anniversary celebration "of an institution 
founded in faith." 
"We affirm today that we have no greater resource 
than the movement of God in our activities as a 
college," he said He noted that it was the feast of the 
Exaltation of the Holy Cross, and he said that the lit-
urgy was a reminder of God's nearness to his people. 
''Today the college community prays particularly for 
the gift of fidelity-to the Gospe4 to our call to excel-
lence as university and to our animating Ursuline 
spirit," Dr. Sweeny said. 
Archbishop Pittau offered thanks to God and also 
thanked St. Angela Merici, founder of the Ursuline 
Sisters; the sisters associated with the college through 
the years, and all whose "prayers, study, r~arch and 
teaching" have contributed to it. . 
''You are a living building," he said ''Each stone, 
small or big, is necessary." 
Archbishop Pittau formerly was president of 
Gregorian University in Rome and Sophia University 
irt Tokyo. In his homily, he spoke of the feast and said 
that the cross of Christ is both "an essential image of 
· our faith" and "an ideal image" of the Catholic college 
or university. 
The vertical bar of the cross, he said, represents the 
movement from God to humanity and from death to 
life; the horizontal bar "opens up to embrace all." A 
Catholic college, he said, must represent that image in 
its relationship with God and its service to people; it 
must have "a contemplative side and a social justice 
dimension." 
The relationship with God must come first, he ~d, because ''the horizontal bar can't stay in place 
unless the vertical line is firmly planted." 
"A Catholic college cannot exist without a chapel," 
and the chapel must be at the center of college life, he 
said. 
Archbishop Pittau cited his episcopal motto, "In all 
things to love and serve," from St. Ignatius Loyola, and 
noted its similarity to the motto of the College of New 
Rochelle: "Serviarn" ("I shall serve"). Faculty and 
administrators are "called to serve with love," he said, 
and the college community is called to reach out to 
others. 
Underscoring the importance of education, he add-
ed, "Knowledge is not a commodity to be stored 
securely in a locked box, but rather a flame, like the 
Olympic torch, to be passed on from one generation to 
another." 
After the Mass, Dr. Sweeny presented the first Cen-
tennial Medal to Archbishop Pittau. The College of 
New Rochelle awarded him an honorary degree in 
1999. 
In an interview, Archbishop Pittau said that the task 
of the Catholic college or university is to "inculturate 
!:!_le faith" -to b_ring Christ and the Gospel to socie~. 
( 
· 1 ·o carry out that mission, the institutions must be 
strong not only in faith but also in academics, with 
"good academicians who are also very good 
Catholics." He also spoke of the importance of forming 
humane attitudes. 
"Let's go back to what it. meant to be an educated 
person," he said, and he named some of the necessary 
attributes: good manners, the ability to relate to peo-
ple, competence in one's field He also called for edu-
cation in the arts, and for artistic as well as moral and 
intellectual fotmation. ''To be Catholic means to be 
creative," he said. 
The archbishop holds a doctorate in political science 
from Harvard University, and he said that his studies 
there deepened his faith. 
"I had to confront myself (and ask), 'What d~ it 
mean to be a Catholic priest at Harvard? I had to give 
reasons,' " he said • 
Reflecting on the contributions of Catholi~ colleges 
and universities in the United States, he praised them 
for their outreach over the past 35 years, particularly in 
sending students and alumni to teach and work with 
people in underdeveloped countries or depressed 
areas within the United States "with such generosity." 
Asked about Catholic higher education in New 
York, he replied, "New York is such an important city 
for the whole world If you give us good examples, 
they will inspire us, and certainly there are very good 
examples of top universities, top colleges. 
"The Church is really grateful for the great work of 
the Catholic institutions, not only in New York but 
also all over the United States," he said 
The College of New Rochelle is governed by a lay board headed by Sister Jean Baptiste Nicholson, 
O.S.U., who also is principal of the Ursuline School in 
New Rochelle. Several Ursuline sisters serve on the 
board 
Following the Mass, a reception took place on the 
campus. Attending was Joan Campana Diaferia of , 
Yonkers, an alumna who served on the college faculty 
for 32 years and was assistant professor of Spanish and 
chairwoman of the modem and · classical languages 
depari:ment She said that the college provided "a true 
liberal arts education" 
"It was an opening up of the world to the student, 
and the instilling of the idea of 'Serviam,' the college's 
motto," she said 
Sister Susan Conte, O.S.U., a counselor at the 
Ursuline Schooi is an alumna and a former college 
trustee. She said that the college "really is alma mater. 
mother of my soul and of my mind" She majored in 
Italian and English. 
"I became friends with faculty members," she said "I 
learned to cherish the beauty of literature and 
language .. J loved every minute of it And my faith 
grew here._ The combination of intellectual inquiry 
and spirituality meant so much to me here. I love this 
college." · 
She added that because the College of New Rochelle 
was-and in its undergraduate schooi still is-a 
women's college, "we learned to be leaders in our own 
right-We had models in the nuns and the other facul-
ty. They were strong women, they were smart, and 
they were spiri~ also." 
Dr. Sweeny told CNY that "the centennial celebra-
tion is more about the future th;ln it is about the past" 
"We celebrate the past because it brought us to a 
moment of strength, but now what we're focusing on 
is how to take that strength and move it into the 
future," he said He said he wants the college at its 
second centennial to be celebrating "the same core 
values" it celebrates today: its Catholic heritage, a lib-
eral arts curriculum, "community drawn out of 
diversity," its commitment to women and "education 
for service, not for self-aggrandizement" 




The Southern Cross October 23, 2003 
Manchester Funds New Stadium, 
Hopes to Create Good Memories 
By Vincent Gragnani 
DOWNTOWN - "Create positive 
memories"' is Doug Manchester's 
motto. A former high school football 
player, Manchester knows that foot-
ball stadiums create good memories, 
which is why he recently funded the 
construction of Cathedral Catholic 
High School's football stadium. 
Cathedral Catholic High School is 
currently under construction in 
Carmel Valley and is expected to 
open in the fall of 2005. 
"The stadium will be the scene of 
so many happy memories in the 
future," he said. "It's something I'm 
proud to do and have our name asso-
ciated with." 
Manchester - who introduces him-
self as "Papa Doug" - is a big sup-
porter of youth athletics. 
"High school football is the best," 
he said. "It builds character and lead-
ership. It's important for high 
schools and colleges ·to have great 
athletic programs."' 
A high school student who plays 
sports in addition to studying well 
will be a healthier person and a bet-
ter overall leader, he said. 
To say Manchester has been a 
leader in his own community is an 
understatement. He is one of San 
Diego's largest private developers 
and has shaped San Diego's water-
front, building the San Diego Mar-
riott Hotel and Marina, and the Man-
chester Grand Hyatt, both just north 
of the Convention Center. In light of 
these achievements, he acknowl-
edges that he has enemies in San 
Diego, primarily people who would 
have wanted the waterfront less 
developed, he said. 
Manchester is also a leader in giv-
ing back to the community, from ath-
letic fields at La Jolla's YMCA to the 
Manchester Child Development Cen-
ter at the University of San Diego. He 
and his wife, Betsy, primarily sup-
port health and human service 
endeavors, including education. 
Manchester has lived in the San 
Diego area since 1948, when his fam-
ily moved to Coronado. 
As a child, before there was a Coro-
nado Bridge, Manchester took the 
ferry across the bay and sold news-
papers by the waterfront. 
"Some 54 or 55 years ago, I would 
take the ferry boat, and it landed 100 
yards from where we are now," he 
said, looking at the panoramic view 
of San Diego from his office on the 
33rd floor of the downtown Hyatt. "I 
never thought I'd be involved with 
the master plan of the waterfront." 
After graduating from San Diego 
State University, Manchester got into 
the insurance business and then 
transitioned to real estate. He has 
developed, owned and managed 
DOUG MANCHESTER properties across the country, have become parishioners at Mary, including hotels, high-rise office Star of the Sea Parish in downtown buildings, residential properties, La Jolla. industrial parks, golf courses and He has served on the diocesan resorts. finance council and helped the dio-"Sometimes I pinch myself and cese acquire the Carmel Valley prop-say, 'Why me, 0 Lord?'" Manchester erty where Cathedral Catholic High said of his success. "I'm lucky to be School is being built. 61 and have a beautiful wife of 39 He hopes that the high school, like years, five children and nine grand- his hotels, will be a place where pos-children. You have to owe that to itive memories are created. Being God and to the love of Christ. able to look back on and appreciate "I've been here hopefully for a rea- good times are important, whether son," he said, "To be a good contrib- they be weddings, vacations or high· utor bad~ to the community, a good school football games. father, grandfather and friend." Manchester said he hopes he has Manchester converted to Catholi- made San Diego a better place to cism at age 20, after recovering from live, work and play. a life-threatening kidney disease. He - "We live in the greatest country in accepted Christ at a Billy Graham the world and the greatest city in crusade, and his choice to accept the that country," he said. "As long as we Catholic faith was influenced by are here, we're called to do the right friends whose families had taken things, to reinforce what we believe him to Mass in the past. in through our time, resources and He was a member of All Hallows talents, and hopefully improve our Parish for many years, but after surro ' gs." recently moving, he and his wife The Southern Cross 
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Bayside Community Center 
observes its 71st anniversary with the 
Celebrating Success banquet Nov. 8 at the 
Doubletree Hotel in Mission Valley. Dr. Alice 
B. Hayes, recently retired president of USD, 
will be keynote speaker. Bayside is the human 
resources leader and social advocate for the 
Linda Vista community, providing support pro-
grams and services for the multicultural resi-
dents. Tickets cost $70; call Nancy Coate at 
858-278-0771 or visit www.baysidecc .org. 
Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice 
SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE 
SAN DIEGO, CA 
MONDAY 374,856 
OCT 13 2003 
1928 Joan B. Kroc 2003 
-A legacy of giving 
Joan B. Kroc donated millions to San Diego Institutions. DonKohlbauer / Unicn-Tri1mne 1995/ile 
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San Diego philanthropist leaves a lasting imprint 
t// ~- C.(' l FRONT PAGE 
By Jack WIiiiams 
STAFF WRITER . 
oan B. Kro~ billionaire McDonald's 
J heiress who saw her San Diego Padres into their fir t World Series and who 
used her fortune - ometimes anony-
mously - to benefit causes ranging from 
homelessness to world peace, has died. 
Diagnosed more than three months ag~ 
with inoperable brain cancer, Mrs. Kroc died 
yesterday at her home in Rancho Santa Fe. She 
was 75. 
Reflecting her de ire for privacy and to 
keep the focus on the causes she uppor ted, 
Mrs. Kroc kept her illne a secret to all but 
those closest to her. 
"It was just like Joan," said Monsignor Joe 
Carroll, whose St Vine nt de Paul Village benefit-
ed from Mrs. Kroc's large . "It was one of the 
best-kept secrets in town for somebody so famous." 
As news of her death spread, community leaders 
spared no praise in acknowledging her wide pread 
legacy. 
Former Mayor Maureen O'Connor, a clo 
friend of Mrs. Kroc' , said: "San Diego was privi-
leged and very lucky to hav Joan Kroc, whom I 
always called St Joan of the Arches. 
"She was a woman of generou spirit and a lov-
ing heart for all people of San Diego. She has 
no equal." 
In a March 19, 1990, story focusing on pow-
erful women in the un Belt, Time magazine 
described a trio of "elegant ladies from the 
smart set" in San Diego: Mrs. Kroc; Helen 
K Copley, owner of The Copley Press and • 
publisher of The San Diego Union and the 
Evening Tribune; and O'Connor. 
"Together, the e wealthy women call 
many of the shots in the West's econd-
largest ity," the magazine said. 
Mrs. Kroc emerged a a civic-mind-
Joan B. Kroc, the former Padres owner, took the 
field before-a 1984 playoff game. Union-Tri.bunefile 
ed, hands-on philanthropi t after inher- r} 
SEE Mrs. Kroc, A12 
Salvation Army Gen. John Gowans salutes Joan Kroc at the 
2002 opening of the Ray and Joan Kroc Corps Community 
Center. 




CONTINUED FROM PAGE Al 
She was always 
ready to assist 
a worthy cause 
iting the estate of her husband, 
Ray Kroc, the McDonald's 
Corp. founder and owner of the 
Padres, who died in January 
1984. 
Succeeding him as Padres 
owner, she saw the team win 
the first of its National League ,, 
The Salvation Army's Tun 
Foley, co-administrator of the 
Ray and-Joan Kroc Corps Com-
munity Center, which has wel-
comed more than 425,000 peo-
ple since its opening, called 
Mrs. Kroc "truly one of God's 
special angels." 
Mrs. Kroc donated $87 mil-
lion to the Salvation Army -
the largest contribution in the 
118-year history of the organi-
zation - to create the commu-
'nity center at 6845 University 
Ave. Designed to expose chil-
dren to the arts, educational 
prog'rams and sports, it is 
championships later that year. known as the Salvation Army's 
In 1990, she sold the Padres for Ray and Joan Kroc Corps Com-
$75 million to a group of 15 munity Center. 
businessmen headed by Tom The last component of the 
Werner and began to take her center - a 640-seat performing 
philanthropy to a new level. arts space at an adjoining edu-
"The more I give, the more cation wing - opened in 
fortunate I feel," she once told March. 
The San Diego Union-Tribune. At the dedication of the arts 
In sharing the wealth, she space - known as the Joan B. 
felt she was following her bus- Kroc Theater - featured guest 
band's example. "Ray was once Tony Bennett invited Mrs. 
asked in an interview why he Kroc, an accomplished pianist, 
gave so much of his wealth to join him on stage for one of 
away," Mrs. Kroc said. "He his songs. Although it was one 
said, 'I've never seen a Brinks of her last public appearances, 
truck following a hearse. Have Mrs. Kroc returned to the cen-
you?' " ter about three weeks ago to 
Last month, Forbes magazine check on a bronze sculpture by 
estimated Mrs. Kroc's fortune Henry Moore that she contrib-
at $1. 7 billion, making her 121st uted to the center's garden 
on its list of the nation's wealthi- area, Foley said. 
est people. Her gift to the center was 
Causes she supported over believed to be among the larg-
the years have included health est ever by a San Diego resi-
Without fanfare, she donated 
a sculpture by the renowned 
Giacomo Manzu to the institute 
in August, said Joyce Neu, the 
institute's director. 
"One of her most abiding in-
terests was trying to make peo-
ple change the way they think 
and behave so that they can 
deal with their differences in a 
more benign way," Neu said. 
"She had such an amazing pas-
sion and dedication and was so 
w?nderful, so much fun, to be 
with. You couldn't be apathetic 
around her." 
Although she allowed her 
name to be used for projects 
such as the USD institute 
sometimes in hopes it would 
attract other donors, she shied 
from the limelight 
"She turned down interview 
requests with Fortune and 
Forbes, but talked to a small 
community newspaper because 
she thought it would help the 
Salvation Army project here " 
said Dick Starmann, h~r 
spokesman who announced 
her death. 
In 1997, Mrs. Kroc anony-
mously donated $15 million to 
flood victims in Grand Forks, 
N.D., and East Grand Forks · 
Minn. In an attempt to keep he; 
identity a secret, she left her 
' private jet and toured the flood- -
devastated region in a van. 
When families devastated by 
the flood received $2,000 each, 
they knew her only as "the an-
gel." 
research, drug and alcohol re- dent to a local charity. Mrs. 
habilitation, help for the home- Kroc approached the Salvation Later, reJ?Orters who check-
less, the arts, wQdlife preserva- Army about the project, one of ~ own~rship records of the jet 
tion, an animal shelter, the biggest community centers . at deliver~d her learned that 
programs to combat child in the nation, after she toured (),it was registered to Joan B. 
abuse and victims of natural di- some of the city's struggling Kr_?C Trustees. 
sters. eastern neighborhoods. I1l te~ you, that was really a 
"San Diego has lost one of its The Kroc Institute for Peace godsend, Ruth Lindgren, 77, 
most cherished citizens today," and Justice at USD, an exten- one of tl_ie ben~ciaries in East 
Mayor Dick Murphy said. "Her sion of Mrs. Kroc's commit- Fork, said last rught 
generous philanthropy demon- ment to world peace and con- 1 
"Everyone looked so help-
strated her abiding affection for flict resolution, opened in late ess. E~erybody was so down, 
the city. She will be missed." 2001 as a think tank for re- ~ondenng what they were go-
Among the most visible search and teaching. ing !0 do." 
signs of Mrs. Kroc's philanthro- She donated $25 million for Lindgren and her husband, 
PY are a 12-acre Salvation Army construction and an additional Harlt;Y, u~ the money to buy 
community center that opened $5 million to endow a lecture a ':'11iler . m which they lived 
in June 2002 in ethnically di- series on conflicts and human while 
their house was rebuilt 
verse Rolando; the Joan B. rights. M_rs. Kroc's desire for ano-
Kroc Institute for Peace~ an also gave $6 mil- nynuty came as no surprise to 
Justice at the University of . Joan B. Kroc Insti-
Dw;. the St Vmcent de Paul nternational Peace 
Joan ~oc Center for the home- tu es at the University of 
less m downtown San Diego; Notre Dame, culminating more 
San Diego Hospice palliative than 15 years of contributions 
care center in Hillcrest; and the to the school. 
Kroc-Copley Animal Shelter in 
the Morena District 
Carroll, head of St Vmcent de 
Paul Village. Carroll once re-
called that she handed him a 
check, unsolicited, for 
$800,000. 
When the mission-style St 
Vmcent de Paul Joan Kroc Cen-
ter opened to house the home-
less on Imperial Avenue in SeJ>-
tember 1987, "it was probably 
the first time she had ever per-
mitted her name to be used on 
a building," Carroll said. 
After conbibuting more than 
$3 million to build the center 
Mrs. Kroc returned to serv~ 
meals. "She had a great knack 
of looking the homeless in the 
eye and treating them just like 
she treated me - as a friend ,, 
Carroll said. ' 
Mrs. Kroc also was a major 
benefactor of Ronald Mc-
Donald Children's Charities 
and Ronald McDonald Ho11SPi;o 
In 1993, she contributed 
more than 1.2 million shares of 
McDonald's stock, worth an es,-
timated $60 million, directly to 
Ronald McDonald Houses• 
where parents whose childre~ 
are undergoing medical treat-
ment receive shelter. 
She followed that two years 
later with a $50 million dona-
tion to Ronald McDonald Chil-
dren's Charities, a grant-mak-
ing organization that supports 
health care and medical re-
search, education, the arts and 
civic and social services. 
The San Diego Hospice care 
center, which opened for termi-
nally ill patients in 1991 was 
established following an initial 
donation of $18.5 million from 
Mrs. Kroc. 
"Her father had died in a 
~o~i~ se~ in Minneapo-
lis, said Blair Blum, chief exec-
utive officer of San Diego Hos--
pice. "She wanted to share that 
philosophy with the people of 
San Diego." 
Mrs. Kroc and Helen K CoJ>-
ley, chairman and publisher 
em~ritus . of The San Diego 
Un,on-Tnbune, each conbibut-
ed $2 million for the Kroc-CoJ>-
ley Animal Shelter, which 
opened in May 2002. 
. 7oan was an enormously 
givmg person and wonderful 
friend to mother and me " said 
David Copley; chairmru'i and 
publisher of the Union-Tribune. 
"Their love of animals cuhninat-
ed in their collaborative efforts 
to build the new Kroc-Copley 
Humane Society. Joan's legacy 
will live on and on, thanks to all 
that she has done for this com-
munity and throughout the 
country." 
On the political front, Mrs. 
Kroc became an activist in the 
nuclear disarmament move-
ment after . attending the Na- , 
tional Women's Conference for , 
the Prevention of Nuclear War 
in Washington in 1984. 
The following year, she 
poured close to $3 million into • 
the nuclear weapons debate. 
She bought newspaper ads, 
commissioned book printings , 
and funded · disarmament 
groups. ' 
Joan Beverly Mansfield was , 
born Aug. 27, 1928, in St Paul, , 
Minn. Although her father, a 
railroad worker, was out of 
work during the Depression 
the family was able to pay fo; 
her piano lessons from the time 
she was 6 to 16. • 
Music was a priority in the 'I 
Mansfield family. Mrs. Kroc's 
mother had been a concert vi 
linist 
At 15, Mrs. Kroc began 
teaching piano, building a 3S-
student clientele. She played 
keyboard at a music store. She -
studied at the prestigious 
McPhail School of Music in 
Minneapolis. 
At 17, she met and married 
Roland Smith, a young man 
fresh out of the Navy. As a 
young mother, in the early ..., 
1950s: she took a job playing '~ 
the pW10 and organ in a St ' 
Paul restaurant 
It was there she first caught · 
the eye of Ray Kroc, then a ' 
budding burger tycoon. "I was ' 
stunned by her blond beauty," 
he later wrote in his autobiogra- ., 
phy. 
Twelve years later, after he 
was divorced twice and she 
once, they were married. He 
was 26 years her senior but so 
youthful and energetic that she·' 
thought he was about 35, she 
would say many years later. 
Ray Kroc bought the Padres • 
in 197 4 and the couple moved 
to San Diego two years later. -
After making her home here, . 
Mrs. Kroc founded Operation 
Cork, which produced films , , 
and booklets and sponsored ' 
programs to educate health 
professionals about the dan-
gers of alcoholism. 
In 1980, she established ·• 
what was believed to be the • 
first employee-assistance pro-
gram in major-league baseball I! 
for her team's players and staff ' 
with drug problems. 
"Sadly, in her passing, peo-
ple will really find out for the 
first time how much she meant 
to not only this community but 
to the world," said former Pa- ., 
dres star Tony Gwynn. "She did •• 
things her way, not for recogni-
tion or other considerations but 
because it was the right thing ' 
to do. 
"It's a shame that most of us 
will only now find out the ex- ' 
tent of what Joan did. She was a .. 
great owner, person and hu-
manitarian. I remember when I 
declared bankruptcy in 1987. It 
was my darkest hour. And Joan 
was there to offer me words of 
encouragement and to address 
the team on my behalf. 
I 
"She cared about the players 
and their families. Heck, she 
1 
cared about everyone on the 
face of this earth. She loved to 
help people." 
1 
Survivors include a daugh-
ter; a sister, four grandchildren; 1 
and four great-grandchildren. 
A private service is planned. • 
Sports writers BIi Center and Jim 
Llndtren and staff writer Usa 




1928 Joan B. Kroc 200a 
Padres owner Joan Kroc hoists the team's first National League championship trophy In 1984. She 
emerged as a phllanthroplst after her husband, McDonald's Corp. founder Ray Kroc, died In 
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of peace 064 
McDonald's founder's 
widow helped needy 
By Elliot Spagat 
The Associated Press 
SAN DIEGO - Joan B. Kroc, 
the billionaire widow of Mc-
Donald's Corp. founder Ray Kroc 
known for her philanthropy, died 
Sunday of brain cancer. She was 
75. 
Kroc was known in recent years 
a1- a major donor to organizations 
working to promote world peace, 
including namesake think tanks at 
the University of Notre Dame 
the University of San Dieg 
inheri e e an 1ego a e 
ter her husband died in 1984 and 
sold the baseball club in 1990 to a 
group led by Los Angeles televi-
sion producer Tom Werner. 
Kroc died at her home in the San 
Diego suburb of Rancho Santa Fe, 
several months after being diag-
nosed with glioblastoma, a form of 
brain cancer, said Dick Starmann, 
her spokesman. 
With an estimated net worth of 
$1. 7 billion, Kroc ranked No. 121 
on Forbes magazine's latest list of 
the nation's wealthiest people. 
Her donations created Notre 
Dame's Joan B. Kroc Institute for 
International Peace Studies in 
1986 and th~ University of San Di-
ego's Joan B. Kroc Institute for 
Peace and Justice in 2001. She was 
also a major benefactor of the 
Carter Center of Emory Universi-
ty in Atlanta. 
Kroc contributed $12 million to 
establish the Notre Dame center 
after hearing the Rev. Theodore 
M. Hesburgh, then president of the 
university, warn about the arms 
race at a San Diego talk in 1985, 
Associated Press I Lenny lgnelzi 
Joan Kroc speaks at a Salvation Army ceremony in San Diego in 
.. Kroc gave millions to promote peace and help families. 
cott Appleby, the center's di-
rector. 
"She walked up to him after the 
talk and said, 'I'm going to help 
you,' " said Appleby. "She was a 
passionate champion of peace and 
justice, and she was single-minded 
in her dedication to eliminating 
the threat of nuclear weapons and 
all forms of deadly violence." 
The University of ·San Diego 
think tank has worked to broker 
peace in hot spots including Nepal, 
Madagascar and the Ivory Coast, 
said Joyce Neu, executive director, 
who pegged Kroc's donations to 
the center at more than $30 mil-
lion. 
Kroc also contributed more than 
$90 million to the Salvation Army 
for a 12.5-acre arts and recreation 
center in east San Diego, said Maj . 
Cindy Foley, the center's adminis-
trator. 
"She worried that there were 
children and families who didn't 
have an opportunity to discover 
their talents because of a lack of 
facilities," Foley said. "She embod-
ied the word generosity." 
Born Aug. 27, 1928, in St. Paul, 
Minn., Kroc was a musician and 
music teacher for many years. She 
married Ray Kroc in 1969 and the 
couple moved from Chicago to San 
Diego in 1976, two years after pur-
chasing the Padres and preventing 
the team's planned move to Wash-
ington, D.C. 
When Ray Kroc died in 1984 at 
age 81, his wife succeeded him as 
the Padres' owner and chairwom-
an. She admitted knowing nothing 
about baseball when she took the 
helm, but that did not stop her 
from speaking . out. The Padres 
went to the World Series in her 
first season, losing to the Detroit 
Tigers. 
Kroc was deeply involved in run-
ning the team, at one point rehir-
ing Manager Dick Williams after 
he was fired without her consulta-
tion. She sold the team in 1990, not 
because of the team's poor perfor-
mance, she said, but because she 
wanted to spend more time with 
her family . 
Kroc is survived by a daughter, 
four granddaughters and fo:Jr 
great-grandchildren. - . 11 
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I $50 Million Gift Is Left to Notre Dame 
Joan B. jJ:=a,~se husband, tute's graduate program in peace Ray, founded the McDonald's studies "to include field research Corporation empire, has left $50 at various sites around the world million to the University of Notre in dimensions of peace and jus-Dame, the largest single gift in tice work." the 160-year history of the univer- He said it would also be used to sity. attract more faculty and staff Mrs. Kroc, who died on Oct. 12, members to the institute. left the money to the university's The Universit of San Die o's Joan B. Kroc Institute for Inter-
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace national Peace Studies, which she established in 1986. and Justice had also received a " Mrs. Kroc cared deeply about sizable gift from Mrs. Kroc, but finding and implementing alter- officials at the university said natives to violence and nonviolent they would not comment on the means of problem-solving," Scott bequest out of sensitivity to resi-Appleby, director of the institute, dents of San Diego County who said. were dealing with the devastation Mr. Appleby said the money caused by the wildfires in the would be used to expand the insti- area. 
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SOUTH BEND, IND. \ ?f\ 
Notre Dame gels 
largest single gift 
Joan B. Kroc, whose husband, 
Ray, founded the McDonald's 
Corp. empire, left $50 million to 
the University of Notre Dame, 
the largest single gift in the 
160-year ,history of the univer-
sity. Joan Kroc, who died Oct. 12, 
left the money to the university's 
r Jmw....,» . ·tu~ for Inter-
national Peace Studies, which 
she establisiieffi 1986. Scott 
Appleby, director of the institute, 
said the money would be used to 
expand the institute's graduate 
program in peace studies "to in-
clude field research at various 
sites around the world in dimen-
sions of peace and justice work." 
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Billionaire Joan B. Kroc,' 
widow of McDonald's 
founder, dies at 7 5 
By ELLIOT SPAGAT .. . 
Associated Press Writer ~ I 4 
SAN DIEGO - Joan B. Kroc, a 
billionaire who gave generously to 
health care, peace and arts groups 
and became the owner of the San 
Diego Padres after the death of 
her husband, McDonald's Corp. 
founder Ray Kroc, has died of 
brain cancer. . 
Kroc, who died Sunday at age 75, 
took over the Padres baseball 
team when her husband died in 
1984 at age 81. She remained a 
high-profile owner until selling the 
franchise in 1990. 
"For someone who wasn't really 
into baseball, she had a lot of en-
thusiasm and passion as an owner," 
said manager Bruce Bochy. 
Her first passion, however, was 
philanthropy, and it is estimated 
that Kroc, whose net worth was 
placed at $1.7 billion, gave away 
hundreds of millions. 
"She was a woman of generous 
spirit and a loving heart," said for-
mer San Diego Mayor Maureen 
O'Connor. 
She gave generously to causes 
promoting world peace, education, 
health care, cancer research, the 
arts and the fight against AIDS, 
and provided help for the Midwest 
when it was devastated by floods 
in the 1990s. . 
When 21 people were killed July 
18, 1984, in a shooting rampage 'at 
a McDonald's in San Ysidro, Kroc 
started a relief fund for victims' 
families the very next day, donat-
ing $100,000. McDonald's added $1 
million. 
Kroc's donations created Notre 
Dame's Joan B. Kroc Institute for 
race at a San Diego talk in 1985. 
"She walked up to him after the 
talk and said, 'I'm going to help 
you,'" said Scott ApplebY, the cen• 
ter's director. "She was a passion-
ate champion of peace and justice 
and she was single-minded in her 
dedication to eliminating the 
threat of nuclear weapons and all 
forms of deadly violence." 
The University of San Diego 
think tank has worked to broker 
peace in Nepal, Madagascar and 
the Ivory Coast, said Joyce Neu, 
executive director, who pegged 
Kroc's donations to the center at 
more than $.30 million. 
Kroc also contributed more than 
$90 million to the Salvation Army 
for a 12½-acre arts and recreation 
center in east San Diego, said Maj. 
Cindy Foley, the center's adminis-
trator. 
"She worried tbat there were 
children and families who didn't 
have an opportunity to discover 
their talents because of a lack of 
facilities," said Foley. "She embod-
ied the word generosity." 
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Peace and Justice,m 2001. She was 
a major benefactor of the 
Carter Center in Atlanta. 
She contributed $12 million to es-
tablish the Notre Dame center 
after hearing the Rev. Theodore M. 
Hesburgh, then president of the 
university, warn about the arms 
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Remembering a local philanthropist 
John B. Kroc,founder of the Institute for Peace and Justice, passes away 
GARY PAYNE Joan 8. Kroc passed away from brain cancer at age 75. 
15 
By Elyse M. Rohrer 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
16 
Joan B. Kroc, the philanthropist and 
McDonald's billionaire, who donated 
the money which established the In-
stitute for Peace and Justice, died on 
Sunday of brain cancer; she was 75. 
Mrs. Kroc is described as having 
been a very private person. She kept 
her illness - that she was diagnosed with 
more than three months ago - a secret to 
everyone, except those with whom she 
was very close. _ 
As news of her death casts a 
cloud over the USO communi 
about how she w.as truly a won 
human being are also spreading. 
Alice B. Hayes, the former president 
of USO, was on several boards and had 
many situations in which she came in 
contact with Mrs. Kroc. According to 
Dr. Dee Aker, Deputy Director of The 
Joan B . Kroc Institute for Peace and 
Justice, "They really hit it off." 
"She trusted Alice Hayes to create an 
institute for peace and justice which 
would be involved in both teaching 
and creating peace," Aker said. "She 
would give money and really trust 
that people would do what she wanted 
with that money. She never stopped 
giving. She wanted things to happen in 
the world for the good of everybody." 
Dr. Mary Lyons, President of USO 
' said, "As I thought about her death, I 
thought about how the good one does ' 
lives after them." 
Lyons also said that one of the best 
ways we can honor her memory is by 
being good stewards of her tremendous 
gifts to us. 
Mrs. Kroc donated $25 million 
for construction of the institute and 
an additional $5 million to endow a 
lecture-series. According to Aker, the 
only thing that USO paid for in the con-
struction of the IPJ was the underground 
parking structure. 
This past August, Mrs. Kroc donated 
a sculpture by Giamcomo Manzu to 
the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace 
that had previously been in her garden 
at her ~o~e in Rancho Santa Fe. The 
bronze sculpture is called the "Seated 
Cardinal" or "II Cardinale Seduto" in 
Italian. 
John Trifiletti, Assistant Vice Presi-
ent of Development, said, "She came 
p the day it was delivered to see it. I 
ow because I saw her." 
The IPJ gave a statement which at-
tests to the person Mrs. Kroc was, "A 
beacon of light, Joan Kroc was a gift to 
all those who knew her. The Institute 
for Peace and Justice, which she created 
with a generous gift to the University 
of San Diego, offers its deepest condo-
lences to her family and friends and all 
those whose lives were forever changed 
by her generosity, her optimism and her 
indomitable spirit." · 
Lyons and Aker have both said that 
this is a very personal loss for USD, 
but especially for Joyce Nue, Director 
of the IPJ. 
. Joan B. Kroc's philanthropy will live 
on. The IPJ will live on in her name 
althou~h most of her donations wer~ 
given anonymously. . 
In 1997, she donated millions 
of dollars anonymously to vic-
tims of flooding in Grand Forks, 
N.D. as well as vario\1$ parts of 
Minnesota. Lyons was there at 
the time and remembers her gift 
as being, "a tremendous ·relief 
for the families:" · · · 
!'I think that the fact that stu-
dents are studying here has to 
be a legacy of Joan B. Kroc, 
because it goes from here right 
back into the world," Aker said. 
According to USD's state-
ment on the death of Joan B. 
Kroc, "Joan Kroc was an exem-
plary woman, committed to 
making this world a better place 
and doing so through her com.: 
passion, energy and tremendous 
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Donations to charities are 
a fitting tribute to Joan Kroc 
UNION-TRIBUNE L/ l .s if 
Anyone wishing to honor Joan B. Kroc, the well-known philan-thropist who died Sunday at her home in Rancho Santa Fe, can send memorial donations in her name to any of the numerous charities she supported. 
Among the organizations that have received major donations .from her over the years are the Joan Kroc Center for the homeless at St Vmcent de Paul Village, the San Diego Hospice and Palliative Care Center in Hillcrest, the Kroc-Copley Animal Shelter, Ronald McDonald Children's Charities, the Joan B. Kroc Institute or Peace and · · · o and the Salvation Anny's Ray and Joan Kroc Corps Community Center in Rolando . . No public service or remembrance is planned, a family spokes-
man said. '- ) ~ 
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1\fillions, given quietly 
Ebony Brown, 7, was called by her mother to come In from the courtyard playground at the Kroc Community Center at St. Vincent de Paul In 




legacy of Joan Kroc, a very private person 
By Jeff 
STAFF" WRITER 
Intensely 'privat.e, even regard-
ing her death, her name noneth~ 
less graces some of the best-
known institutions in San Diego. 
Joan B. Kroc, the Rancho Santa 
Fe billionaire who forged her leg-
acy by giving away hundreds of 
millions of dollars, will surely be 
remembered for the high-profile 
shelters and think tanks named in 
her honor. 
But her generosity extended 
across miles and cultures - to 
tenninally ill patients and horn~ 
less mothers, to international 
peace activists and inner-city chil-
dren strapping on skates for the 
first time. 
Over the nearly three decades 
Kroc made this region her home, 
she never took for granted the 
blessings she was able to bestow 
on others - and by any measure 
they were many. 
Kroc, who died last Sunday, 
months after being diagnosed 
with inoperable brain cancer, 
Brett Ryan, 13, of La Mesa took off his Ice skates after practicing at the Ray and Joan Kroc Corps Community Center In Rolando. 
gave openly and quietly, to groups 
large and small, to people she 
knew and trusted and to others 
she never met 
Every day of every week, thou-
sands of people across her adopt-
ed hometown and around the 
globe benefit from the money 
Kroc put to work. 
Kids play musical instruments 
they might never have access to, 
senior citizens swim in heated 
pools close to their homes, men 
play hockey aft.er work, and down-
on-their-luck families find som~ 
where to stay. 
"If it wasn't for this place, fd be 
on the street," said Amy Bushey, 
a 41-year-old mother of three who 
is recovering from drug addiction 
and living with her children in the 
Joan Kroc Center, a downtown 
shelter. 
''Even though it's one room, 
this is home right now," the strug-
gling parent said. "We're grateful 
to have a roof over our heads and 
food in our belly." 
Kroc donated when she was 
asked directly, and she slipped 
checks to people who never 
sought her help. She gave to the 
arts, to the poor, to the sick and to 
the ordinary. 
The causes and organizations 
Kroc chose to sµpport varied 
greatly, from disadvantaged chil-
dren and t.enninal patients to pub-
lic broadcasting and international 
peace, among many others. 
Not surprisingly, the beneficia-
ries tended to share some com-
mon themes - opportunity, 
hope, education and inspiration. 
<.._ 
s EE Joan Kroc, B3 -
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Unlike many benefactors, 
Kroc almost never involved 
herself in the actual running of 
whatever project she support-
ed. Instead, she had a deliber-
ate sense of what she wanted to 
create, offered whatever money 
it took and left it to others to 
make things happen. 
"Our animals are healthier, 
our adoptions are up and the 
general public has a real posi-
tive feeling when they go to the 
shelter," said James_ Wright, a 
director at the state-of-the-art 
county animal shelter, which 
received a $2 million boost 
from Kroc. "People are not de-
pressed when they come here. 
They don't come into a dun-
geon anymore." · 
When Kroc proposed what 
became the Ray and Joan Kroc 
Corps Community Center, for 
example, she had to make it 
clear several times to Salvation 
Anny executives the huge 
scope of what she envisioned. 
It had never dawned on the 
Salvation Army that Kroc was 
talking about investing tens of 
millions of dollars. The $90 mil-
lion-plus that she ended up 
spending is the biggest dona-
tion the organization ever re-
ceived. 
The 12-acre arts, education 
and recreation complex that 
rose out of a long-abandoned 
shopping center in Rolando is 
now one of the largest nonmun-
icipal facilities of its kind any-
where in the world. 
"She does her research and 
she trusts the organizations 
she chooses," said Maj. Cindy 
Foley, a co-administrator of the 
Ray and Joan Kroc center. "The 
only caveat for her was that 
nobody be denied access to the 
facility." 
Publicity-shy 
A humble product of St Paul, 
Minn., Kroc was not born to 
wealth. She was an accom-
plished pianist who met and 
later married McDonald's ham-
burger magnate Ray Kroc, who 
died in 1984 and left his fortune 
to his wife. 
The Kroc name is attached 
to some of the most prominent 
institutions in San Diego Coun-
ty, but not by her choosing. 
Many of the groups and 
agencies to which Kroc gave 
money have little more than a 
ortrait or photograph honor-
,g their benefactor. 
1n the relatively few cases 
where Kroc allowed her name 
to be associated with a project 
she endowed, it was usually be-
cause the administrators plead-
ed with her to do so. 
The Joan B. Kroc Institute 
for Peace & Justice OQ the Uni-
versity of San Dle~o campus was first going to be named for 
Mahatma Gandhi. 
But between a few com-
plaints from people who did not 
want Gandhi honored and mild 
pressure from USD officials 
who sought to publicize their 
donors and attract new ones, 
Kroc relented. 
Years earlier, Father Joe Car-
roll ha to persuade Kroc to let 
St. Vmcent de Paul Villages 
name its first shelter the Joan 
Kroc Center. Even the huge 
Salvation Army community 
center was first meant to be 
. anonymous. 
In the same way, Kroc kept 
her illness from everyone but 
those closest to her. When she 
showed up at the Ray and Joan 
Kroc center recently to donate 
a sculpture by noted artist Hen-
ry Moore, Salvation Army offi-
cials had no idea she was sick. 
"Now we realize why she 
was doing this," Foley said. 
"We thought she was redecor-
ating." 
One reason Kroc avoided the 
spotlight is because she was 
approached so often by people 
with special projects or plans 
they wanted funde·d, several 
sources said. 
At almost every social func-
tion she attended, Kroc would 
be hit up to support one pro-
gram or another. Yet, she more 
often chose to invest in causes 
for which the agencies never 
sought funding. 
The $1. 7 billion estate that 
Kroc left behind has fueled 
some speculation about which 
charities might receive be-
quests, but Kroc's spokesman 
had little to say about what 
would happen to the fortune. 
"More to come," was all Dick 
Starmann would say. 
Despite her unassuming pro-
file, Kroc kept close tabs on the 
progress of her favorite proj-
ects. 
When parents of children 
who had taken up ice skating 
0 
wrote to Kroc to tl1ank her for 
building the Rolando center, 
she delighted in answering ev-
ery l etter . This spring, she 
bought books detailing global 
issu ' S for each member of the 
first graduating class of the In-
stitute for Peace & Justice. 
ProudlecJacy 
Many . of the organizations 
that Kroc built provide services 
for which she had a special 
fondness, beneficiaries say. 
At the San Diego Hospice, 
built on a Mission Valley bluff 
top in 1985 with $18.5 million 
donated by Joan Kroc, doctors 
and nurses work to ease the 
pain and worry of terminally ill 
patients. · 
Their holistic approach to 
comforting the afflicted mirrors 
the medical care that Kroc's 
father had received years ago, 
when he was dying . 
The hospice has 24 single-
bed rooms, each with a private 
balcony or patio. The parklike 
grounds offer walking trails, 
picnic areas, a playground for 
children and a million-dollar 
view from the gazebo high 
above Mission Valley. 
In addition to its on-site med-
ical center, the hospice contin-
ues to treat hundreds of pa-
tients in their own homes. It 
also partners with hospitals to 
promote tqe concept of con-
fronting death with dignity. 
Kroc specifically avoided 
placing her name on the hos-
pice complex. But she took 
great joy in stopping by during 
the holidays to deliver bou-
quets or other gifts to patients. 
"We would still be operating 
in an office in an industrial park 
- unless someone else had 
come along," hospice director 
Blair Blum said. 'This wa her 
dream." 
In the mid-1990s, Kroc 
sought to e tablish a local 
peace institute similar to one 
she endowed at the University 
of Notr Dame in Indiana. She 
elected the University of San 
Diego to host the think tank 
and set to work making it hap'. 
pen. 
Just a few years later, in De-
cember 2001, former Pre ident 
Jimmy Carter thought enough 
of the place to h Ip dedicate the 
institute that today, despite 
Kroc's reluctahce, bears her 
name. 
Earlier this year, as the Unit-
ed States was preparing to in-
vade Iraq, Navy officials hosted 
a serie of meetings with inter-
national military leaders. One 
of the meetings was in the insti-
tute' s grandest meeting hall -
a wide room with deep, com-
fortable chairs surrounding a 
vast, oval conference table. 
'There's something about 
sitting in this room that makes 
people really consider what 
they say," said Dee Aker, the 
institute's assistant director. 
Removing obstacles 
• When Kroc came up with the 
idea of building the multipur-
pose recreation and performing 
arts venue in Rolando - an 
emerging community where 
such amenities were never be-
fore available - he wanted 
people from all walks of life lo 
share the opportunities she had 
in her youth. 
With swimming pools, a 
skateboard park, weight room, 
fitness c nter, 600-seat theater, 
library, computer lab, meeting 
~ 
space, ice arena, dance and mu-
ic classes and more, the com-
. plex is busy 18 hours a day. 
Barely a year · old, the Ray 
and Joan Kroc Corps Commu-
nity Center has lured 6,500 
members who pay $10 to $13 a 
month. Thousands more pay 
nominal fees to use the various 
attractions one day at a time. 
Already, the Ray and Joan 
Kroc center is exposing kids to 
activities they might never ·oth-
erwise be able to explore. 
In its first year, 30 young-
sters learned to play brass 
horns. Hundreds of others took 
up the piano, learned to use 
computers or watched their 
first performance of live the-
ater. 
"She removed a lot of the 
obstacles kids would have to 
discovering their talents," Fo-
ley said of her benefactor. 
last year, when the skate-
board park closed temporarily 
so the Salvation Anny could 
use the warehouse space to 
store holiday presents or 
needy families, 13-year~o.d 
Brett Ryan took up figure skat-
ing - a sport Kroc relished as 
a young girl. 
Months later, Brett took top 
honors in a regional ice compe-
tition - a surprising accom-
plishment for someone so new 
to figure skating. Even today, 
he practices 25 hours a week. 
'They learn to focus; they 
learn a sense of schedule," skat-
ing director Wanda · Guntert 
said of her students, who num-
ber 400 or more. "You have to 
think fast and you have to make 
your own decisions." 
Kroc heard about Brett's tri-
umph and was visibly proud. 
She wanted to get to the arena 
to watch him perlorm, his coa-
ches said, but she was never 
able to make the visit 
largely_ unexpected, Kroc's 
death made headlines around 
the world, and touched San 
Diego especially deeply. Many 
organizations funded by Kroc 
over the years posted notices of 
her death throughout their of-
fices. 
At the Ray and Joan Kroc 
center, employees set up a re-
membrance book that visitors 
· were invited to sign. They 
planned to present the memori-
al to Kroc's survivors. 
One woman wrote: 'Thank 
you for giving me back my life 
and future." 
Jeff McDonald: (619) 542-4585; / 
jeff.mcdonald@uniontrlb.com 
Dr. Elly Hann (left) and nurse practitioner Jerry Boltz (rear) talked with Garnet Kunda (right ), 93, and her daughter, Irene Morlgeau, 
at the San Diego Hospice Inpatient care center during their rounds. In 1985, Joan Kroc gave $18.5 million for land and construction 
costs for the hospice. LauraEmbry / Union-Tribune 
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USD, Notre Dame 
receive financial 
gifts from Kroc 
4/ IS 'f 
By Eleanor Yant, STAFF" WRITER 
Joan B. Kroc, who gave hundreds of millions of 
dollars to San Diego institutions before her death 
this month, has bequeathed $50 
million to the University of Notre 
Dame and an undisclosed sum to 
the University of San ff 
The USD gift ,has 
marked for the universi~!""'PPl!ffl'-
B. Kroc Institute £eace aod 
~ University officials said 
they would not comment on the 
Joan .Kroc size of the gift until next week out 
of courtesy to the . victims of the 
wildfires blazing across the county. 
"We just think that the community is so focused 
on the :fires," said university spokeswoman Llz 
Hannan. "Next week will be a better time to 
appreciate something like this." 
SE 'KROC A 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE B1 
Gift is largest 
in the history 
of Notre Dame 
The University of Notre 
Dame gift - the largest in the 
160-year history of the Indiana 
university - will pay for Stus 
dent scholarships, faculty posi-
tions and graduate programs at 
Notre Dame's Kroc Institute for 
International Peace Studies. 
':Mrs- Kroc has always been 
interested in furthering peace 
and making it a better world for 
the children in the world," said 
Dick Starmann, Kroc's spokes-
man. 
Of the $1.7 billion estate 
Kroc left behind, millions went 
to more than a dozen organiza-
tions, many of them in San Die-
go, Starmann said. Those an-
nouncements will be made in 
the coming weeks, he said. 
Kroc, who lived in the San 
Diego region for nearly three 
decades, was manied to the 
founder of the McDonald's 
Corp. empire. 
Her gifts were spread among 
causes from the terminally ill 
and homeless mothers to inter-
national peace activists and 
public broadcasters. 
EINnor Yant: (619) 542-4564; 





D. Metropolltan uctober 2003 San 1ego 
Six Locals Make Forbes List 
Of The Nation's Wealthiest 
an Kroc is the wealthiest of five San Diego County residents to make 
Forbes magazine's list of the 400 richest Americans. Kroc, with $1.7 
billion, was ranked No. 121. Famous for giving away large chunks of her 
wealth, Kroc 's ranking on the list has slipped from No. 68 in 1999, No. 
104 in 2000, No. 88 in 2001 and No. 100 in 2002. 
At No. 140 with $1.5 billion is La Jolla resident and grain company 
heiress Margaret Anne Cargill. She's moving up the list, having ranked 
No. 308 in 1999, No. 338 in 2000, No. 304 in 2001 and No. 362 in 2002. 
Gateway founder Theodore W. Waitt was ranked No. 162 with $1.4 
billion. Paralleling his company 's struggles in the direct-sales computer 
and electronic appliance industry, Waitt 's position has slipped quite a bit 
since 1999 when he ranked No. 26 on the Forbes list. In 2000 he was No. 
27, in 2001 No. 125 and in 2002 No. 149. 
Moving back up after slipping last year is Qualcomm CEO Irwin 
Mark Jacobs, who ranks No. 244 with $1 billion. In 1999 Jacobs ranked 
No. 186, in 2000 No. 189, in 2001 No. 139 and in 2002 No. 332. 
Retired Copley Press (San Diego Union-Tribune , etc.) leader Helen 
Kinney Copley ranked No. 278 in 2003 with $960 million . In 1999 
Copley ranked No. 331 on the Forbes list, No. 350 in 2000, No. 318 in 
2001 and No. 285 in 2002. 
Padres owner John Jay Moores ranks No. 347 with $740 million. In 
2002, he ranked No. 329.❖ 
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KPBS is one of lo al winners 
of Gandhi Nonvi lence Awards 
< ,·:;; I 
Tldlllts ... the world of broadcastlncJ ••• 
KPBS - San Diego's public broadcasting en-
tity- was among eight individuals and organi-
zations in San Diego County recently honored 
for dedication to the fight against youth vio-
lence. The recognition came during the "Gand-
hi Nonviolence Awards" presented at the Joan 
B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice at the 
University of San Diego. The Tariq Khamisa 
Foundation, a local nonprofit organization dedi-
cated to combating youth violence through edu-
cation, presented the sixth annual event. 
KPBS/Channel 15 was cited for its award-win-
ning, one-hour documentary "Culture of Hate: 
Who Are We?" It examined disenfranchised 
y~uth in Lakeside who join white power move-
ments. In addition, KPBS' public affairs pro-
barn "Full Focus" has addressed issues with 
serious impact on youth, including gang vio-
lence, underage drinking and street racing. 
Other Gandhi award recipients were the ¥11-
jli BIINI of llneyuy lndllns, City Attorney C.., 
Gwinn; PHrf Hirtz of the San Diego Restorative 
Justice Mediation Program; Kroc Middle 
School teacher Mtllua .,_.; FIIIMr Joe Carroll 
of St Vmcent de Paul Village; Zaclllry Plsnlnto, 
a seventh-grade student at Eastlake Middle 
School· and JIU Hanna, creator of the Peer Sui-
cide rr'evention Education Program at Junipero 
Serra High School. 
SeaWorld 'Scrubs' 
Sea World San Diego is featured in two 
episodes of NBC's "Scrubs" at 8:30 p.m. tomor-
row and Oct 23 on KNSD/Channel 39. The 
show's 100-member crew and $<>me members 
of its cast arrived at the Mission Bay site Sept 2 
and wrapped up work two days later. In the 
comedy series, Sea World comes into play when 
Sean (guest star Scott Folly), a former boyfriend 
of Elliot (Slnll ~), shares medical training 
he picked up at Sea World. The Oct 23 episode 
is titled "My White Whale." 
"'Ibe cast members were very gracious, pos-
ing for photos with Sea World team members 
and were very appreciative of our efforts," said 
Sea World spokeswoman Kelly Terry. 
Clear Channel switch 
At. Clear Channel Communications San 
Diego, XTRA/FM 91.l's new cutting-edge rock 
format program director is JIii lldllnls, who 
has surrendered programming duties at classic 
rbck KGB/FM 101.5 to Brya Scllocll. Schock 
started his radio career as an overnight jock at 
"91X" (1982-85) and moved to KGB overnights 
and eventually nights (1985-90). 
Richards will continue his duties as regional 
vice president of programming, overseeing all 
the programming efforts of the Clear Channel 
Radio stations in the San Diego region. He has 
done radio programming in the San Diego mar-
ket for approximately three years. 
'Sex' on TBS 
TBS Superstation has acquired the off-net-
work rights to the HBO comedy series "Sex 
and the City." The show is slated to debut in 
prime time as a weekly program exclusively on 
TBS Superstation beginning in June. 
"'Ibere is an enormous untapped audience 
out there that has never seen 'Sex and the City,' 
which makes it completely new to more than 
half our audience," said 511ft ....._, executive 
vice president and chief operating officer of 
TBS Superstation and Turner Network Televi-
sion. 
Just what TBS plans to do with some of "Sex 
and the City's" racy, sometimes sexually graph-
ic scenes remains to be seen, or perhaps not 
seen. 
Liza 'Arrested' 
LID -..at will make a multi-episode appear-
ance on Fox's new comedy series "Arrested De-
velopment" that debuts Nov. 2. Minnelli, who 
recently separated from husband Dani Int, 
will play Lucille Austero, a rich widowed so-
cialite. "Lucille 2," as she's known, is a fierce ri-
val to Jessica Wlltlr's Lucille Bluth, the matri-
arch of the show's central paupered family. 
When the two Lucilles run into each other at an 
awards show, Lucille l's son, Buster (1llly 11111), 
accidentally finds himself flirting with Lucille 2 
when he misplaces his glasses. Lucille 2 is so 
flattered by the attention that she stalks Buster 
with a lengthy series of voice mails. 
Compiled by arts/entertainment writer PnstN .,......_ 25 
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in talk at USD 
A fter 
criticizing the United States 
for various acts since 9/11 , 
including the imprisonment of 
suspects at Guantanamo Bay and the war 
in Iraq, South African Justice Richard 
J. Goldstone praised America's style 
of democracy and its open society. 
He told an Oct. 15 gathering at the 
University of San Diego's Joan Kroc 
Center for Peace and Justice that "this is 
the only society where a foreigner like 
me can come and say the things I have 
just said . ... I wouldn' t try to say these 
things in London or Paris .. . . I don't 
think I would be able to do so without 
measuring my words." 
Goldstone spent most of his hour-long 
discussion on the dangers of the 
unilateral use of military force and how 
violations of international treaties affect 
world peace. 
During a question-and-answer session, 
Goldstone was asked how he thought the 
human rights issue might be resolved in 
the Israel/Palestinian context. His 
response was brief: "I find it difficult to 
be optimistic about the Middle East at 
the moment. There seems to me to be a 
complete absence of credible leadership 
on both sides." 
In response to a question about the 
viability of assassination as a means to 
prevent war, he answered: "I don' t 
believe in the justification for 
governments sponsoring murder under 
any circumstances." 
JUDGE RICHARD GOLDSTONE 
Goldstone, an expert in the use of 
international law for preventing and 
responding to terrorism, spoke to a 
crowd of more than 300 people. He 
came to San Diego from the 
Constitutional Court of South Africa in 
Johannesburg with a long list of titles, 
honors and awards to his name. He co-
chairs the International Bar Association's 
Task Force on International Terrorism, is 
a governor of the Hebrew University, is 
president of World ORT and holds 
numerous other positions. 
He was the first chief prosecutor of 
the United Nations International 
Criminal Tribunals for the former 
Yugoslavia and Rwanda, chaired South 
Africa's Commission of Inquiry 
Regarding Public Violence and 
Intimidation, and was a member of the 
international panel established in 1997 
by the government of Argentina to 
monitor that country 's inquiry into nazi 
activities within its borders since 1938. 
The San Diego Union-Tribune • Thursday, October 9, 2003 
RELIGION & ETHICS 
• LICta'e: Fonner United Nations 
War Crimes Prosecutor Richard J. 
Goldstone will give a talk titled 
"Preventing Deadly Conflict: the Role 
of International I.aw," 7 p.m. 
Wednesday.Joan B. Kroc Institute for 
Peace. and Justice at the Universi~ of 
San Diego. Reservations ~a?e--;,:,..._ 
~Ugge§led. (619) 260-4236. 
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The Role of International Law
" 
discussed by Justice Ri chard
 J. 
Goldstone , Wednesday, Oct
o-
ber 15, 7 p.m., at Joan B. Kroc.!
.!!; 
stitute for Pease and lust ice at nj-
versity of San Diego (5998 Ak
al~ 
Park). Goldstone was the first chie
f 




for the fo rmer Yugo lavia a
nd 
Rwanda. Free. 6 I 9-260-423
6. 
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What's Up: L¥ce ~:~ard will host a half-
day labor and employment law seminar for in-
house counsel and human resources managers. 
Attorneys Robert Levy and William Earley will 
talk about changes in state and federal employ-
ment law during the last year. The focus w~ 
be on key court decisions and legislation. There 
will also be updates regarding recent develop-
ments and trends in employment law. Regis-
tration begins at 1:30 p.m. ~~ Oct. 23, at the< j 
University of San Diego's Jo1ln B. Kroc Insti-
tute for Peace and Justice. The event costs $50 ----
and runs until 5 p.m. The firm will host a 
reception following the seminar. . . . Fish & 
Richardson is at home in its new offices at 
12390 El Camino Real in Del Mar Heights. 
The firm moved from the Smith Barney build-
ing in University Towne Centre. The new fa-
cility includes 92,500 square feet of office 
space. Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison once oc-
cupied the space that Fish & Richardson re-
cently moved into. Brobeck closed earlier this 
year after suffering from insurmountable debt. 
Rene 'e Beasley Jones via fax at (858) 571-
3628 or via e-mail at rbeasley@sdbj.com. 
Call her at (858) 277-6359, Ext. 109. 
29 
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San Diego Reader October _30, 2003 
The Documentary T/Je Lost Boys 
of Sudan sc reens Th ur day, 
November 6, 6:30 p.m., at Joan B. 
Kroc Institute for Peace and Jus-
ti ce at Uni versity of an Diego 
{5998 Xlcala Park). Film followea 
by panel discussion with Megan 
Mylan, Dr. Randa Hassan, Robert 
Montgomery, Jo yce Neu. Free. 
Reservation required by Novem-
ber 4. 619-260-7509. (LINDA VISTA) 
Reuben H. Reet Science Center, 
currently screening in the IMAX the-
ater. Bugs!, Kili111at1jaro: To t/Je Roof of 
Africa, and Coral Reef Adve11t11re. 
Ticket prices and showtimes: 
619-238-1233. (BALBOA PARK) 
College of Arts and Sciences 
( 
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Huy Me a River 
JUAN CABRILLO and Charles Lindbergh had to di co er 
foreign lands and fly across oceans to get monument dedi-
cated to them. These days, cutting a check helps, too. 
The University of s\fu Die o's dazzling new Donald P. 
Shiley Center for Science & Technology was so named after 
Donald P. Shiley chipped in $ 10 million of the $47 million 
construction cost. Another well-heeled philan ropist , Joan 
Kroc, has her name on everything from the San Diego Zoo's 
tropical rain forest to the .sprawling new Kroc Institute for 
Peace and Ju tice, also at USD. (Kroc covered the entire $25 
million tab.) 
The Thornton family name is proudly emblazoned on 
plaques and buildings all over the city, most prominently at 
Thornton Ho pita! at the University of California , San Di-
ego. Sid Craig pent $10 million for the Jenny Craig Pavilion 
at USD , a birthday gift for his diet-guru .wife . And after 
William and Jane Walsh plunked down $5 million , the Neu-
rosciences Institute is naming its new brain research facility 
the Walsh Family LabocatQ_ries: 
USD's new science and technology center is named after Donald 
Shiley, who pitched in $10 million to build it. 
Corporations are playing the name game as well. Qual-
comm spent $ 18 million to get its name on the stadium; the 
city was so jazzed it even threw in a street, Qualcomm Way. 
And then there 's Petco Park , the new home of the Padres , 
which cost the local pet-supply chain $60 million. 
But you don ' t have to be a millionaire to get your name 
on a piece of America's Finest City. Listed below, some pur-
cha ed-memorial bargain sti ll up for grabs: 
- ERIN CHAMBERS 






TIie on Newport Avenue, Ocean Beach 
Park bench, San Diego County 
Table, California Western School of Law Library 
Plaque, San Diego Zoo 
Flower bed, bench and plaque, Little Italy 
( 
.. , : 
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Science center amps research 
I ,- USD invests $47 million 
into science facilities 
By MELANIE STEVENS 
Coastal Lifestyles 
i.. ' fS-4 
The Donald P. Shiley Center for 
Science and Technology is the Unjyersjty 
of San Diego's latest success story, adding 
to the campus a $47 million investment in 
improved science facilities, cutting edge 
equipment and a picturesque Renaissance 
building that colors the west end of 
Marian Way. 
Although the 150,000-square-foot 
project was originally completed in June, 
classes resumed from summer hiatus in 
September, allowing new and returning 
students to experience what the 73 new 
laboratories and classrooms have to offer. 
The 150,000 square-foot, $47 million Donald P. Shiley Center for Science and 
Technology contains 73 laboratories with cutting-edge equipment for USO. 
Biology, chemistry, physics, marine modernity that the more veteran edifices 
science and environmental science were lack. 
formerly spread across campus but are The entryway displays a colorful fiber 
now housed under the same roof Dean optic art sculpture surrounded on either 
Patrick Drinan of the School of Arts & side by screens whose sensory-driven 
Sciences, says this one stop shop to the images draw upon a combination of 
USO science com- _____________ curiosity and fasci-
munity provides a ation. The land-
rare and important :;<:aping outside pro-
educational experi- vides a backyard 
ence. 'The sky's the limit lassroom with 
"This allows our f lenty of California-
faculty and students for US ... ' native shrubbery, 
to reach across dis- lants and trees. 
cipl.ines and work - Dr. Tammy J. Dwyer Dr. Tammy J. 
with each other I wyer, . Professor 
more effectively," and Charr for the 
Drinan said. chemistry depart-
"Something as simple as locating biology tnent said the center 
and chemistry together gives us a syn- was designed over a matter of years by the 
ergy we did not have before." professors with both !he science and non-
This synergy stretches beyond the cur- science majors in mipd. 
ricullDll as the new center sits nested along "We've programmed OlD' space in such 
the edge of the canyon among its older but a way that we thought of details that 
still highly decorated campus buildings, would facilitate learning and do a first 
rate 1· ob," Dwyer said complete with the resonating theme of 
Spanish architecture. But the Center for Funded in part by a $10 million dona-
Science and Technology adds a touch of tion from San Diego's philanthropists 
Darlene and Donald Shiley, the new 
Science and Technology Center has also 
received grants to propel the studies and 
research into a competitive arena from 
which the faculty, undergraduate students 
and the local biotech commllllity can ben-
efit. 
NASA provided the center with a 
$458,000 grant used to purchase new 
tools and technology, including an atomic 
absorption spectrometer for testing water 
samples. The Fletcher Jones Foundation 
funded $ I million toward a biochemistry 
and molecular biology wing. 
"We have developed partnerships with 
the biotech community in that we are 
sending them top-notch students with not 
only a conceptual understanding, but with 
practical lab skills," Dwyer said 
The credibility of the Science and 
Technology Center is expected to attract 
an increasing number of students. The 
facility 's planners, namely its professors, 
anticipated a 30 percent growth in coming 
years and built the structure and educa-
tional programs accordingly. 
"The sky's the l.imit for us," said 
Dwyer. ''The idea is to light a spark under 
someone who says 'l don't want to pass up 
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, I Devil can dance 6 
Diavolo Dance Theater brings 
its new project, "The 
Dreamcatcher," to the California 
available through the center's 
ticket office, online at www.art-
center.org, Ticketmaster loca-
tions, or by calling (800) 
988-4253. 
Center for the Arts, Oct. 23 at 8 New d ~ama mentor 
P m The Uni¥ rsin' f ·o·· l' C 'H ·rn, 1avo o s per1ormances ~ as~ e~r~-'!:!.of~ FJ;in!.!:ey~2-!1u...1.aJ11o1.1,1~ 
examine the funny and frighten- Arts Program has a new actor 
ing ways individuals act with mentor in Patricia Conolly. 
their environment. The company With four decades of experi-
comprises dancers, gymnasts ence as a professional actress on 
and actors who create perfor- three continents, Conolly has 
mances collaboratively under the worked with the Royal 
guidance of Artistic Director Shakespeare Company, on 
Jacques Heim. Using everyday Broadway, and has extensive U.S. 
items in its performances, the and Canadian Regional Theatre 
company cr~ates metaphors for experience. She also has taught or 
the challenge of relationships, directed at USC, Juilliard, North 
the absurdities of life and the Carolina School of the Arts, 
struggle to maintain humanity in Florida Atlantic University and 
an increasingly technological Boston University. Conolly 
age. replaces Tony Award-winning 
"The Dreamcatcher" abstracts actor Richard Easton, who hel~ 
the Native American legend of the the position at the Globe for eight 
dream catcher, and speaks of the years. 
outcasts, cast-offs and dreamers The Old Globe/USO MFA 
of the world. At its most simple, drama program will present its 
DreamCatcher is the kaleido- annual fall Shakespeare produc-
scopic dream narrative of a love tion Nov. 15-23. The production 
affair between a man and a of "Twelfth Night," directed by 
woman. Yet it is also the mythic Conolly, will run in the Globe's 
story of a dreamer's struggle for Cassius Carter Centre Stage. 
the rediscovery of faith. jennifer.chung@sddt.com 
Tickets are $42 to $52 and Source Code: 20031016tbh 
The Vista October 16, 2003 
"Integrity in Our 
Institutions" 
USD to host Academic 
Integrity Conference 
By Megan Hanrahan 
STAFF WRITER 
counting: Ambition, Greed and the Fall 
of Arthur Andersen. Finally, Saturday's 
plenary session will feature Dr. Thomas 
Lickona, Professor of Education at the 
State University College of New York 
at Cortland and author of Raising Good 
Children and Educating/or Character: 
How Our Schools Can Teach Respect 
and Responsibility. 
Ac~ording to Dr. Thomas Cosgrove, 
Associate Vice President ofStudentAf-
lt is with great pleasure that US niversity has sent students to 
host this year's 2003 Academic Integri ence for the past five years. 
C ti 
Each time it has been in a different on erence. . 
B 
• • t d d . . location across the nation all with the egmnmg o ay an contmumg ti f • . ' 
until Saturday the event will include ~ame . ocus o improvmg the academic 
' mtegnty on colleg_e campuses workshops, conferences and speakers I . · I 
all surrounding the topics of academic Mostly students will attend 
honor codes. This year's theme is "In- the conference, and those rep-
tegrity in Our Institutions: Leadership, resenting USO will be Ryan 
Courage and Commitment." Castanos, Vice President of Aca-
F orming the Academic Integrity demics, Kathleen Nolan, Honor 
Conference, the Center for Academic Council Chair, Dean Dri_nan of -
Integrity (CAI) was founded in 1992 the .College of Arts and Sci-
and is comprised of broad international ences, graduate students and 
select colleges, universities, profes- professors. 
sional schools and secondary institu- · Many schools, such as the . 
tions ranging from the private and elite University of Virginia and 
to the public spectrum. The CAI acts Stanford University have un-
as the core backbone of the honor code proctored exams. The most dif-
tradition and serves as a sense of guid- ficult aspect of this, CosgroJe 
ance and support for the institutions it pointed out, is the idea that if a 
encompasses. Membership consists student sees one of their peers 
of over 1,000 representatives from cheating on an exam, ~n it is 
approximately 340 institutions, two their duty to report them. 
organizations and 55 individuals from · USO has already taken steps 
around the globe. towards its honor code-on cam-
The event begins today with pre-con- pus. On some exams, there is 
ference workshops. an academic integrity box in 
Friday's highlight is the opening which the student must sign, and 
address from Dr. Barbara Ley Toffler, during orientation week, stu-
Adjunct Professor of Management at dents recite USD's academic 
Columbia University Graduate School jntegrity honor pledge. 
of Business and author of Final Ac- -~ "Honor means 'I will do the 
right thing even when no one's 
-
watching'," Cosgrove said. 
This is even more of an im-
portant value for USO as a 
Catholic university, where cer-
tain morals arid standards are 
expected to shine through the 
student bo~y. J 
Accordmg to Ryan Castanos -
Vice President of Academics' 
this conference will help pu; 
USO on the map with regards 
to the academic community of 
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RABBI WHO LOST H01\1E IN '96 FIRE.TALKS ABOUT FINDING 
HOPE, RECOVERING FROM LIFEALTERING DISASTER 
RISING ,OM .. ASH 
In 1996, Doslck sat among the 
ruins. The Harmony Grove Fire 
claimed some 100 homes back then. 
This week's Inferno Is much worse. 
By James Hebert,sr Af'f' WRITER October raging once agajn, Dosick 
1 5 4 knows what those who lost their 
I 
f the flames that'invaded San homes are up against. 
Diego this week were a "Whether they like it or not, their 
reminder of fire's power to entire lives will be defined now by 
destroy, it was one reminder before and after the fire," he says. 
that Rabbi Wayne Dosick "The same way that Oives are 
didn't really need. He's defined by) before and after the 
already had his dose of deja w, divorce; before and after the disease; 
thank you. before and after the loved one's 
Barely a week ago, Dosick and his death." 
wife were driving home from the Dosick dealt with his grief by 
airport when they realized they had writing a book. "When Life Hurts: A 
made the same trip on the same date Book of Hope" is a work about 
exactly seven years before. recovery- not just from losing a 
On that Monday in October 1996, house, but from any life-shattering 
they had returned to their Carlsbad event 
neighborhood from a trip to "One of the things I wrote in the . 
Chicago, only to find their house in book is it's like getting in a 
ashes - claimed by the Harmony whitewater raft," says Dosick, who 
Grove wildfire. teaches at USD and jsA:he spiritual 
The Dosicks eventually built a leader of Elijah Minyan in North 
new home on the same La Costa f~t County. 
But the pain of such a profound loss "You know eventually you'll get in 
can't be swept away like so mvan a place of serenity and calm. But the 
spent embers, and with the flam : raft has a mind of its own, and you 
. ·---------~-~ ........... 
can't control it Sometimes it'll throw 
you into the whirlpool." 
Advice for helpers ' 
The Harmony Grove Fire of '96 
claimed some 100 houses, including 
42 in Dosick's neighborhood. He 
and his wife, psychotherapist Ellen 
Kaufman Dosick. lost irreplaceable 
possessions: a baseball signed by 
Babe Ruth, a Hebrew Bible that had 
survived the Holocaust 
They also lost their workplace, 
since the house doubled as a home 
office. 
But as much as Dosick-identifies 
with those who have lost their 
homes to fire this week, he reserves 
his most urgent counsel for those 
who came through unscathed, and 
thus are in a position to help. 
His advice goes by a shorthand: 
"FINAMI," or Find The Need And 
Meet It 




calls. He also advises to think 
He tossed the basket in his twice about making any major 
CONTINUED FROM El car. Only later did he realize it decisions while the pain is still 
Find specific was filled with paper, pens, fresh. staples and other supplies, 
ways to help along with a note: "I wanted to . To those who have save you your first trip to Of-
those in need fice Depot,,. suffered losses, That friend "knew we 
"Very well-m~ g and 
worked at home," Dosick 
Dosick's main says. "What a thoughtful 
well-intentioned people will thing. Talk about meeting the advice is: Don't let say, 'Anything you need, I'm need." 
there for you,'" Dosick notes. To those who have suffered anyone tell you how "It's not a helpful statement, losses, Dosick's main advice 
because people don't ask." is: Don't let anyone tell you to grieve. 
Instead, he suggests, "Fmd how to grieve. 
something specific that needs "Nobody should impose his 
to be done, and do it Offer to or her notion of grieving on "People are literally going 
play with their kids for a day. someone else's grief," he to be in shock for days and 
Offer to drop off their dry says. weeks, even if they don't 
cleaning. Drop someone off at Sometimes that can even know it," he says. "Iben 
. the airport apply to the relationships they11 be in post-traumatic 
"Nobody should among family members o
r stress for a long, long time. 
couples. We don'.t always make the 
impose his or her In the Dosicks' case, "We best decisions when we're un-
missed different things. Men der that kind of stress." 
notion of grieving and women grieve differently. Dosick acknowledges he 
My wife grieved over a little chafed a bit at being called a 
on someone else's $5 glass hummingbird that "victim" in media reports after 
grief," he says. 
she hung in the kitchen. It the Harmony Grove disaster. 
caught the light of the sun ev- Refusing that label also 
eryday. helped him cope. 
"Do the things you think "And if I had said to h~r, "I don't have to be a victim," 
would need to be done for 'It's only a $5 piece of glass, he says. "I can be a trium-
you.Just show up. Show up we can replace that,' that phant survivor." 
with a pizza, or a pair of pants. wouldn't be helpful." Then, as now, he found S<r 
Just be there." Above all, Dosick urges the lace and strength in the com-
Dosick remembers sifting fire's survivors to grant them- munity's response to such cri-
through the ashes at the "ar- selves time to recover. ses. 
chaeological site" that was "Go slow," he says. "Ibis is "God didn't sit in the heav-
once their house, when a a tremendous, tremendous enly realms one day and say, 
friend dropped by with what shock and blow to one's phys- 'Ah, let's destroy Wayne and 
looked like a fruit basket ical being as well as one's Ellen's house,' "as he puts it 
"I'm thinking, what the hell emotional and spiritual being. "But God was in the hearts 
do I need a fruit basket for? I So the first thing is to take and hands of the people who 
need a pair of shoes," he re- care of yourself physically." came to help." 
( - ,... 
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I RABBINIC INSIGHTS 
Witness Watch 
Rabbi Wayne Dosic(:..., __ _ 
In the video, Elie Wiesel: First Per-
son Singular, the fa med writer and 
Nobel Peace Prize winner, who is 
surely, the conscience of our genera-
tion, tells of his return to his home-
town, Sighet, in July 1995. 
He walked by his grandmother's 
house; he prayed in the dilapidated 
synagogue - the only synagogue left 
in town; and he walked by the railroad 
station, where, he said, Jewish life in 
Sighet had ended, carried off by train 
smoke. Noth ing in Sighet had 
changed, everything was in its place, 
yet, Sighet was without Jews. 
Then, he went to the home where 
he and his family had lived. It was late 
at night, and very dark. The squeak 
in the gate was just as he remem-
bered it from his childhood. He stood 
in the yard, looking at the house, once 
vibrant with life, now desolate. 
And he remembered his family's last 
night in the house before the Nazis 
came to take them away. Everyone, 
he said, buried something. His father 
buried money; his mother, jewels; his 
little sister, toys. And he buried the 
gold pocket watch that he received for 
his bar mitzvah from his grandfather 
- who had received it from his grand- \ 
father. 
He remembered where he had bur-
ied it, under a certain tree. So he dug \ 
with his bare hands, and found the 
watch. He opened it. It was dirty, so 
he cleaned it with his hands and fin-
gernails. He wanted to speak to the 
watch, so he did. The watch, he said, 
waited for him more faithfully than any 
other in \hat p(a~e. _ . . _ _ _ 
[Elie Wiesel] buried the gold pocket 
watch that he received for his bar 
mitzvah from his grandfather -
who had received it from his 
grandfather. 
I 
Then, he put the watch oack in its I 
small hole, covered it with earth again. 
And it is still there. 
With that, the video ends, and we 
who view are left in deep silence. We 
think of the Lady and the Tiger. Should 
Wiesel have taken the watch, or was 
he right to leave it there? 
If he took it, it would be used again, 
cherished by Wiesel and his son, and 
his son after him, as it is passed from 
generation to generation. Yet, per-
haps, in some coming generation, the 
watch might be broken or abused, or 
ignored, or forgotten. After all , it is a~ 
old pocket watch. Children of the digH 
tal age might consign it to a dresse(i 
drawer, to be picked up only now and 
then as an old memory of generations 
long gone. 
Or, if he left it buried in the ground, 
as he did, reburied under the same 
tree where it had faithfully waited for 
more than 50 years, it will remain -
perhaps until the end of time - as a 




Elie Wiesel was caught up in a burn-
ing - a burning that the wo.rf d had 
never seen, and we prayerfully hope 
will never see again. 
At this moment in time, we're caught 
up in another kind of burning. 
As we sit in the luxury and comfort 
of suburban America, much of the 
burning seems far away, but we see 
the flames, we feel the heat, and many 
of us are caught up in the conflagra-
tion that scars our souls._ 
Our beloved United States was bru-
tally attacked, and our national psyche 
was battered. We went to war to root 
I 
out the terrorists, but the leader still 
eludes our grasp. Our president de-
cided that we had to go to war to root 
out a brutal dictator and bring free- I 
dom to a land of oppression. Ameri-
can soldiers daily die on foreign soil, 
and the dictator still eludes the grasp 
of the most powerful military of the 
most powerful nation on earth. Our 
beloved Israel is under constant siege \ 
and attack, hundreds die at the hands 
of the cowardly bombers, and there 
seem to be no answers. ' 
Here at home, the economy has left 
many without jobs, and most with di-
minished portfolios, and retirement 
savings in jeopardy. Financial giants 
have failed us, riddled with corruption. 
The.government itself is riddled with 
partisan politics, and indecision. 
Young children are snatched from 
their play, raped and killed by per-
verted men. 
The faces of hunger haunt us; the 
isolation of homelessness pains us; 
the plague of illiteracy shames us; the 
heartbreak of mental illness chal-
lenges us. All the while, the govern-
ment closes and underfunds 
institution after institution , and the 
safety net of social service frays and 
disintegrates. 
38 
Earthquakes, fires, hurricanes, and 
floods devastate us; illness and suf-
1 fering bring us anguish and grief. 
39 
Even the places that are supposed to 
be the safest of all havens - the 
church, the synagogue, the mosque 
- are rocked with scandal, internal 
struggle, and perversion of the pur-
pose of faith. 
We pray daily for Masheach, but 
~a~heach seems to tarry, and many 
live in so much bewilderment and de-
spair. 
There have, of course, been hun-
dreds of times throughout history 
when dark despair prevailed. And 
surely, even in the bleakness of this 
time, we are better off than many be-
fore. Yet, we feel an urgency, a sense 
of fleeting time that is swifter and 
greater than ever before. We feel as 
if we are caught up in a vortex. mov-
ing inextricably toward a conclusion 
that we cannot see, an ending - and 
perhaps a new beginning - that we 
cannot yet know. 
As so we ask: what are we to do? 
How are we to be? 
We are, of course, tempted to don 
our shining armor, mount our trusted 
steed, and take up our sword and 
shield to save ourselves and our world 
with us. 
And there is much validity to that 
course of action, for often the world j 
has been saved, and certainly en-
riched, by those who do not sit idly 
by, but who charge into action to bring 
healing and hope. 
Yet, our Jewish tradition teaches that 
there is a worthy balance. Sometimes 
we are to kum v'aseh, to "get up and 
do." But, there are times when we are 
to shav v'al ta-aseh, "to sit and to not 
do." And this may be one of those times. 
Yet, not engaging in the battle does 
not mean that we sit idly by, that we 
are not in the action. 
"You are My witnesses," says God. 
At this moment in the universe, we are 
the wijnesses to the burning. We are 
like Elie Wiesel's watch. We are to be 
the silent, ever faithful witnesses. 
The old places, the old structures, the 
old forms, are burning off one by one. 
The governments, the notion of war, the 
financial, and educational, and medical, 
and religious institutions, the very so-
cial fabric, are each and all in the midst \ 
of a massive paradigm shift. 
Th~ old is burning away, and the 
new 1s not yet formed, and, in many 
cases, not _even fashioned. That is 
why we are 1n doubt and insecure. The 
old may be more than ready to be re-
placed, but at least, it is known and 
comfo~abl~ .. The new still lies before 
us, ~n1dent1f1ed and undefined. And 
that 1s scary. 
So_, we must understand: God, not 
w~. is the Fashioner of the new blue-
print, the new paradigm for us and for 
our world. 
We tend to categorize burning as 
either good or bad. But, in God's eyes, 
burning is neither good nor bad. It just 
is. It is the inevitable plan and price of 
the progression of the universe. 
The burning is not about us. It is 
about God, and God's Divine plan. 
We are not to judge. We are to wit-
ness. 
We are to recognize the place, and 
the power, and the infinite goodness 
and love of God, and have faith in 
God's wisdom and vision. 
We are to be fully present. 
We are to laugh and to cry, to cry 
and to laugh. 
And, lest we think that being the wit-
ness is too little, is not enough, is the 
negation of our responsibil ity, of our 
humanity, the Talmud reminds us how 
very vital it is to be the witness, when 
it teaches. "You are My witnesses," 
says God. "IF you are My witnesses, 
THEN I can be your God. But if you 
are NOT My witnesses, then I cannot 
be your God." 
God needs us. God is dependent on 
us for God's GodSelf. 
If - and only if - we witness, can 
God be God. 
And, if you are My witnesses, says 
God, then I can come through you. 
Then your hearts will be open. Then 
you will see and embrace My vision 
for you and your world. 
And how are we to be witnesses? 
We could come in Kierkegaard's im-
age, in "fear and trembling." And that 
surely has its place, for we dare not 
stand before or with God unless it is 
in awe and honor. Yet, better, we come 
in Reb Shlomo Carelbach's image, in 
shimcha, in expected joy, and in 
sason, in unanticipated joy. Best, we 
come in Rabbi Abraham Joshua 
Heschel's image of "radical amaze-
ment," in the deepest joy that cel-
ebrates the awesome wonder of the 
universe, and touches us at our deep-
est and our highest place, where our 
souls soar, and arc in yichud, in holy 
merging, with, as Martin Buber would 
have it, the "Eternal Thou," the Infi-
nite Soul of God. 
Then, as children of the King and 
Queen, we can ask not just for the 
necessities of existence, but we can 
demand tikkun. Divine healing, for our 
beings and for our world; a return from 
physical and spiritual exile, and ulti-
mate redemption for ourselves and 
our universe. 
God has chosen us. We choose 
God. 
Even though our human hearts may 
break at the burning, we will be stand 
as the worthy witnesses, so that God 
will be God. And, we will demand the 
redemption that we a(ld our world so 
need, so deserve. 
We will fulfill our part of the cov-
enant. And we will expect that God 
will fulfill God's part of the covenant. 
We ~xpect redemption. We expect 
Mashcach. We expect reconciliation, 
and transformation for our world . 
Swiftly. In our day. Now. 
Rabbi Wayne Dosick, Ph.D., is the spiritual 
guide of The Elijah Minyan, an adjunct profes-
sor at the ~~io:,.oLSaa.Di.ego, and the Di-
rector of The Soul Center for Spiritual Healing. 
He 1s (he award-winning author of six critically f 
acclaimed books, including Golden Rules 
Living Judaism, and Soul Judaism: Dane'. 
ing with God into a New Era. ___ ) 
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/\ aka: What's UP ~ith Our M.Q. (Morality Quotiant) 
By Tom Carpenter 
B
_ · s·J -ratney pears 1s 
working hard to 
tarnish her reputation 
in order to maintain 
her popularity . .. 
The, 21-year old singer, once known for 
her abstinence and wholesomeness, 
although not for modest choreography, 
discovered that her ratings were sagging 
because Americans thought her too good 
to be real. 
Her ·critics and fans said they would find 
her more interesting if she added a little 
sin to her life. 
Now, the young diva boasts of premarital 
sex and of experimenting with cocaine. 
In a recent performance, she gyrated 
through a simulated lesbian tryst with 
~ 
0 
Madonna and Christine Aguilar, closing 
·the number in a sensuous kiss with one of 
her sister singers that had the audience 
howling. Britney is becoming a bad girl 
and the public loves her once again. 
While some might view Spears' transfor-
mation as merely an aspect of celebrity 
marketing, others are concerned about 
what her resurgent popularity says about 
Americans themselves. Has wholesome-
ness become obsolete? 
Is it now bad to be good and better to be 
naughty? 
Britney Spears is not alone in pushing the 
envelope of what Americans consider 
acceptable public behavior. The tempta-
tion to go just a little bit further seems to 
be in action tlrroughout the spectrum of 
American cultur~. Ironically, the more 
extreme the behavior, and the more fre-
quently it occurs in the public eye, the 
less outcry occurs . . 
In the 1976 movie, Network, an ynraged 
TV anchor, Howard Beale, urges people 
who. are. troubled by the deterioration of 
prngramming to throw open their win-
dows and scream, "I'm mad as hell and 
I'm not going to take it anymore!" These 
days, there is very little shouting being 
done except, ·perhaps, "More! More!" 
American viewers seem content to stay 
focused on the screen for the next titillat-
ing act. 
This article will attempt to inforn1 those 
who may not be aware of the changes 
occuning in the national moral quotient 
only because it may not have yet affected 
their life. It is only a matter of time 
before some aspect of the decline in 
decency has an impact on every reader:'s 
life. _Perhaps with the information to fol-
low; concerned citizens may lessen that 
impact and stem the tide on this trouble-
- some trend. 
Only a generation ago, the moral lines 
were more;clearly defined. In the l 950's, ' . . 
· the !lJles governing entertainment, espe-
cially · film arid 'television were much 
more strictly observed, if not enforced, 
than they are today. Producers avoided 
gratuitous scenes of sex, drug use and 
violence in order not to offend public 
tastes and to ensure a healthy market -for 
their movies. Television entertainers rec-
ognized a public trust placed upon them 
to uphold moral standards in their pro-
grams. 
Comedian Steve Allen spoke for his peers 
in the broadcast industry when the ques-
tion of decency was posed to him. "When 
on television, you were the guest of the 
family in the family 's home," he would 
explain, "and since children were present, 
there were things we just wouldn't say or 
do in front of them." 
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Allen's gentility was soundly dashed by 
the raucous liberality of the 60's when 
music, media and politics questioned the 
roles and rules of American society. 
What emerged from that decisive decade 
was a people who were mostly unsure of 
what they believed. That uncertainty 
allowed the rules, as they were, to erode 
even further. Enough of a stigma for 
wrongdoing existed in the mid- l 970's to 
cause a U.S. president to resign when 
.touched by scandal. Twenty years later, 
however, another president _remained in 
the White House even after smugly 
admitting to lying about his indecent 
behavior. · 
Today, most who remember Richard 
Nixon still feel uncomfortable with the 
way he and his administration handled the 
truth. Bill Clinton'~ popularity, on the 
other hand, remains as strong as it was 
when the public and members of 
Congress were equally divided over 
retaining a confessed liar in the most 
influential political office in the world. 
Since the failed impeachment of 1999, 
other pqlitici~s who have betrayed their 
constitu~~ts· have been·· allowed to leave 
office or retire-under semi-honorable cir-
cumstances. 
The AJnerican people have become so tol-
erant of vice that industry giants are trip-
ping over themselves to push the enve-
lope even further. Record producers, 
. publishers, ~d broadcast and cable net-
works are vying to be the first in their 
markets with the latest and greatest dose 
of sleaze and gore. 
"We only supply what the public · 
demands," announced an entertainment 
executive, who asked to remain unnamed 
during a recent interview. "If people did-
n't buy it, we'd stop making it, but the 
money is always there." 
In fact, the people can't seem to get 
enough of the stuff their parents could 
not; or would not, accept in their day. 
Movies with restricted ratings outdraw all 
other rated movies combined. Sexually-
explicit CD's, videos and computer pro-
grams are the most popular titles in their 
respective industries. And, speaking of 
industries: In the newest commercial 
venue, the electronic marketplace of the 
Internet, pornography is the highest 
grossing and most profitable product by a 
measure of two-to-one over its nearest 
competitor. 
According to experts, the American moral 
crisis is not limited to a public acceptance 
of bawdy amusement. In education, from 
prestigious universities down to the low-
est public grade school, administrators 
are facing an outbreak of wholesale 
, V 
cheating, lewd behavior and violent crime 
that threatens only to grow worse. A come 
plex panoply of laws, intended to protect 
individual rights, instead, frustrates and 
. handicaps teachers in their efforts to arrest 
the downward spiral. 
Business leaders of some of America's 
largest corporations are being indicted 
and convicted of fraud at a rate unseen 
since the great muckraking scandals of the 
late-19th century. In some cases, 
investors and employees have been. 
stripped of their entire savings and retire-
ment funds . Government officials and 
prosecutors struggle to keep.pace with the 
boardroom bandits; meanwhile, impover-
ished pensioners are dusting off their old 
lunch boxes . and heading back to the 
assembly line to earn another shot at retir-
ing. 
In religion, corruption and scandal have 
undermined even the most venerated 
organizations. Decades of avarice, vice, 
hypocrisy and secrecy now taint the insti-
tution that was the one hope of moral 
virtue for many Americans. While most 
agree that a religious faith should not be 
judged by human flaws, still fallen leaders 
do little f!r the credibility of their beliefs. 
No one wants to say where the moral 
decline will end for" the world's most 
· hedonistic nation, but some are quick to 
point to its beginning. Religionists note 
that the most rapid changes occurred after 
prayer was removed from public schools 
after a Supreme Court decision in 1962. 
Anti-religionists believe that the country 
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median, while 
Did Bill Clinton affect Our Morality Quotient? the remainder 
of society will 
either rise above that level or sink below 
it. 
Actually, the headwaters of America's 
moral dilemma begin at the source of the 
nation itself. As a republic, the United 
States of America was founded on the 
dual principles of human rights and a 
belief in God. Specifically, when in the 
Declaration of Independence, the early 
Congress appealed to "th_e laws of nature, 
and of nature's God," they established a 
bipolar system of morality. When they 
acknowledged, in that famous phrase, "all 
men are created equal, [and] are 
endowed, by ffieir Creator, with certain 
unalienable rights,"· the framers of 
America's future decided that the coun-
try's morality should be guided by both 
common sense and faith in an absolute 
truth. 
In its purest human form, morality has lit-
tle to do with religion. This is not to say 
that religion cannot be a positive influ-
ence on morality. In many cases, it has 
raised· the moral standard to a level high-
er than it was without divine virtues. It is 
the nature of religion to usually require a 
belief in a deity and ~dherence to a creed 
imposed by that deity. Morality, on the 
other hand, can stem from a fundamental 
belief that there is a difference between 
right and wrong. 
Elements of moral laws, rules that define 
right and wrong actions, have been dis-
covered even among primitive tribes liv-
ing in Stone Age innocence. Having no 
sense or memory of ever being in touch 
with any civilization, these simple people 
had gift of conscience enough to reward 
good and punish evil. 
Lawrence Hinman, Professor of 
Phil_osophy and~¥ctor of the ~ al : 
Insatute at the I r.i'ttY..ersity of San 
identifies basic morality, such as practiel~----
by primitive people, as a morality based 
upon an ethic of conscience. He also 
describes six other bases for morality, 
including ego, duty, respect, justice, virtue 
and utilitarianism, in addition to those 
based upon divine command and elemen-
tal human rights . 
"Morality," according to Hinman , "is a 
first-order set of beliefs and practices 
about how to live a good life." The stan-
dards a person might use to develop those 
beliefs and practices might originate from 
any of the nine sources he lists. An indi-
vidual may base his morality upon reli-
gious commands, or upon a sense of duty 
and justice, or upon respect for others, or 
a combination of any influences. 
In a survey beginning in September 2000, 
Professor Hinman asked on what ethic 
respondents primarily based their morali-
ty. Of the nine, the only group smaller 
than those who depended upon religion 
for their morality was the group that based 
their moral decisions on their own selfish-
ness (ego). By far, the largest group 





the dictates of their conscience, followed 
closely by those who respected others and 
the rights of mankind. 
The problem with a conscience-based 
morality is its tendency to make judg-
ments by comparison. Professors like Dr. 
Hinman love to taunt their students with 
moral dilemmas to be solved strictly by 
appealing to their conscience. 
"Is it wrong to steal?" asks the problem 
statement. 
"Yes!" comes the resounding answer 
from the class. 
"Is it wrong to steal bread in order to feed 
your starVing children?" comes the fol-
low-up question. 
"No .... wait, Yes ... ... no, sometimes . . ... " 
The class is· confounded and confused. 
Soon afterward, the professor finishes off 
the befliiidled students with the infamous 
Lifeboat Scenario. 
. You are one of seven survivors adrift in a 
lifeboat that can only support six. You 
are the captain and must make a deci-
sion: one of the seven must be cast off or 
the boat will sink and all aboard will 
drown. In addition to yourself, there is 
the navigator, the doctor, a priest, a sci-
entist, an expectant mother and a child. 
You have only moments to make the 
decision and you must justify your 
choice to the class. 
There is a secret to the puzzle that the class 
never learns. It is that there is no right or 
wrong answer. The entire scenario is based 
upon situational ethics. In other words, as 
long as you can justify your answer, it is 
acceptable. There is no absolute truth 
involved, only relative judgment. 
When moral decisions are based upon 
nothing more than relative options in a 
given situation, any answer can be right 
and all answers can be wrong. There 
needs to be some absolute standard to 
which one can anchor his morality, to 
keep it from drifting too far astray. The 
founders of the United States understood 
that. They took the pliilosophies of 
1 
human conscience from Edmund Burke, 
John Locke and, long before them, Plato, 
and joined them_ to the absolutism of their 
faith. They hoped the combination would 
provide a balanced morality for the first 
truly democratic republic_ on earth. 
Unfortunately, a misunderstood applica-
tion of the Constitutional mandate to 
maintain separation between the institu-
tions of governm.ent and the church 
caused some to think that an absolute 
divine standard no longer applies to law 
and moral judgment. No more dramatic 
example exists than the violent removal 
of the Ten Commandments statue in 
Montgomery, AL recently. Although the 
statue commemorated the elemental code 
underlying English Common Law, from 
which the U.S. legal system descends, it 
was ruled a religious icon. 
If a nation cannot look back ultimately to 
a standard that categorically states, "Thou 
shalt not kill," and "Thou shalt not bear 
false J itness; ;, wher~ sh·~ it g~ f~r ~ final 
decision 'in difficult moral matters? 
That explains why America is confused 
about moral issues today. It is a society 
that has unchained conscience from 
absolute truth, content now to make deci-
sions based only on relative merit. "As 
long as no one gets hurt, anything is 
okay," is one justification. Or, "If only a 
few suffer, it is alright as long as the 
greater good is served," is another ration-
alization. "Who must leave the lifeboat? 
Who cares as long as I stay dry," is often 
the final determination. 
Ironically, the good news is that America is 
running out of relative options. Legal, 
political and cultural decisions are 
approaching extreme fringes that are alarm-
ing even those with liberal sentiments. 
Freedom of choice advocates who once 
favored abortion on demand now find that 
their "choices" include late-term abor-
tions, partial-birth terminations and 
euthanasia. The "Free Love"· expression-
ists from the 60's and ?O's are now parents 
dealing with children who want to be sex-
ually active without any consequences. 
Those who have defended civic violations 
committed in_ favor of cultural liberty find 
themselves linked with the same folks 
who justify the _horrific destruction of the 
World Trade Center on September 11 . 
The people who used to prefer situation 
ethics and the freedom to adjust morality 
according· to current popular notions are 
now afraid they will be the next one 
tossed from the lifeboat. 
A strange m~age is talcing place in citi-
zen action groups and political gather-
ings. Atheists and rabbis, politicians, 
pawnbrokers, executives and housewives 
are beginning to seek a new foundation 
for American values. The nation's moral 
erosion has becoming more evident with 
each new popular scandal, with each 
depraved politician and with every 
Hollywood sequel that insults human 
intelligence. Americans are now realizing 
that they serve as a jury of nearly 300 mil-
lion, passing judgment daily on the state 
of their society. 
Most people already know that what 
Brittany is doing is wrong . What caus-
es them to hesitate in saying so is that 
they don't like what it says about the 
rest of us. \ 
\ 
How Ethlcal· Are You? -A Personal Quiz 
Would you_ ever . ·:· :-. 
•l. ' 
• 1 ■ .Puf-a''false ~rhent in your ,;suni"e· to ·get a job or · ' · · ... 
to get accepted to a college? 
Z. Ue about why you are late to work? 
3■ _Not return change to a salesperson or cashier who 
gave you more than you were due? 
4. Cheat at a ga,,;e Qr contest in order to boost your score? . . 
5. Knowingly violate th~ speed limit? 
6. Claim to have turned in a· project or. assignment when 
you know you did not? . . . _ 
7 ■ Let someone else take the bla~~ som~ing you did,.! 
r.--•-: • • . . ;.~ . . ... _. ~7-- ' 
8. Share something with others tha·t someone told you in 
confidence? -
9. Pretend to~ sick at work or school in order to take some time off7 
Io._ Cqpy. and use software on your~computer that you 
did not purchase? , 
11 . . Park in a handicap spot? 
I z. Download music files from the Internet that you 
did not pur~e7 
13. Ue to_ protect s~eone from danger or harm? 
14. Accept-an insurance claim payment far in excess 
.'.~·- of w,.at the property is wo,:tt,~~ ;:;: 
1 5. Allow a sf,opllfter io steal without confronting him 
or notifyii,g store employees? 
16■ Pretend Jlot to have any money when a beggar asks 
for a handout? 
Total Your Answers Here: 
•· ·· .. 
□ Yes □ No 
□.Yes □ No 
□ Yes □ No 
0 .Yes □ No.-
□ Yes □ No 
□ Yes ' □ No 
□ Yes · . □ No 
□ Yes □ No 
□ Yes · □ No 
□ Yes □ No 
□ Yes □ No 
□ Yes □ No 
□ .Yes □ No 
□ Yes -QNo 
□ Yes □-No 





Cal-Western ·offers seminar on doing business in Middle Ea$t 
Law Briefs . I 
By Laura Mallgren L-1 \ 5'1 
A seminar called "Doing Business 
with the Middle East: A Legal 
Guide for U.S. Companies," is set for 
5 to 7 p.m. on Oct. 30 at the 
California Western School of Law. 
The program will provide a back-
ground to the current political and 
economic climates in the Middle 
East, as well as provide valuable 
information and insight into doing 
business in this part of the world. 
Particular attention will be paid to 
the U.S. sanctions program and the 
export control regulations govern-
ing trade between the U.S. and the 
Middle East after Sept. 11. 
Shahriar Afshar, president of the 
Iranian Trade Association, will 
serve as moderator. Members of the 
panel and their subjects are: 
William Aceves, professor of law 
at California Western, will speak on 
the rule of law as it applies to the 
Middle East, and give an overview 
of transnational law litigation. 
John Bushnell, an export special-
ist with the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, will speak on export 
control regulations. 
John Hooman Donboli, an attor-
ney with Gordon 8t Rees I.J..P, will 
provide an introduction to U.S. gov-
ernment contract law and incorpo-
rating business entities in the 
Middle East. 
Ali Gheissari, a professor, . . .. I 
University of San Die 
address the cultural, histori, 
religious issues related to doing 
business in the Middle East. · • 
Alidad Vakili, an attorney with 
Fisher Thmber I.J..P, will speak on 
U.S. Treasury regulations, the Office 
of Foreign Asset Control and 
Iranian transaction regulations. 
The program is being presented 
jointly by Gordon & Rees LLP, 
Fisher Thurber LLP, the Center for 
Creative Problem Solving and 
California Western School of Law. 
The program is open to the public. 
A reception will follow the program. 
Call John Hooman Donboli at ( 619) 
230-7757 to make reservations. 
Source C.ode: 200310M,tja 
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USD graduates receive prestigious national scholarship 
PRESS RELEASE 
Two of four Comaro Scholars chosen 
from across the nation are University 
of San Diego graduates, and will each 
receive a $3000 scholarship award from 
Kappa Gamma Pi, the national Catholic 
college graduate honor society. 
Nathalia Osorio, a native of Colom-
bia, graduated from USD summa cum 
laude this spring with a bachelor 's de-
gree in political science. She began law 
studies at the University of Notre Dame 
this fall.Her many campus honors and 
achievements at USD included being 
given the Outstanding Achievement 
in Political Science Award this spring. 
Nathalia was also a campus leader in 
many activities helping to reestablish 
the pre-law society, Phi Alpha Delta, on 
campus and serving as a coordinator for 
the Head Start program. 
Rudy Guevarra Jr., graduated in 2000 
from USD and is now in a Ph.D. pro-
gram in U.S. history at the university of 
California at Santa Barbara. 
Guevarra has been active in several 
campus groups and committees to pro-
mote diversity and social justice, both 
at USD and UC Santa Barbara. He has 
also contributed his time as an under-
graduate and graduate peer mentor and 
camp counselor. 
He is a co-editor and contributing 
writer to "Crossing Lines: Race and 
Mixed Race Across the Geohistorical 
divide" and also is a published poet, 
producer and songwriter. He graduated 
from Mt. Miguel High School in 1990. 
Kappa Gamma Pi, formed 77 years 
ago, honors graduates form Catholic 
colleges and universities for their out-
standing scholarship, leadership and 
I 
service. A total of 51 graduates have 
been named Comaro Scholars since the 
program's inception in 1985. Of this 
total, USD has nine coraro Scholars, the 
highest number of any of the affiliate 
schools in the nation. 
The University of San Diego is an in-
dependent Catholic institution of higher 
learning overlooking San Diego's Mis-
sion Bay. Chartered in 1949, the school 
enrolls more than 7000 students and is 
known for its commitment to teaching, 
the liberal arts, the formation of values 
and community service . 
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·The San Diego Un\on-Tr1bune • Thursday, October 16, 2003 
RELIGION & ETHICS 
• Panel discussion: uu.S./Mexican 
Border- Cross-Road to Fear or 
Freedom?" a discussion featuring 
panelists who have had conflicting 
1 experiences regarding the border, 7 
to 9 p.m. Tuesday, Joan B. Kroc 
Institute for Peace and Justice, Room 
A-D, University of San Qie'tl>-Cost 
$10. I fie program ts part of a week of 
events focused on migration issues at 
the San Diego-Tijuana border. For a 
complete &eheduJe of events, visit the 
Website: 
www.sandiego.edu/csl/snlhtml. 
Information: (619) 2604784. 
('--_j 
~-a~ Di:g?. Metropolitan October 2003 
OCTOBER DATEBOOK 
Way more arts events are found at 
http://calendar.sandiegometro.com. 
Thursday, Oct. 9 CJ 
CONCERT: USD Music Faculty 
Recital . 12: 15~$8 general ; $6 stu-
dents. 5998 Alcala Park, USO campus. 
(6 19) 260-4 171. www.sandiego.edu. 
48 
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Umon- lnbune Oct. 9, 2003 
• UCSD Arts Llbnlrln lower level of 
Geisel Library; UCSD, La Jolla. (858) 534-
8074. Etch-A-Sketch exhibit, runs 
through Monday. 
•Unlvenlty Art Gallery School of Art. 
Design and Art History, 5500.Campanile 
Drive, SDSU. Photographs by Mario Al-
gaze, Stephane Couturier and Edward 
-Burtynsky, run through Dec. 13. Monday 
through Thursday and Saturday, noon 
to4p.m. 
Visual Arts Center Room 102, Sa~ 
Heart Hall, USO. (619) 260-4659. Gr 
hibitions ~ ent art work, runs ._,, ______ _ 
through Oct. 31 . Open Monday through 
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
( 
Union:Tnbune October 23, 2003 
- - - ---
Holly Hoffman and Kay EtherldCJ• 
Flutist Hoffman is accompanied by 
Ethridge on piano in a gamut of music 
ranging from classical to jazz at noon 
Monday, Athenaeum Music & Aris Library, 
1008 Wall SI., La Jolla. Free; (858) 454· 
5872. . 
YlsualArbCenw Rooml02, Sacred 0 
Heart Hall, USO. (619) 260-4659. Group ex 
hibltions of student art work, runs 
through Oct. 31. Open Monday through 
Friday, 10 am. to 4 p.m. 
50 
School of Business Administration 
51 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
SAN DIEGO, CA 
THURSDAY 15 1 000 
OCT 16 2003 
USO hosts leadership conference 
Ken Blanchard and Dr. Tina Nova, along with several hundred entre-
preneurial leaders from the San Diego region, will participate in the 
J> See Local Scene on SA --
$ ~ ,.__,,. 
University of San Diego's o > if e Leadership Conference on 
Nov.14. 
Speakers include Blanchard, author of numerous best-selling leader-
ship books; Nova, CEO of Genoptix; and Boaz Rauchwerger, a nation-
ally known success trainer noted for his "Tiberius Success Formula." 
Topics will include values-based leadership, how to lead high-per-
forming teams, and creative leadership in an entrepreneurial environ-
ment. Panel discussions led by professional executive coaches will be 
interspersed between topics. 
The Le~dership Institute for Entrepreneurs is the newest institute to 
be launched by US D's School of Business Administration. 
For information about the program go to www.life.sandiego.edu or 
call (619) 260-4186. Source Code: 20031015tle 
By Daily 1i-anscript staff writers 
SAN DIEGO BUSINESS 
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L.A. Firm Hot on Local 
CQWf!1.!::rcial R.E. Market 
Upcoming Events: The Universi ty of San 
Diego and the local chapter of the Interna-
tional Council of Shopping Centers are gear-
ing up for two early November events. 
USD's Real Estate Institute is hosting its 
, annual event, the Commercial Real Estate 
Trends Conference from 7:30 to 11 :30 a.m. 
on Nov. 7 at the university's Shiley Theatre. 
The cost to attend is $95 per person. For 
more information go online to 
(www.usdrealestate.com). 
ICSC's event is from 5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at 
the Marriott Mission Valley, 8757 Rio San 
Diego Drive. The Next Generation Reception 
is a networking event for people who have 
been in the retail business for less than five 
years who want to meet their peers and learn 
from experienced professionals . 
The cost is $25 in advance and $35 at the 
door. For more information, go online to 
(www .icsc.org). 
Send residential and commercial real estate 
news to Mandy Jackson via fax at (858) 571-
3628 or via e-mail at mjackson@sdbj.com. 
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Michael Kinsman 
:Author puts the word out on 
• 1/({
1 
women's economic clout 
'1 p-
At ilie age of 60, man-
agement guru Tom 
Petersjustdiscovered 
women. Actually, he 
says he realized wom-
en are an essential 
part of the economy 
seven years ago. 
, "In 1996, I was in Boston sitting with 
. 30 very powerful women," Peter ay . 
· '.They regaled me with tories that 
· . stunned me. My ears just perked up. I 
knew I had been missing something." 
Peters says he realized how he -
and most American males - had over-
.. 1ooked the importance of women in 
our economic system. He listened as 
• the women told tales of feeling invisi-
. ble, brainless and generally ridiculed 
when they tried to participate in the 
_ male-dominated world. 
'These were highly successful 
~ women, and they were feeling thi 
way," Peters says. "I knew right then 
. that men had been missing some-
. thing." 
In his new book "R~-imagine!" Pe-
53 
t r tries to pread th word about 
women. his goal to make the business 
world appreciate what they have to of-
t rand how they might improve the 
way we do bu iness. He realizes that 
he has noth_ing new to offer, or noth-
ing that women haven't aid a hundred 
times before. But, t11e corporate lead-
ers of America still haven't gotten the 
memo. 
Peter , who wit11 Bob Waterman, 
co-authored the ground-break_ing 
book "In Search of Excellence" in 
1982, wants to mak right He is not 
just singing th prai e of how women 
develop relation hips and treat others 
in the workplac ; he i pointing out the 
economic clout they po ess. 
"Face it, a bunch of aging, white 
males - which i what mo t of our 
corporate lead r are - arc not eager 
to listen to thi ," Peter say . "But I'm 
giving them information they can't ig-
nore, information that say it i sound 
business to involve women in your 
leadership." 
A evid nee, Peters ay worn n are 
the chief instigators behind 83 percent 
of consumer purchases, 94 percent of 
home furnishmg buys, 92 percent of 
vacation expenditures and 91 percent 
of new home deals. 
"I hit them with the bottom line, and 
they can't ignore that," Peters says. 
At the same time, he points out the 
dearth of women in senior leadership 
posts in our biggest companies, argu-
ing that it is not good business to re-
strict the advancement of women. 
Again, he says, only a handful of wom-
en serve as chief executives of Fortune 
500 companies. 
'There are probably 20 manage-
ment gurus out there and I'm one 
them," Peters says. "But when I start-
ed looking, I couldn't find that one of 
them had addressed this. No one was 
talking about it, even though women 
are a very important and growing part 
of our business world. I just couldn't 
understand it" 
A woman spouting the same rheto-
ric typically sees backs archmg in dis-
comfort, he says. 
Miriam Rothman, an associate pro-
fessor of management at the_ UniversL 
~ of San Diego, sees the challenge of 
women gaining acc ess to the world of 
leadership as a long-term educational 
project. 
"Men don't listen to women tell 
them abo.ut how to lead," she says. 
'We're dealing with the task of chang-
ing mindsets and expectations." 
Peters confirms this thinking. For-
mer California Treasurer Kathleen 
Brown recruited him to tell her then-
boss - the chief executive of Bank-
America - the same things she could 
have said. 1bis was a very powerful 
woman telling me that her boss 
wouldn't listen to her," he says. 
No one expects Peters to work mir-
acles. Rothman says she doesn't know 
how well-prepared men are to accept 
women. 
'There are not enough women sit-
ting on boards of directors and in lead-
ership positions today," she says. 
'When we see those numbers start to 
rise, we11 know that change is happen-
ing." 
Even Peters knows that the world 
moves forward inch by inch. He be-
lieves women are undervalued as com-
ponents of the economy and as leaders 
simply because men don't knbw or 
don't want to relate to them. 
"Sometimes, I don't think guys real-
ly realize how much they are guys," he 
says. 'They think everyone is like 
them and everyone thinks like them. 
That's just not the case. 
'When I am µ!king to aging white 
males, they listen because I am an ag-
ing white male with two tours of Viet-
nam. I think I get a little bit under their 
skins and that isn't necessarily a bad 
thing." 
Not a bad thing at all when you 
make people think about their behav-
iors and how they could be more ac-
cepting and, perhaps, more successful 
by being more open to different per-
spectives. 
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Michael Kinsman: 
Grocerv strike, spiraling health costs 
41 ~4 
blinders. 
l . • . 
If you think the 
Southern Cali-
fornia grocery 
store strike is 
someone else's 
problem, you 
might want to 
take off your 
Increasingly, the labor stale-
mate that has put 70,000 supf r· 
market workers in the street is 
becoming everyone's strike. 
It has put the challenge of 
how to cope with escalating 
health care costs on our door-
step, wherever we live. We see 
pickets in front of grocery 
stores where we once shopped 
55 
are very close to home 
and can't help but think about Workers union. We can look 
their plight whether or not we the other way when construe-
choose to shop there. tion workers we don't know 
"Health care and food," says picket a job site or when an 
Craig Barkacs, professor of electronics plant has lines of 
law, ethics and negotiation~at :rrock~ we don't know protest-
the .!,!!tlversity of San Dieg nt of it 
doesn't get any more funda- --~-~le can't escape that our 
mental than that" acquamtances are on strike. 
The two-week-old grocery "Ibis has been a very power-
strike is unlike any strike we ful strike," Barkacs says. "It 
have seen in recent times. It might be affecting people in a 
commands our attention when visceral way. It seems more up 
we see supermarket checkers close and personal than other 
we know standing in front of strikes." 
our neighborhood markets. We may not know supermar-
Barkacs says it was a brilliant ket workers well, but we do 
strategy by the leaders of the know them. When we stand in 
United Food and Commercial the checkout line, we have con-
market workers and their 
union have negotiated one of 
the best health care packa,ges 
around. 
But now they are ·not only be-
ing asked to share in the costs, 
the union says it is likely there 
will be caps put in place on 
-some services that will limit the 
value of these medical benefits. 
The sharp double-digit annu-
al cost increases for medical in-
surance are daunting. Even the 
most generous employers are 
looking for ways to limit their 
exposure to these increases, 
which makes perfect sense. 
The strike has called atten-
versations with them, swap 
stories or tell jokes. These are 
people we recognize instantly. 
Perhaps more importantly, 
they are striking to protect 
something we all need: health 
care benefits. 
Every company that offers 
medical benefits to its workers 
and every individual who seeks 
out their own health care cover-
age is well aware of the crisis 
caused by escalating costs. 
America has long depended 
upon employers to provide 
health care benefits, and many 
workers have been asked to 
share in the cost of those bene-
fits in recent years. The super-
tion to our health care crisis, 
forcing us to deal with some- , 
thing we have shied away fro 
It doesn't matter who is paying 
the bill, costs are out of controi 
"Yes, this strike is about us, 
says Teresa Stegman, a 2~ye 
supermarket employee picket-
ing outside her employer's ,,.. 
store in Allied Gardens. "But 
we're out for here for every-
body else, too. What happens 
to our health benefits will hap--" : 
pen to others. We know that • : 
now." , , 
I 
I 
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Law Briefs L/ IS-lf 
. p:311 · By Laura Mallgren 
• • • 
Louis A. Galuppo, associate 
director of the Real Estate 
Institute at the University of San 
Die_g_o and practicing SaJ?, Diego 
attorney, was awarded the highest 
legal ability and ethical standards 
rating by the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory, USO announced 
on Oct. 3. 
Galuppo has been a practicing 
Continued.from Pagp, 3A 
lawyer since 1989 and works for 
Galuppo and Lacagnina PC in 
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AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS 
William D. Lynch has been honored 
as the 2003 Nice Guy of the Year from 
the Nice Guys, a nonprofit organization. 
Lynch is chairman of the board of the 
William D. Lynch Foundation for Chil-
dren. Congressman Bob Filner has hon-
ored Gil Ungab as a Crimefighter of the 
Month for September. Ungab is a Na-
tional City residenL Janice Brown, man-
aging partner of Brown Law Group, has 
received a Bernard E. Witkin Award for 
"civic leadership and excellence in the 
teaching, practice, enactment, or adjudi-
cation of the law." Brown received the 
award from the San Diego County Law 
Library Justice Foundation. Louis A. 
Galuppo, associate director of the Real 
Estate Institute at the Uni¼ rsity of San . 
Diego, has been awarded the highest le-
gal ability and ethical standards rating by 
the Martindale-Hubbell Law Dictionary. 
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An MBA with a Difference! 
Where leadersliip and ethics really matter 
MBA and IMBA programs with an 
opportunity for joint degrees. 
• Developing ocially responsible leaders 
• Improving g lobal business practices 
• Featuring: Innovative Personalized Education 
Applied research 
Experienced professional faculty 
• Small class sizes 
Information Session 
Wednesday, Oct. 29th, at 6pm at 
RSVP to MBA Program Office: 619.260.4840 
To apply, Co11t11ct LISI) Crnd1111tc 
,1d111issio11s Offfrc at 619.260.•Vi24 
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Freddie Mac COO visits 
th~sp~ t, 12(!~ to the future 
By scort LEWIS I mission. Peterson acknowledged 
The Daily Transcript some further regulations of 
MISSION VALLEY - The Freddie Mac (NYSE: FRE) and 
term "reasonably confident" came Fannie Mae (NYSE: FNM) might 
up a couple of times during be necessary, but the fundamen-
Freddie.Mac COO Paul Peterson's tals of his business were still quite 
question-and-answer session with strong. 
a group of national reporters "The fact that we're able to go to 
gathered at the Marriott Hotel in the market and let them know 
downtown Sari Diego. that the cumulative effect of the 
He was "reasonably confident" restatement was going to be a 
that a promised earnings restate- positive number, and a large posi-
ment will come out in November tive number at that, is very impor-
after technical errors delayed a tant," he said. "It lets them know 
similar report expected in that this wasn't a business issue, it 
September. The mortgage giant's was an accounting issue." 
leader expressed confidence that ___ __. Peterson's comments came 
his organization's board will find a Photo/ Bloomberg News durin·g a lunchtime discussion 
Paul Peterson 
new chief executive officer soon. that was presented as part of the 
And he was sure that investors acknowledged. national convention of the 
will continue to react without Some, including the San Diego- Mortgage Bankers Association 
excessive concern to the ongoing based former CEO of Freddie going on through Wednesday at 
revelations about the company's Mac, Ken Thygerson, still believe the San Diego Convention Center. 
accounting gimmicks that he his confidence may not be enough He said that although he was con-
again said Monday will lead to a to ensure that the institution con- · fident the earning's restatement 
restatement of about $4.5 billion tinues to remain a ·viable invest-
m earnings not previously ment house that is true to its See Freddie Mac on 5A --
/ 
Freddie Mac 
Pr Continued.from Page 1A 
will come in November as 
planned, he wasn't positive. The 
institution's accountants came 
fairly close to producing the 
report in September but "the data 
just didn't look right." 
Peterson said the company has 
enjoyed unfettered access to the 
debt market despite the intense 
scrutiny brought on by investiga-
tions at the U.S. Department of 
Justice and the Security and 
Exchange Commission. Peterson 
is the highest official currently 
working for Freddie Mac while a 
search committee looks for a 
replacement of former CEO Greg 
Parseghian, who resigned in 
August after a very short time at 
the helm. 
Thygerson, a former college 
professor and current San Diego 
resident who ran Freddie Mac in 
the 1980s, told The Daily 
Transcript Monday that it was 
clear Freddie Mac and Fan 
. Mae need more powerful o 
sig m e e era.I govemm 
- and that regulatory function 
_,,., should move under the umbrella 
of the Treasury Department. 
"It is clear that the level of 
expertise needed to regulate these 
companies exceeds the small 
agency now in charge of it," 
Thygerson said. In addition, he 
said, Congress should consider 
raising the amount of capital 
reserves that the companies are 
required to maintain in case of a 
severe economic downturn. · 
That proposal has met resis-
tance by leaders at Freddie Mac 
and Fannie Mae. The institutions 
buy mortgages from local lenders 
and repackage them as securities. 
Many say that increased regula-
tions, and specifically, a require-
ment to hold more capital in 
reserves, may prevent the institu-
tions from making more money 
available to the market and there-
fore put additional obstacles in 
the way of providing more afford-
able and available home financ-
ing, which is expressed in both 
their mission statements: 
Some have accused the compa-
aies of using their powerful con-
gressional lobbying assets to keep 
further regulations at bay. 
Peterson said Monday that wasn't 
the case. 
"The fact is there are honest 
·disagreements within the 
Congress," he said. "Many leaders 
want to make sure that nothing 
interferes with our mission." 
Peterson said Freddie Mac and 
-
reviewed everything that these 
companies did and we still didn't 
catch the discrepancy, it makes 
you wonder what you can trust," 
he said. 
Thygerson said that Freddie 
Mac's reasons for accounting for 
their earnings the way they did 0 
are -easy to trace. "They expected 
that this boom in refinances 
would slow down and with it they 
expected that earning~ growth 
would slow down. So they decided 
to pack some earnings away for 
the future," he said. 
On a different note, but still as a 
preparation for the future, 
Peterson told the journalists gath-
ered Monday that Freddie Mac 
fully supported President Bush's 
home-ownership initiatives 
designed to raise the number of 
minority homeowners by more 
than 4.5 million in the next 
decade. 
Peterson said that immigrants 
to the United States were espe-
ciall distrustful of U.S. financial ar y. +all!!lt!!IP.!s~ r~~~1=n~si::11-;utfons. So, as a remedy, 
home financing and the director Peterson said new faith-based ini-
of the Real Estate Institute at the tiatives that helped get informa-
Universi of San Die o, said so tion into the hands of community 
many people depend on those leaders whom local citizens could 
institutions as a major part of trust would help Freddie Mac 
their own financial enterprises achieve its part of the home-own-
that, indeed, Freddie Mac and ership goals. 
Fannie Mae are heavily scruti- Fannie Mae CEO Franklin 
nized by themselves, by the gov- Raines said at an earlier panel 
ernment and by thousands of discussion with Peterson, that 
independent analysts. It's that efforts to engage minorities have 
fact that made everyone do a to go beyond the perfunctory. 
double take when the accounting "You can't just print brochures in 
irregularitles were revealed this Spanish and expect the market to 
year. appear," he said. 
"It made peop1e wonder that if scott.lewis@sddt.com 
so many analysts and observers Source Code: 20031020tba 
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Student heads million-dollar .company 
Shubhayan ·smukherjee and his. partner start business by. maxing out their credit cards 
BY STIEPHAljlJ: BAUERLEIN 
SENIOR STAFF WRITER 
wasn't about to start. I wanted to pr-ove 
that one s~gle person could make a dif-
fei:ence in the world." · 
The American Dream - it is some- Smukherjee, 21,. said he thought of 
thing millions of -people in the_ United · starting a business on Aug. 14, 2001, and 
States and all over ijle world fantasize the very next day he went and registered 
about - living a life full of success and Shubhayan ,.Industries. At that tupe, he 
wealth in the world's most powerful said he. wasn't sure what his company 
nation. would do, but he knew he wa~ sure he 
AlthQugh this dream is not realized wanted to be in business for himself. 
by many, two young San Diego men are In January of this year, -University of 
well on their way to accomplishing · it. San'Diego graduate Rabindra Motwani, 
San Diego State economics graduate stu- 23, became Smukherjee's partner and 
dent Shubhayan Smukherjee is the chief chief financial officer of Shubhayan 
executive officer of Shubhayan . Industries. 
Industries Inc., a ·$1.5 million company Although he had a company regis-
that was · in the planning stages two tered and operating under his name, 
years ago. Smukherjee continued working as the 
"We .wanted to start a business vice president and director of marketing 
be~ause everybody said we couldn' t do · for a multinational chemical company. It 
it," Smukherjee said. "I have never wasn't until Aug. 15, India's 
backed down from a challenge, ~d I Independence Day, that Smukherjee 
61 
resigned from his job to concentrate on 
his own company. 
With an initial iftvestment of $50,000, · 
v.:hich was acquired by maxing out their 
credit cards, the two put their efforts 
into starting their companies. 
"Both of us came to the United States 
to get away from the shadows of our 
raijl~r influential families," he said. "We 
cdtte from a business family and so 
business is inherent to us. Since we did-
n't want any help from family or friends, 
we ended up using our personal 
resources, which at the time ·of starting 
the company was ·next to nothing." 
Smukherjee said .their main company, 
Shubhayan Information Technology and 
Corporate Services (SICS), is a profes-
sional software development, datab_ase 
management and Web site development 
see COMPANY on page 2 
COMPANY: Students with no previous experience can find 
positions at Shubhayan Industries in marketing and sales 
continued from page 1 
company that offers e-com-
merce solutions, Web page 
design, Web stores and custom 
software. 
One major accomplishment 
for the company so far is tJ:te 
recent launch of its patented 
Kouklapop Technology. 
Smukherjee said this technolo-
gy has allowed the company 
to create Web sites where the 
contents or security codes can-
not be hacked. He also said his 
company has created a tech-
nology that will allow voice-
activated navigation through 
the Web, mainly to benefit the 
e lderly and handicapped . 
Shubhayan Trading was 
founded to facilitate interna-
tional trade between the 
United States and East Africa, 
Smukherjee said. He said this 
company ~als with a variety 
of products including cellular 
phones, electronic goods, food, 
gifts and souvenirs, tools, semi-
precious stones, designer jewe-1-
ry and cotton textiles. 
Smukherjee said his previous 
job gave him some experience 
in trading because he had the 
primary responsibility of intro-
ducing new products and enter-
ing new markets worldwide. He 
also said this job allowed him to 
learn to develop .suitable busi-
ness plans, strategies and com-
petitive market analyses, which 
has helped in developing suc-
cessful companies of his own. 
Smukherjee said he is always 
hiring employees- to work for 
their technology company. 
Students with no previous 
experience can work in market-
"I didn't come all the way to 
the United · States to Uve a 
mundane and sedated life. I 
came here to turn corporate 
America upside down." 
- SHUBHAYAN SMUKHERJEE, 
SHUBHAYAN INDUSTRIES. INC. CEO 
ing and sales, while those with 
experience can obtain posi tions 
dealing with the development 
of products. Smukherjee said 
once certain sales figures are 
reached, the company offers 30 
days of paid vacation to any 
place in the world, as well as the 
opportunity to be transferred to 
any of the overseas offices. He 
said employees get paid when 
the job is done, not based on the 
number of hours worked, and 
can· work from home. · 
Shubhayan Industries has 
internati.Qnal offices , in 
Australia, India, Germany, 
Hong Kong, Kenya, Singapore, 
the United Kingdom, Canada 
and Tanzania, .all of which 
Smukherjee or Motwani visit 
every two to six months to 
make sure everything is operat-· 
ing smoothly. 
Despite the fact that 
Smukherjee expects his com-
panies to make $2.5 million 
this next year, he said he and 
Motwani did go through 
some hard times during the 
initial stages when business 
wasn't coming in and money 
sfill needed to be invested. He 
said the two were living off 
frozen pizzas and cheap junk 
food just so they could save . 
money. 
"I dbn't think giving up has 
ever crossed my mind," 
Smukherjee saic:~."l more than 
· willingly resigned from a 
$100,000 job because I believed I 
could make more money being 
in business for myself. I didn't 
come all the way to the United 
States to live a mundane .and 
sedated life. I came here to turn 
corporate America upside 
down." 
For more information; or to 
apply for open positions, con-
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Compikd uy Ronni£ Lynn 
and ShinikttA. Sykes 
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snide~ from Center City 
School in Salt Lake City will visit 
the Skull Valley Goshute Indian 
Reservation as part of a $2,500 
grant from the Michael Jordan 
Foundation. Social studies teacher 
Gareth Orr will use the money to 
provide a more hands-on approach 
to Utah history. The trip to the 
reservation will enable students to 
learn why residents want to store 
nuclear waste there. Center City is 
a public charter school founded by 
four professors from the Univer-
sity ofUtah's College ofEducation. 
Applications are being ac-
cepted for the annual Toshiba/ 
National Science Teachers Asso-
ciation ExploraVision Awards 
program, one of the world's larg-
est science and technology 
competitions for students in kin-
dergarten through 12th grade. 
With the guidance· of a teacher, 
teams of two to four students se-
lect a technology currently in use 
and research the technology's his-
tory. For more information, visit 
http://www.exploravision.org, 
e-mail exploravision@nsta.org 
or call 800-397-5679. 
J ' , Wasfiington Mutual awarded 
the Jordan School District a 
$20,000 grant to provide more 
than 650 kindergarten, first- and 
second-grade teachers extra 
training in literacy. The training 
is targeted at the district's goal to 
have all children reading at 
grade level by third grade. 
Utah Valley State College's 
Department of Nursing is get-
ting a boost in its ability to train 
future health-care professionals, 
thanks to · a $25,000 donation 
from Intermountain Health 
Care. The donation to UVSC is 
part of $255,000 IHC is donating 
to colleges and universities 
across Utah. Other programs on 
the donation list include Brig-
ham Young University, the 
University of Utah, Weber 
State. Dixie State, Salt Lake 
Community College and the 
College of Eastern Utah. 
An English-language tutoring 
organization has been renamed 
to better refl~c;t the services it 
provides. LiteYacy Volunteers of 
America-Wasatch Front is now 
known as _ the English Skills 
Learning (ESL) Center. The 
center helps refugees an.d immi-
grants learn English and sur-
vival skills for living in the 
United States. For more infor-
mation, call 328-5608 or visit 
http://www.ESLCenter.org. 
Matthew Cameron, a first-
year student at the University of 
New England College of Osteo-
pathic Medicine, recently partic-
ipated in the ·college's annual 
white coat ceremony - formally 
recognizing the transition stu-
dents make from lay persons to 
assuming the responsibility of 
physicians. Cameron, a Salt 
Lake City resident, is the son of 
Kent and Marcia Cameron. 
Salt Lake City native Ben-
jamin Elkins recently qualified 
as a semifinalist in the 2004 Na-
tional Merit Scholarship Pro-
gram, which honors academi-
cally talented students. Semifi-
nalists are considered for 8,000 
scholarship awards, worth $32 
million, which will be offered 
next spring. Elkins attends Phil-
lips Academy, also known as 
Andover, a private · boarding 
high school in Andover, Mass. 
Elkins is the son of John and 
Margaret Elkins of Salt Lake 
City. 
Snow College President 
Michael Benson's participa-
tion in the recent St. George 
Marathon helped raise nearly 
$50,000 in cash and pledges for 
the school's athletic department 
on the condition that he finish 
the race. Benson, one of 4,500 
runners, crossed the finish line 
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Park City -resident Lindsey 
Meuleman, a junior major in 
bm,ines,s ·administration at tho\ University of San Diegp, 
spending the fall semester 
studying in Madrid , Spain. ·, 
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Profile: Neil Hennessy 
Name: Neil Hennessy 
Title: President and portfolio manager, 
Hennessy Funds; president, chairman, 
and CEO, Hennessy Advisors, Inc. 
Address: 750 Grant Avenue, Suite 100, 






Education: University of San Die o and 
the Wharton School, University of 
Pennsylvania 
Staff: 9 
(,.,,__ __ ] 
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BY BRAD ZIGLER ~ j.. 
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT L\ \_---:-1 
NOV A TO - Ask anybody to name a 
center of money management, and cities 
like New York and Boston immediately 
get talked up. The North Bay simply isn't 
known as an investment nexus. 
Homegrown guys like Neil Hennessy 
are trying to change that. 
At the helm of the five Hennessy Funds, 
the Marin County native started his finan-
cial career over 24 years ago as a stockbro-
ker at Paine Webber. In 1989, he opened 
his own broker/ dealer, Edward 
J. Hennessy, Inc., named in honor of his 
late father. In 1996, Neil Hennessy 
launched his first mutual fund and today 
manages over $900 million in assets. re-
cently, he was named to the "Top 100 Fund 
Managers" by Barron's. 
Mr. Hennessy says he employs a quan-
titative money management technique that 
combines an active approach with the dis-
cipline of an index fund . 
The first portfolio manager to utilize 
the "Dogs of the Dow" investment phi-
losophy in a mutual fund format, Mr. 
Hennessy runs two funds - the Hennessy 
Total Return Fund (HDOGX) and the 
Hennessy Balanced Fund (HBFBX) - on 
the "Dogs" approach. 
"In short, we don't try to outsmart or 
time the market, because we believe it 
doesn't work," he says. 
Hennessy Advisors recently signed a 
definitive agreement to acquire the assets 
of five Illinois-based Lindner funds. At 
closing, expected in early 2004, the merger 
of the Lindner funds into the existing 
Hennessy portfolios will push Mr. 
Hennessy's assets under management 
past the $1.2 billion mark based upon 
current values. 
Last week, we managed to pin down 
the ebullient money manager just long 
enough to ask him a few personal ques-
tions. 
*** 
Economic outlook: "The economy and the 
stock market are in great shape, and 
companies are poised for growth. As the 
market gains momentum, and investors 
gain confidence, more people invest in 
the market and mutual funds. That's 
why I believe Hennessy Funds is in ter-
rific shape for growth." 
Company vision: "Work as hard as we can 
each day for all of our shareholders." 
Business goal: "It sounds simplistic, but 
our goal is to make money for our inves-
tors and shareholders. Treat customers 
with honesty and respect. That's how 
great businesses, small and large, are 
built." 
Greatest opportunity: "I know my great-
est opportunity is the business we are 
developing right now at Hennessy Ad-
visors. Between growing the invest-
ments in our mutual funds and acquir-
ing mutual fund assets from other com-
panies, there has never been a more 
exciting and dynamic time in our 
company's history." 
Biggest challenge: "Because of our rapid 
growth, our biggest challenge is to real-
istically manage the expectations of our 
shareholders." 
Biggest risk: The risk inherent in the stock 
market. 
Business philosophy: "If you shoot for 
the moon, the worst that can happen is 
you end up in the stars." 
Favorite task: "Talking with current and 
prospective shareholders. It keeps me in 
touch with the core of my business." 
Least favorite task: Paperwork. 
Personal goal: "To enjoy each and every 
day of life." 
Missed career opportunity: "I am very 
lucky to say 'none."' 
Most important lesson learned: "To find 
balance in life - to work as hard as you 
play, and do it all with integrity." 
Most influenced by: "My father. He was a 
stockbroker, and through him I learned 
to love the financial markets. He taught 
me to work hard and to never give up, to 
excel in everything I do. His example 
still guides me each day." 
Most admired businessperson/leader: 
"Jim Klein, my first boss at Paine Webber, 
who taught me about the importance of 
treating customers with honesty and in-
tegrity." 
Current/favorite reading: The Pyramid of 
Success by John Wooden, head basket-
ball coach emeritus, UCLA. 
Favorite movie: Caddyshack. 
Favorite restaurant for business lunches: 
Capra's Italian Village in Novato. 
Favorite vacation spot~ Hawaii. 
Most interested in meeting: The Bush fam-
ily. 
Stress reliever: Spending time with fam-
ily- "my wife Kathy, our five kids, and 
friends." 
Favorite pastimes/hobbies: Golf and fish-
ing. 
Words that best describe you: Honest, 
hard working, and a good sense of hu-
mor. 
Words of advice you would offer: "Work 
hard. The harder you work, the luckier 
you get." 
School of Education 
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Mark your calendar for October 11 
2003 Newspaper In Education • Fall Educators' Conference 
Read,Write 
and Respect 
Sponsored by USO International Center for Character Education 
Co-sponsored by Greater San Diego Reading Association 
Special guest Pater Y&l'I ow of the folk-group 
Peter, Paul & Mary presents Operation Respect's Don't laugh 
at Me, a character education program developed to foster 
compassion and respect in schools. 
• Attendees participate in breakout sessions for elementary, 
secondary and student teachers, using newspapers in the 
classroom. 
• Teachers receive free Operation Respect materials: CD, video, 
teacher's guide, and two Character Education guides. 
Saturday, October 11, 2003 
USO, Joan Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice 
7:30 a.m. - Noon • Cost: $1 O 
Peter Yarrow 
Includes breakfast, refreshments, door prizes, free newspapers and 
resources, plus lots of fun. 
Registration deadline: October 3, 2003 
Register online beginning In August at 'nie.unlontribune.com 
or call (619) 293-2110. Space Is limited. 
Graduate and extenalon teach r-credlt avallable. 
Contact Dr. Ed DeRoche at (819) 260-2250 or. ~all derocheOaandlego.edu 
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USD School of Law kicks off 50th anniversary celebratitin 
By LAURA MALLGREN 
The Doily Transcript 
SAN DIEGO - Depending on 
which University of San· Diego 
official you ask, either three or 
four out of every practicing lawyer 
in the San Diego· region is a USD 
School of Law graduate. 
But it's not just the numbers of 
alumni of the nearly 50-year-old 
law school working here - it's the 
quality of those grads. 
"The reputation of the law 
school in San Diego and the com-
munity has never been brighter," 
said Dean Dan,iel B. Rodriguez. 
"In a relatively short time we've 
cemented our reputation with the 
community. It has become a great 
badge of honor to say that one is a 
graduate of the law school." 
The law school, which was 
established on April 5, 1954, was 
set to kick off its 50th anniversary 
this week. The law school has 
Photo/University of San Diego 
This hist.orical photo shows the University of San Diego law school 
when it was under construction in 1957. 
grown from its first graduate class 
of eight men in 1958 to more than 
11,000 alumni today. 
A recent survey done by leading 
legal scholars from around the 
nation ranked the USD School of 
Law 2_2nd in the country for its 
scholarly reputation, according to 
USD President Mary E. Lyons. 
"This is a celebration of- a law 
school that has achieved national 
status, has achieved great matu-
rity, a notable reputation in a very 
short time," Lyons said. "I think 
it's a credit to the leadership of the 
faculty, the innovation and hard 
work ·of its deans, the support 
from the region that. understands 
how important this law school is 
in this region." 
Both faculty and students 
donate their legal servir.es in 
myriad ways, which is consistent 
with the mission of the Catholic 
university, according to Lyons. 
Legal services donated at cl_inics 
cover a wide range of issues 
including immigration, tax, envi-
_ronmental, small claims, criminal 
and civil, she said. 
After taking the complete 
course of studies, the law student 
can pretty much pick his own 
course studies, according to USD 
law school grad Gary Schons, 
se.nior assistant general attorney 
with the California General 
Attorney's Office, in San Diego. 
He attended the law school 
from 1973 to 1976. 
"I think the best thing about it 
was it was grounded in funda-
mentals of the law," he said. 
"Number two, the professors up 
there had an appreciation for the 
practice of law, in other words, it 
wasn't just an academic approach. 
There was a fairly strong empha-
sis on ethics in the profession:' 
Schons, 52, has spent his entire 
legal career with the state's 
General Attorney's Office. His 
choice · of attending USD's law 
school were based on falling in 
love with San Diego and his desire 
to attend a Catholic law school. 
"As it happened, long before I 
entered law school I knew I 
wanted to be a prosecutor," 
Schons said. "I was heavily biased 
toward criminal law classes." 
His interest in law was sparked 
See Anniversary on 7 A 
Anniversary 
Continued.from Page IA 
when he was 5 and lived across 
the 'street from Joe Busch, a pros-
ecutor with the Los Angeles 
District Attorney's Office. Busch 
later became the district attorney. 
"Back in those days on Friday 
nights was the Disney show," he 
said. "In our neighborhood, there · 
were about three households that 
switched off entertaining the 
kids." . 
After the show at Busch's house, 
he had the children pretend to be 
a jury. 
"He would try out his closing 
statement, bring home items of 
evidence that he was going to 
introduce at trial," Schons said. 
"He would show us some methods 
of police investigation, handwrit-
ing, fingerprints. This was long 
before 'CSI' and 'Law & Order; 
this was the real thing 40 years 
before that." 
The kick-off celebration was 
scheduled for Sept. 30 in the Joan 
B. Kroc Institute for Peace and 
Justice on the USD campus, 
where Lyons and Rodriguez 
planned to present a commemo-
rative medal and gift to Thomas J. 
Fanning, now 96, the first dean of 
the law school. 
There are about i,112 students 
enrolled in USD's law school, 819 
during the day, 293 in the 
evenipg. 
The school of law was founded 
in 1954, under the leadership of 
the Rev. Charles Francis Buddy, 
USD founder and first Bishop of 
San Diego, and regent Father 
James T. Booth. 
laura.mallgren@sddt.com 
Source Code: 20030930tba 
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Daily Transcript October 2, 2003 
Local Scene-
Correction 
The first paragraph in the article, 4-!SD School of 
Law kicks off 50th anniversary celebration," pu6=" 
1isned Oct. 1, should have read: Depending on which 
University of San Diego official you ask, either one 
out of every three or one out of every four practicing 
lawyers in the San Diego region is a USD School of 
Law graduate. The Daily Transcript regrets the 
error." Source Code: 2003100ltlj 
By Daily Transcript staff writers 
The Vista October 9, 2003 
Celebrating excellence 
School of Law reaches 50 year mark 
By Courtney Holowach 
SYAFF WRITER 
To mark the occasion of celebrating 
50 years of legal excellence for USD's 
~ an inaugural event was 
held at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for 
Peace and Justice on Sept. 30. 
The event begins 15 months of 
festivities , highlighting past, present 
and future endeavors, including visits 
by Supreme Court justices John Paul 
Stevens and Antonin Scalia, as well as 
a gala celebration during the weekend 
of April 23-25, 2004. The first 50 years 
marks the beginning of prominence in 
legal education. 
The law school was founded in April 
of 1954 with Thomas J. Fanning serv-
ing as dean pro tempore. The first law 
class of eight men graduated in 1958 and 
today, the law school bas about 1,112 
students enrolled; 819 of which attend 
during the day and 293 in the evening. 
Accredited by the State Bar of Cali-
fornia in 1959 and the American Bar As-
-sociation in 1961 , the law school was 
admitted to the Association of American 
Law Schools in 1966 and in 1996 the 
school joined the elite Order of the Coif, 
a national legal honor society that recog-
nizes law schools for their excellence in 
programs, faculty and students. 
"I have been directly connected with 
USD's law school for about 35 years, 
since I enrolled as an evening student 
in the fall of 1968. I graduated from 
),- 0 '\_,/ l l~ 1\ I~ s O 1: 
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the law school in 1972, just a month 
before I became Provost of USD, with 
the law school and all other academic 
units reporting to me. USD had a good 
law school at that time, but it bas been 
very gratifying to watch it grow even 
better in quality over the years," Sister 
Sally Furay said. 
"Very talented faculty bav been ap-
SANDIEGO.EDU/USDLAW 
pointed, and solid faculty scholarship 
and exemplary teaching have charac-
terized law programs. Enrollment has 
been capped for over twenty years, but 
numbers of applications have increased, 
leading to the enrollment of more gifted 
students. USD can be very proud of the 
Please see LAW, page 3 
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Continued from LAW, pg. l 
growing national recognition of 
its law school," Furay added. 
The law school continues to be 
recognized on a national level. This 
year the faculty was ranked 22nd in 
the country on a survey of200 lead-
ing legal educators. This places USD 
The law school is especially proud 
of its contribution to the San Diego 
legal community; more than one in 
four lawyers in San Diego are gradu-
ates of USD. 
"Our graduates are judges at ev-
ery level of court systems in the U.S ., 
Europe, Asia and Latin America. We 
have graduates who are partners in 
law firms throughout the world, in-
""Very; tal~nted f,aculty h'1ve been ap-
pointetl, ~nct sohd tac;u ty sch,ola:rs,hip artd 
exempi,ary teaching characterized law pro-
grams. · 
Sister Sally Furay 
ahead of UC Hastings, UC Davis, 
Emory, and the University of Notre 
Dame among others. This is quite 
an achievement considering USD's 
youth. 
"It's [the law school] been on ap 
upward trajectory and still is improv-
ing. It's an ambitious school whose 
goal is excellence," Nancy Carter, 
Director of the Legal Research Cen-
ter said. 
The USD Law School bas also 
graduated over 10,000 alumni , in-
cluding Gary Schons, Senior Assis-
tant General Attorney with the Cali-
fornia General Attorney 's office 
among other distinguished graduates. 
eluding some of the toniest London 
solicitor firms and we have gradu-
ates who are high in government 
positions and CEOs of major busi-
nesses," Professor of Law, Herbert 
Lazerow, said. 
"Having heard my colleagues talk 
about the past, and listened to Dean 
Rodriguez talk about the future, l am 
reminded of the great Winston 
Churchill 's quote after the Battle of 
ElAiamein, the first allied victory in 
WWII; 'This is not the end, this not 
the beginning of the end, but perhaps, 
this is the end of the beginning'," 
Grant Morris, Professor of Law said. 
Southern Cross October 23, 2003 
Bishop Defends 'Fundamental' 
Human Rights cit Red MaSs 
Cyril Jones-Kellett 
SAN DIEGO - Scores of lawyers, 
judges, legal academics and others 
associated with the legal profession 
gathered Oct. 6 at the JJniversity o 
San Diego's Founder's Chapel for the 
annual celebration of the Red Mass. 
Named for the color of medieval 
British judicial robes, the Red Mass 
is a centuries-old tradition meant to 
seek God's blessing on those who 
work in legal and related fields. 
Many jurisdictions around the 
world open the judicial year with the 
celebration of a Red Mass. Here in 
San Diego, all members of the Bench 
and Bar and the professional and· 
academic legal communities are 
invited by the St. Thomas More Soci-
ety to attend. The Thomas More Soci-
ety is an organization of Catholic 
legal professionals. · 
This year's celebrant and homilist 
was Auxiliary Bishop Salvatore J. 
Cordileone, who spent several years 
working in Church courts in Vatican 
City. 
Bishop Cordileone' s homily 
stressed the relationship between 
law and truth. 
Reflecting on King Solomon's 
desire for wisdom, the bishop said 
that wisdom is the root of all good 
government. 
"In a representative democracy 
such as our own, those who are 
entrusted with creating, interpreting 
and applying the law are entrusted 
with a very grave responsibility and a 
great deal of power. Such divine wis-
dom, then, as Solomon asked for, is 
necessary in order to understand 
how to exercise such a legal respon-
sibility well, and also in order not to 
lose sight of the point of it all, not to 
lose sight of the very reason why law 
exists ... It requires humility as well 
~~~"""' to know that the purpose 
is not to advance one's 
own goo or personal agenda, it is 
not for self-aggrandizement or self-
enrichment. Rather, the purpose of 
the law is to promote the common 
good and to protect rights, especially 
those of the most vulnerable and 
marginalized in the society." 
jWe cannot separate the 
demands of faith from 
how we live our life in 
public; we cannot 
separate morality 
from policy.' 
The bishop went on to describe 
good law as rooted in objective 
truths that, "can be known to a 
greater or lesser extent by every 
rational creature. These are truths 
which are universal and eternal. 
Such truths do exist." 
He said that it is a grave responsi-
1 bility of those who create, interpret, 
and apply the law, "to do so in accor-
dance with divine justice and eternal 
truth, so that our law participates in 
that truth and reflects the very jus-
tice of God." 
Before concluding with some 
remarks on the martyrdom of St. 
Thomas More, Bishop Cordileone 
reflected on the reading from the 
Gospel of Matthew, in which Jesus 
describes the last judgment. The 
standard used at that judgment will 
be how we treated others, because It 
is in others that we find Jesus. 
"This is a truth we need to be 
reminded about frequently," the 
bishop said, "the truth that we can-
not separate the demands ot faith 
from how we live our life in public, 
that we cannot separate morality 
from policy, or conscience from 
action. It is no surprise, then, that 
the Church frequently gives us such 
reminders, as it did recently in the 
Instruction for Catholics Involved in 
Political Life. The Instruction points 
out how the atrocities which were 
witnessed in the 20th century re_sult-
ed from that very separation, and 
how the 20th century proves the 
falsehood of what it calls 'the notion 
that there is no moral law rooted in 
the nature of the human person, 
which must govern our understand-
ing of the human person, the com-
mon good and the state.' 
"We may think that we are far from 
such regimes and ideologies, but the 
Instruction cautions us, even those 
of us who live in a democratic soci-
ety. It tells us, . 'democracy must be 
based on the true and solid founda-
tion of non-negotiable ethical princi-
ples, which are the underpinning of 
life in society.' 
The bishop pointed out that the 
American Declaration of Independence, 
1 
calls human rights "self-evident." 
"If fundamental human rights are 
not those which are self-evident I 
from the natural law, which comes 
from God, but rather are defined by I 
human beings, then there are no fun-
damental human rights, since those 
who have the power to define rights 
have the power to change them. I 
Clearly, if rights can be changed, 
they are not fundamental." 
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Oakland Tribune schools story honored 
l lt 7 I~ • · 
FROM STAFF REPO~TS ~hotos by Nick Lammers and staff
. niversity of San Diego School of 
The Oakland Tribune's five-day series The Journalism association wt 
- · 
"Separate and Unequal" was announced mally present the award to Tribun
e staff Other SPJ winners include: 
Thursday as the winner of the 2003 at a dinner Nov. 12. 
► The San Jose Mercury News for 
Public Service Award from the Northern The series, which started June 
15, ex- depth reporting, breaking news and pho-
California chapter of the Society of Pro- amined the vast disparities found 
In Cali- tojourrialism. 
fessional Journalists. fornia's classrooms and expose
d the ► The San Francisco Chronicle for fea-
In gtvtng the Excellence in Journalism unspoken truth that our schools -
the lure and opinion writing. 
award, SPJ judges said "through meticu- supposed great equalizer in Am
erican ► The East Bay Express for feature 
lous research and organizational clarity, society - are anything but unifyi
ng and writing and depth reporting. 
this team of reporters disclosed that stu- equal. 
► The Marin Independent Journal for 
dents with the greatest needs received The series was previously reco
gnized graphics. 
the least resources." as a top ten finalist in the nationa
l Asso- Awards were also gtven for several 
The series, which also appeared In elated Press Managing Editors 33rd 
An- broadcast and online categories. 
the Fremont Argus, Tri-Valley Herald nual Public Service Awards and 
as the San Jose Mercury News reporter Matt 
and Hayward Daily Review, was written first place winner of the 2003 Pric
e Child Marshall was named Journalist of the 
by staff writers Jlll Tucker, Robert Health and Welfare Journalism 
Award Year for his investigative series on the 
Gammon and Michelle Maitre, with from the Children's Advocacy Insti
tute at CalPers pension fund. 
AMERICAN LAWYER 
NEW YORK, NY 
MONTHLY 17,005 




If the high court approves the latest 
round of excuses for Miranda violations, 
it will be time to ask whether the 
requirement is worth preserving at all. 
By Yale Kamisar 
L-1 \ S l '1. r. ~,er 
THE SIMPLEST CASES I VOLVI G TI-IE 
exclusion of illegally obtained evide nce, the 
items the defense is trying to suppress, such as 
drugs found during the search of a suspect's 
pocket, are direct, or prima1y, in their relationship to the 
police action. Thus, if the police have acted unlawfuUy, 
the evidence must be excluded from trial. 
Many times, however, evidence is derivative, or second-
aiy, in character. For example, an illegal search may tum 
up a key to an airport locker where the proceeds of a bank 
robbery are being kept. Or a coerced confession may re-
veal the place where a suspect hid a murder weapon. Or an 
illegal tap of the defendant's phone may reveal the where-
abouts of a person willing to testify against tl1e defendant. 
In such cases it is necessary to determine whetl1er tl1e de-
Jivative evidence is fatally tainted by tl1e injtial or primaiy 
government illegality. To use the phrase coined by U.S. 
Supreme Court justice Felix Frankfurter in a 1939 case, in 
these instances, tl1e question presented is whetl1er tl1e 
chaUenged evidence is tl1e "fruit of tl1e poisonous tree." 
The Cou1t recognized long ago, however, that not all 
evidence was tl1e fruit of the poisonous tree simply be-
cause it was discovered due to the illegal action of tl1e po-
lice. Thus, merely establishing a logical connection be-
tween a police violation of tl1e law and tl1e subsequent 
acquisition of inc1iminating evidence does not automati-
cally lead to the exclusion of tl1e evidence. Depending on 
the situation, tl1e need to condemn or to de te r police 
transgressions may reach tl1e point of diminishing re-
tums-i.e., tl1e exclusionaiy rule may impose greater costs 
on tl1e legitimate demands oflaw enforcement than can 
be justified by the rule's purposes. 
Al thou h tl1e fruit of tl1e oisonous tree doctrine has 
I ARGUMENTS 
limits, it is impo1tant. By prohibiting indirect or de1iva-
tive use of the results of police misconduct, as well as di-
rect use, the doctrine helps assure tl1at officials who vio-
late tl1e law are not in a better position than those who 
obey it. Absent a fruits doctrine, law enforcement officials 
would be greatly tempted to resort to methods inconsis-
tent witl1, and offensive to, a free society. 
There is ample reason , however, to fear (or, depending 
upon one's viewpoint, to rejoice) that the fruits doctrine 
may not apply at all (or apply only in ve1y special circum-
stances) to violations of Miranda, tl1e centerpiece of tlte 
vVarren Court's revolution in American criminal proce-
dure. The Supreme Court is e;,.vected to resolve tl1e 
question finally and authoritatively during its 2003-04 
term, which begins tl1.is monili. 
The hjgh court will review two cases tl1at have been de-
cided in favor of tl1e defend,mt. One case grew out of tl1e 
prosecution of Samuel Patane for being a convicted felon in 
possession of a firean11. Witl1out administering a complete 
set of Miranda warnings, a detective questioned Patane 
about the location of a Glock pistol Patane was supposed to 
own. The defendant responded tlrnt tl1e weapon was on a 
shelf in hjs bedrnom. This admission led almost immediate-
ly to tl1e seizure of tl1e weapon where tl1e defendant said it 
was. The prosecution conceded tl1at Patane's admission in 
response to tl1e questioning was inadmissible under Miran-
da , but argued tl1at tl1e physical fmit of the Miranda viola-
tion-tl1e Glock pistol itself-should be admitted. The U.S. 
Court of Appeals for tl1e Tenili Circuit unanimously dis-
75 
' , . s 
'agreed, concluding that "Miranda's deterrent If the Su
preme Court reve rses the Tenth warned statement m
ust be suppressed as 'fruit 
nnrpose would not be vindicated meaningfully Circuit
 ruling, Miranda will have suffered a of the poisonou
s tree.·" At one point she de-
;uppression only of Patane's statement." heavy blo
w. If the high court overturns the scribed a person wh
ose Miranda rights had 
During its new term, the Supreme Court Missouri d
ecision as well , one of the most fa- been violated, but whos
e statements had not 
"viii also consider a Missouri case-the prose-- mous c
ases in American legal history-a case been actually c
oerced, as someone "who has 
cution of Patricia Seibert for murder. When that wa
s reaffirmed only three years ago-"vill, suffered no ide
ntifiable constitutional wrong," 
Seibert was taken to an "interview room" as a pra
ctical matter, have been overruled. The Elstad c
ourt seemed to say-it certain-
(which is what the police like to call the rooms The
 precedent-one that the government ly could plausi
bly be read as saying-that be-
where they interrogate people), she was sub- \.vill be
 reading expansively and defense law- cause a violatio
n of Miranda is not a violation 
jected to what might be called a two-
of a real constitutional right (but only a rule of 
stage interrogation . During the first 
evidence d: signed to implement the privilege 
stage, which lasted at least 30 minutes, 
agamst self-incrimination), it is not entitled to 
the officer who clid the questioning de-
or worthy of, the fruit of the poisonous tre~ 
liberately failed to give her the Miranda 
doctrine. Thus, unlike evidence obtained as 
warnings. Seibert made several incrim-
the result of an unreasonable search or a co-
inating state ments. After a 20-minute 
erced confession (which are real constitutional 
break, the officer resumed the question-
violations), secondary evidence derived,from a 
ing. This time he did administer the Mi-
Miranda violation, need not, and should not 
randa warnings. The defendant signed a 
be suppressed as the tainted fruit. ' 
waiver forrn. During the second stage, 
Elstad was one of the post-Warren Court 
the ofHcer re minded the de fendant of 
cases that encouraged critics of Miranda to 
the statements she had made before the 
believe that some day the new Court would 
20-minute break. Thus, he was able to 
overru le that much-maligned case. But that 
link together the unwarned questioning during yers "v
iii be trying hard to minimize-is a day never cam
e. Instead, three years ago, in 
the first stage "vith tl1e warned questioning 1985 c
ase called Oregon v. Elstad. In that Dickerson v. U
nited States, the Court struck 
du1ing the second. As hoped, and expected, case, tw
o police officers went to the house o down a federal 
statute purporting to abolish 
Seibert made more inc1iminating statements. an 18-y
ear-old suspect and, \.vithout adminis- i'vliranda becau
se "Congress may not legisla-
In an unusual display of candor, the inte r- te ring Mi
randa warnings , asked him about tive ly supersede 
our decisions interpreting 
rogating officer testified that-as a result of his invo
lvement in a burglary. The defendant! and applying th
e Constitution." 
' he training he had received at an institute- replied
, "Yes, I was there." About an hour lat- , -:}Vhat about
 Oregon v. Elstad? Oddly, the 
,e had made a conscious decision to withhold er, after
 he had been taken to the sheriffs of- 1 Court had nothi
ng negative to say about it. 
the Miranda warnings during the first session fice, th
e defendant was first advised of his If, as appears to
 be the case, Dickerson 
in order to get the defendant to m¥e incrimi- Mirand
a rights . He waived his rights and repudiated the
 premises on whicli Elstad 
nating statements during the later session. gave th
e police a 'tatement de tailing his par- • and other Mira
nda-debilitating de<i'iions are 
The trial court suppressed only the un- ticipation 
in the burglary. The Oregon Court based, why didn't 
the ·Court overrule Elstad 
warned portion of the interrogation, and Seib- of App
eals suppressed the statement made at or at least exp
lain how it can be reconciled 
ert was comicted of second-degree murder. A the she
riff's office as well as the one the de- I with the view th
at Miranda is a constitution-
4-to-3 majority of the Missouri Supreme Court fondan
t made in his own home. al decision? Pro
bably because all the qualifi-
reve rsecl, ruling that the statements made in The
 Supreme Court reversed. The Oregon cations and exc
eptions to Miranda imposed 
the warned portion of the interrogation should court, p
ointed out justice Sandra Day O'Con- on it before its c
onstitutional status was clari-
have been excluded as well. 'W ere police able nor for
 a 6-to-3 majority, had misconstrued fied are going t
o remain in place. 
to use this 'end run' around Miranda to secure protect
ions afforded by 1Wirancla by assuming There appe
ars to be a strong :rcmsensus 
the all-important 'breakthrough ' admission tl1at "a 
failure to administer Miranda warnings · among criminal
 procedure professoo that the 
during the first stage of the interrogation," ob- necessa
rily breeds the same consequences as majority opinion
 in Dickerson was .a compro-
served the majority, "the requirement of a police 
infringement of a constitutional right, mise opinion d
esigned to obtain t!re largest 
warning would be meaningless." so tlrnt
 evidence uncovered foll0vving an un- majority possi
ble on the narrow «{Ues tions 
- - ----------------- ---------'----
-------------=---
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of Miranda's continued vitality. There also 
seems to be a consensus (one that I share) 
that what Dickerson reaffirmed was not the 
Miranda doctrine that burst on the scene in 
1966, but Miranda. with all the exceptions it 
has acquired since 1966 frozen in time. 
If the consensus about the meaning of 
Dickerson is well-founded, it would be unwise 
to launch a frontal assault on Elstad. But that 
is no reason to e.x.t end Elstad beyond its facts. 
That case does contain some sweeping lan-
guage indicating that the Court is stripping, or 
prepared to strip, remedies for Miranda viola-
tions of the fmits doctrine. But Elstad may 
plausibly be read more narrowly than that. 
At one point, the Elstad majority seemed 
to cast its holding in terms of a suspect's 
freedom to decide his own course of action: 
'We hold today that a suspect who has once 
responded to unwarned yet uncoercive ques-
tioning is not thereby disabled from waiving 
his rights and confessing after he has been 
given the requisite Miranda warnings." In 
short, as Supreme Court justice William Bren-
nan observed in his dissen ting opinion, the 
Elstad majority relied in considerable part on 
"individual 'volition' as an insulating factor in 
successive confession cases"-a factor "alto-
gether missing in the context of inanimate ev-
idence [such as a Glock pistol]." 
This attempt to distinguish Elstad may not 
svcceed. It certainly has not persuaded the 
many lower courts that have allowed the 
government to use physical evidence de-
rived from Miranda violations . (But few 
lower courts are enamored of Miranda.) 
The Court is more likely to affinn the Mis-
souri case, Seibert, than to agree with the 
Tenth Circuit that the Glock pistol should be 
excluded. Although Seibert is a successive 
confession case like Elstad, it is different in an 
important respect-the gravity of the Miran-
da violation. (Courts are much more inclined 
to apply the fmits doctrine when the underly-
ing illegality is purposeful or flagrant. ) 
The failure to administer the Miranda 
warnings to Elstad the first time the police 
talked to him seems to have been inadvertent. 
The Miranda violation in Seibert, on the other 
hand, was quite deliberate. In fact, the officer 
who withheld the Miranda warnings admitted 
that he did so purposely. Indeed, he testified 
that he had been trained to use these tactics 
in order to get an admission of guilt. 
Talk about fmits and purging the primary 
taint is useful , but sometimes it obfuscates the 
relevant question-whether admitting sec-
ondary evidence will significantly encourage 
police misconduct in the future. Nietzsche 
once said that tl1e commonest stupidity con-
sists in forgetting what one is trying to do. 
What was tl1e Miranda court trying to do? 
Was it to take away the police's incentive to 
exploit people's anxiety, confusion, and igno-
rance b im I ·n that tl1e olice had the 
right to an answer, and suspects bette r an 
swer, or else matters will become so much tl1 
worse for tllem? How can we possibly hope t 
achieve Miranda's objective when we prohibi 
only tl1e incriminating statements obtained i 
violation of that case, but permit the use o 
everytl1ing tl1ese statements propagate? 
The Supreme Court ought to affirm botl 
Patane and Seibert. But the need to exclud 
tile derivative evidence in Seibert is especial! 
compelling. For tl1ere, tl1e officer violated M·i-
rancla-as he was trained to do-for the ve 
pmpose of obtaining derivative evidence. 
A distinct possibility exists that the Su ! 
preme Court will disagree witll me, and admi 
the evidence in both tl1e Missouri and Tent! 
Circuit cases. It should not be overlooked tl1a 
three members of tlrn seven-judge Missou · 
Supreme Court dissented in Seibert, insistin 
tllat, according to Elstad, tl1e traditional fruit 
doctrine does not apply to unwarned ques 
tioning "so long as tl1e initial unwarned state , 
ment is not actually coerced ." (One federa 
court of appeals recently reached the sam 
conclusion on similar facts.) 
If the Court agrees with the Seibert dis 
senters, we can be sure that police trainin 
instmctors will call tl1e decision to tl1e atten 
tion of their students. Indeed, as tile testimo ' 
ny of tl1e interrogating officer in Seibert itse 
demonstrates , the police are already bein 
instructed in how to exploit the loophole 
provided by current Miranda law. 
Missomi police are not alone. Five year 
ago, lawyers seeking to prohibit officers in tw 
California police departments from question 
ing custodial suspects after tl1ey asse1ted tl1ei 
rights came upon a police training videotap 
on which a deputy district attorney told Cali 
fornia police officers: "The Minmcla exclusion 
ary rule is limited to tl1e defendant's own state 
ment out of his moutl1 .... It doesn't have , 
fmit of the poisonous tree tl1eory attached t 
it. . .. [When we question someone who ha 
invoked his Miranda rights] all we lose is tl1 
statement taken in violation of Miranda. W 
do not lose physical evidence that resultec 
from tlrnt. We do not lose the testimony o 
other witnesses tl1at we learned about only b 
violating his Miranda invocation." ! 
The California deputy district attorne 
could tum out to be right. The Supreme Co 
could make it clear sometime during its ne, 
term tlrnt Miranda violations have no fmit 
doctrine-even when police officers deliber 
ately violate Miranda pmsuant to the b·ainin 
tlrnt instmctors like tile California deputy dis 
trict attorney give them. If so, we should sim 
ply give Miranda a respectful burial. 
Yale Kamisar is a professor of law at both th 
University of Michigan and University o 
San Diego Law Schools. He ·is auth01· of Po 
lice Inte rrogation and Confessions. E-mail. 
kamisar@umich.edu . 77 
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Governor Names Seve to the Bench 
By Donna Domino 
Daily Journal Staff Writer . 0~ 
A day after he was recalled by the vot-
ers, Gov. Gray Davis appointed seven 
judg~ to 'trial courts around the state, 
continuing a flood of judicial appoint-
_ ments since the recall election was cer-
tified for the ballot in July. 
Among them was Santa Cruz County 
Supervisor John Jeffrey Almquist for 
that county's superior court 
Davis also appointed: 
■ Civil litigator Charles "Steve" 
Crandall to the San Luis Obispo 
Superior Court; 
■ Litigator James E. Oakley to the 
Madera Superior Court; 
■ Irvine business litigator Douglas 
Hatchirnonji to the Orange County 
Superior Court; 
■ Riverside Commissioner Bernard 
J. Schwartz to the Riverside Superior 
Court, and 
■ Riverside attorney Bryan F. Foster 
and Monrovia attorney Janet M. Frangie 
to the San Bernardino Superior Court 
Davis has named 49 judges since the 
recall qualified for the ballot July 23. In 
comparison, before the recall was 
announced he had not appointed a sin-
gle judge for more than three months 
and had added only a handful since the 
beginning of the year. 
It is very common for outgoing gover-
nors to fill remaining judicial vacancies 
before leaving, said University of Santa 
Clara law professor Gerald Uelmen. 
"Every departing governor makes 
'midnight' appointments," he said, add-
ing, "I don't think they've been political 
paybacks. By and large, they've been 
good. My sense is they've all been wait-
ing in the pipeline a substantial amount 
of time." 
Almquist, 55, has served as a Santa 
Cruz supervisor since 1996. During his 
tenure he has served as chairman of the 
board of supervisors and on e Santa 
Cruz Metropolitan Transit Di ·ct 
He began his career as an associate 
in a small Connecticut law from 
1975 to 1976. After moving to California, 
Almquist joined Mager & Mathews of 
San Jose, where he became a partner. In 
1982, he went into practice on his own 
in Scotts Valley until he was elected 
supervisor. Almquist's practice included 
general civil litigation with an emphasis 
on business and real estate disputes, 
bankruptcy and probate cases, 
Almquist replaces Judge Richard 
McAdams, who was elevated to the 6th 
District Court of Appeal in San Jose. 
Crandall, 51, is a sole practitioner spe-
cializing in citizen suits regarding vari-
ous state and federal environmental 
laws. From 1994 to 1999, he was in pri-
vate practice in San Diego. His clients 
have included the Natural Resources 
Defense Council, the Sierra Club, Cal-
PIRG and the Environmental Health 
Coalition. 
"It's thrilling," said Crandall, who 
noted he applied two years ago for a 
judgeship. "fve been itching to do this 
for a while." 
He worked for fiv years as an associ-
ate and partner with Milberg Weiss 
Bershad Hynes & Lerach, where he han-
dled complex litigation involving class 
actions and securities fraud. Crandall 
began his career as a law clerk for a fed-
eral judge in New Jersey, then served as 
an assistant U.S. attorney in New Jersey 
and San Diego, prosecuting complex 
fraud cases and other federal crimes. 
He has been an adjunct professor at 
the Universi of San Die o Law Schoo 
since 1999. Crandall replaces Judge 
Donald G. Umhofer, who retired. 
A fonner Madera Justice Court judge, 
Oakley, 50, has had a general law prac-
tice in Madera since 1990. He special-
izes in family law, civil litigation and 
transactional work. Previously, Oakley 
spent seven years as a criminal prosecu-
tor, first in the district attorney's office 
from 1979 to 1985 and later as a deputy 
district attorney in Fresno in 1985 and 
1988. He also worked as a deputy city 
attorney in Fresno from 1989 to 1990. 
Oakley served in the Madera Justice 
Court from 1986 to 1988, during which 
he sat on assignment in various other 
state courts. He served on the Madera 
City Council from 1984 to 1986 and was 
mayor from 1985 to 1986. 
Oakley replaces Judge Roger Wayne, 
who retired. 
Hatchimonji, 48, is a partner in Rose 
Klein & Marias and has specialired in 
complex litigation on behalf in plaintiffs 
in the area of toxic torts, product liabili-
ty, employment and dangerous condi-
tions of public property. He has served 
as a judge pro tern, handling settlement 
conferences for the Orange County 
Superior Court 
Hatchimonji succeeds Judge James 
Selna, who was appointed to the federal 
bench earlier this year. 
Schwartz, 43, has handled prelimi-
nary hearings in felony cases and drug 
court since his appointment as a com-
missioner in 2000. Schwartz replaces 
Judge Ronald L Taylor, who retired. 
Foster, 55, is a sole practitioner spe-
cializing in personal injury cases. He has 
served as a private and court-appointed 
arbitrator in approximately 200 cases 
and as a pro tern in small claims and civil 
law-and-motion matters. Foster replaces 
Judge Sylvia Husing, who retired. 
Frangie, 49, is a partner with Narvid 
tz and Frangie, which she 
, specializing in family law 
litigation. She has served 
as a family law mediator and pro tern in ' 
small claims and family law cases. 
Frangie replaces Judge Michael Mor-
ris, who retired. 
Each will receive an annual salary of 
$139,476. 
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Davis fills 2 spots 
on gaming panel; 
approval unlikely 
,s I 
By J ames P. Sweeney sor C. Hugh Friedman, was 
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE appointed to an unpaid posi-
SACRAMENTO - Lame-
duck Gov. Gray Davis has qui-
etly made a pair of appoint-
ments that could change the 
complexion of the state's 
struggling gambling commis-
sion. 
The appointments of two 
senior aides would for the :first 
time give the commission a 
full complement of five mem-
bers and could establish a 
new controlling majority. 
But sources said it is doubt-
ful the new members will be 
confirmed by the Senate be-
fore Gov.-elect Arnold 
Schwarzenegger takes office 
and is expected to withdraw 
the names. 
The prospective new gam-
bling commissioners are Mi-
chael Flores, director of ad-
ministration and secretary of 
foreign affairs in the Davis ad-
ministration, and Deputy 
Chief of Staff Vincent Harris. 
They are among more than 
100 unannounced appoint- . 
ments that the Democratic 
governor has made since he 
was recalled Oct. 7. Davis re-
mains in office until the vote is 
certified next month. 
The names include most of 
Davis' inner circle, many of 
whom were appointed to six-
figure state jobs that require 
Senate confirmation. 
Conspicuously absent is 
Chief of Staff Lynn Schenk, a 
former San Diego congress-
woman. · Schenk reportedly 
will receive a $99,000-a-year 
appointment to the California 
Medical Assistance Commis-
sion that does not require 
Senate confirmation. The 
commission meets twice a 
month to review Medi-Cal 
contracts. An administration 
spokesman said Schenk 
tion on the California Law Re-
vision Commission. Friedman 
also serves as a Davis appoin-
tee on the Air Resources 
Board, a position that pays 
$36,252 a year. 
Outgoing governors histor-
ically have :filled appointments 
with aides and allies. Like-
wise, new governors of oppos-
ing parties typically pull back 
many of those appointments. 
Schwarzenegger, a Repub-
lican, publicly asked Davis to 
stop making appointments, 
but on Thursday conceded 
thal the governor was acting 
within his discretion. A group 
, of lawmakers is attempting to 
cut a deal to protect a small 
number of Davis' appoint-
ments without requiring the 
Democrat-dominated Senate 
to reconvene. 
Senate Leader John Bur-
ton, D-San Francisco, issued a 
statement yesterday that de-
clared "the Senate will not 
meet next week, nor at this· 
time do I anticipate any ex-
traordinary meeting." 
In the heat of the recall, 
Davis invited the state's pow-
erful tribes to submit nomina-
tions for the two vacancies on 
the gambling commission, 
which regulates cardrooms 
and Indian casinos. 
Tribal leaders, however, 
had trouble identifying any-
one who could qualify. Nei-
ther Flores nor Harris were 
recommended by tribes and 
both are largely unknown 
among Indian leader , said 
Brenda Soulliere of the Cali-
fornia Nations Indian Gaming 
Association. 
!'------ would have no comment. > Schenk's husband, Univ r-
Ario Smith, acting chair-
man of the commission, also 
was surprised by the appoint-
ments. He declined to specu-
late about the fate of the ap-
pointments. -~~ ~-"' sity of San Di~o law profes- 79 \ 
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Future governor to put portfolio out of own grasp 
Schwarzenegger dodges interest conflicts 
Todd_Wallack, C_broni_c le Staff Wri ter 
Friday, October 10, 2003 
©2003 San Francisco Chronicle I Feedback 
URL: fil'gate .com/artjcl~.cgi?file=/c/a/2003/ 1 Oi I 0/1\,llh!;i0775.DTL 
In one of his first moves since being elected governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger pledged to put all his business 
interests in a blind trust to allay concerns his vast investment portfolio could create a raft of conflicts with his 
new job. 
In other words, Schwarzenegger promised to tum over control of his investments to an independent trustee, 
who would not only be free to buy and sell his assets but would be barred from giving Schwarzenegger 
detailed information about his holdings. In theory, Schwarzenegger couldn't be accused of making decisions to 
benefit his investments, because he wouldn't know for sure what he owned. 
Though almost all citizens who become government officials must grapple with whether their investments 
create a conflict of interest to some degree, the concern with Schwarzenegger was particularly acute because 
of his vast wealth and the enormous reach of the governor's office to influence everything from state 
regulations to lucrative contracts. 
"He's taking a position that involves $100 billion in public spending," said Robert Fellmeth, founder of the 
University of San Diego's Center for Public Interest Law.~ng to have to make decisions about 
taxation and whether to end tax loopholes." "-
And unlike many previous governors, who were career politicians with limited assets, financial records 
suggest that Schwarzenegger has built an financial empire worth hundreds of millions of dollars. 
In addition to being one of Hollywood's best-paid actors , reportedly pulling in $30 million for his role in 
"Terminator 3" alone, Schwarzenegger is also a fitness guru with his own line of clothing and weightlifting 
books and a prodigious investor in everything from stocks to real estate. 
Specifically, Schwarzenegger and his wife, Maria Shriver, own stakes worth more than $100,000 each in more 
than half of a dozen industry giants, ranging from Starbucks to Wal-Mart, that have at least some operations in 
California, according to a 63-page financial disclosure statement filed in August. 
They own smaller stakes in numerous companies, including such tech firms as IBM, Cisco Systems and 
Microsoft Corp., likely to do business with the state. 
Schwarzenegger also has extensive real estate holdings, including a Santa Monica apartment and office 
development, as well as investments in venture capital and mutual funds. As of August, Schwarzenegger has 
at least $1 million in shares in IO separate investment partnerships. 
All of this could be considered part of a shrewd investment strategy. But as governor, Schwarzenegger could 
potentially be open to criticism ifhe retains holdings in firms that could potentially compete for state contracts 
or push for new laws or regulations. 
Under state law, government officials are barred from participating in any decision that could have a 
significant impact on their investments . 
But unlike someone wh9 sits on a board with many members, it could potentially be difficult for 
Schwarzenegger to recuse himself in many situations, such as deciding whether to sign a bill into law. 
Moreover, Schwarzenegger could potentially be held responsible for almost anything done by a state agency 
_ tp ://sf gate.comic gi-bin/article.cgi ?file=/c/a/2003/10/10/MN 5077 5 .DTL&type=printable 10/13/2003 
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under his control, even if he wasn't personally involved in the decision, experts said. 
For that reason, Fellmeth endorsed the decision to put the assets in a blind trust. 
"He can't very well complain that (Lt. Gov. Cruz) Bustamante has ties to Indian reservations because they 
gave him campaign money if his own personal investments are in enterprises doing business with the state," 
he said. 
Some other state and federal officials, including State Treasurer Phil Angelides, President Bush and Vice 
President Dick Cheney, already have put their money in blind trusts to avoid running afoul of conflict-of-
interest complaints. 
California state law even specifically exempts officials from being fined for violating conflict of interest rules 
if their assets are in a blind trust. 
But most government officials do not. New Hampshire Gov. Craig Benson, who earned millions of dollars 
from co-founding Cabletron Systems, drew fire earlier this year for refusing to put his investments in a trust. 
Schwarzenegger's campaign did not return calls immediately Thursday seeking comment on Schwarzenegger's 
promise, first disclosed at a press conference on Wednesday. 
One adviser suggested at least some details must still be worked out. 
"There isn't anything firm yet, but it's all under discussion," said attorney Colleen McAndrews, a former 
member of the state Fair Political Practices Commission hired to advise Schwarzenegger on conflict-of-
interest issues. 
Experts said, however, that a trustee would be free to give him some general information, such as how his 
investments are performing, or how much is invested in stocks, compared to bonds or real estate. 
But the trustee wouldn't tell Schwarzenegger what specific investments are in his portfolio ( except in limited 
cases, where Schwarzenegger needs that information to fill out his taxes or financial disclosure statements). 
And Schwarzenegger wouldn't be able to place many (if any) restrictions on how the trustee could invest the 
money. 
Indeed, the Fair Political Practices Commission advised Angelides that he couldn't even ask his trustee to 
avoid investing in real estate and qualify for the blind-trust exemption. To qualify, state rules say the trustee 
"must be given complete discretion to manage the trust." 
E-mail Todd Wallack at twallack@:j_{s:hro11icle.com. 
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HEADLINE: Tort reformers want voters to remake unfair competition law 
· BYLINE: By Jeff Chorney 
BODY: 
SACRAMENTO - After years of defeat in a plaintiffs-friendly state Legislature, a coalition of tort reformers and 
business interests said Wednesday they will take their fight to revamp California's unfair competition law directly to 
voters . 
The groups released initiative language they-will try to qualify for the November 2004 ballot that would limit the 
ability of plaintiffs attorneys to file suits under Business & Professions Code § [ 17200. 
If it qualifies for the ballot, the initiative is likely to set off a nasty and expensive campaign pitting business 
interests against trial lawyers and their primary lobbying group , the Consumer Attorneys of California. Consumer 
Attorneys has already said it may try to qualify its own competing initiative in 2004. Each side could try to raise as 
much as $20 million to sway voters, people close to both camps said. 
The tort reformers' measure asks voters to change state law so that private attorneys cannot file unfair competition 
suits unless there is actual harm to the client they represent. Suits would also have to follow the same guidelines as class 
actions . The proposal exempts public prosecutors from the new requirements, meaning only they would be able to stop 
practices when there is the threat of impending harm. 
Under current law, a private attorney can allege unfair competition on behalf of the teneral public even if no one 
has been injured. 
"I think the initiative is basicallv a popular initiative. It seeks to do what the public already thinks i<: thP i;ase, that 
you have no viable action unless you have real injury," ' said Steven Merksamer, a partner in the Sacramento office of 
Nielsen, Merksamer, Parrinello, Mueller & Naylor, a law and lobbying firm that is treasurer and legal counsel for the 
campaign. 
James Sturdevant, who will become the Consumer Attorneys' president in 2004, said the initiative is bad news 
because it will make it impossible for private attorneys to do anything until someone is already hurt. 
For years, Republicans have introduced bills to modify the unfair competition law. In this year' egislative session, 
some Democrats took up the cause after reports of fri volous 17200 suits against small businesse , mostly in Southern 
California. But the bills were defeated by the plaintiffs bar's Democratic allies in the Senate an Assembly. 
John Sullivan, president of the Civil Justice Association of California, said the time is ripe for an initiative because 
"this past year was the most frustrating and disappointing of all. " 
Sullivan made his comments on the west steps of the Capitol, about an hour before Gov.-elect Arnold 
Schwarzenegger was scheduled to arrive for a day of meetings with legislative leaders. 
Modifying 17200 was part of Schwarzenegger's larger campaign platform of improving California's business 
climate. Sullivan said he has been in touch with Schwarzenegger's office; however, it's not known ifhe will support the 
coalition's effort. 
The Recorder October 23, 2003, Thursday 
"I think ifhe finds that nothing can be done in the Legislature, then he will [support it]," Sullivan said. The 
governor-elect's spokesman did not return a phone call seeking comment. 
Page 2 
An endorsement from Schwarzenegger could prove very valuable for the business interests that are backing the 
initiative. 
Peter Welch, executive vice president of the California Motor Car Dealers Association, said it will cost about $ 1.5 
million to gather enough signatures to qualify for the ballot. · 
Then the campaign costs will depend on how much resistance there is from trial lawyers and other groups. Sullivan 
said he did not have a cost estimate, only promises from business interests that they would see it through. 
Merksamer estimated the campaign would cost $IO million to $20 million. 
The initiative will be pushed by a campaign committee called Californians Against Shakedown Lawsuits. 
So far, according to the secretary of state, the committee has reported receiving $244,500. Sullivan, of the Civil 
Justice Association, isn't worried about the rest of the money, saying "we wouldn't be here unless we had 
commitments." 
A separate committee run by the Motor Car Dealers has raised another $4.2 million for the campaign. 
Besides hanging onto Schwarzenegger's pro-business coattails, the tort reformers hope to ride legislative 
momentum to change 17200. 
Previously a Republican issue, 17200 was picked up by moderate Orange County Democrat Lou Correa in 2002 
after thousands of businesses in his district were hit with lawsuits under the statute. 
Lawyers, most notably the now-defunct Trevor Law Group, filed unfair competition suits over minor regulatory 
violations and then demanded settlements to stay out of court. Correa introduced a measure to modify the law, but his 
bill was killed in the Assembly Judiciary Committee. 
Instead, a trial lawyer-backed proposal made it to the Senate and Assembly floors, but it was also defeated. Correa 
said he planned to introduce another version of his bill in January. -
In crafting his measure, Correa had enlisted the help of Robert Fellmeth. e~\ c· Ii . nJ(lr of the Center for Public 
Interest Law at the University of San Diego School of Law and an expert on unfair competition. On Wednesday, 
Fellmeth said the tort reformers' initiative was "extreme overkill" because it "just destroys" the ability of private 
attorneys to prevent impending harm to the public by filing suit. 
"It's irresponsible, disingenuous reform that is not directed at ... the problems with the statute," Fellmeth said. 
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Legal conference highlights Indian law complexities 
. By LAU~ ~(L~ RE~ , court or is it the state court?" . . . 
The oa;1y Transcript RO,~ r PAGt In California and other PL 280 states, it's the state. 
SAN DIEGO - Laws regulating Indian reservations, It's a grayer area in other states. 
tribal government and gaming will be among subjects Civil law, however, is more limited. 
addressed at an upcoming conference on the funda- "If two patrons go to a casino and get into a fist fight, 
· mentals of American Indian law. they can sue each other in state court," said Bryan H. 
The Indian Law 101 conference, sponsored by Wtldenthal, associate professor of law at the Thomas 
Arizona State University College of Law's Indjan Legal Jefferson School of Law. "It's still impossible to sue a 
Program, will be held Friday on the Barona reservation tribe." · 
in Lakeside. For example, if someone slips and falls at a casino, the 
One of the big issues in Indian Country nationally is tribe can't be sued => jurisdiction, ruxording to Nancy Carol Carter, a The victim could, bowe,,er; file a claim wilh the tnllol 
Universi of San Die 9 law professor and director of government, which must, under compact with the 
USO School of Law's legal research center. It's also an state, have a remedy. 
84 
issue locally. Then there are areas that are called jurisdictional 
San Diego County has 18 Indian reservations - one vqids, meaning that the state doesn't have jurisdiction, 
uninhabited - more than any other county in the according to Temet Aguilar, an employee of Southeni · 
United States. California 1iibal Chairmen's Association, in &condido. 
Many of them have casinos, or plan to have casinos. The association is in the planning stages of creating a 
Many of thein are poor. Casino revenues, some of which tribal court system for Southern California, he said. 
go to the state and poorer reservations, have helped Where the state or federal government doesn't have 
many tribes get out of poverty. jurisdiction, he said, "Indians have exclusive jurisdic-
Yet, it wasn't until 2000 that the state and tribal gov- tion, but it's not being exercised. We don't have courts." 
ernments entered casino compacts. California Indian Legal Services, in Escondido, 
"If more people understood the law, public policy assists many Indian individuals and tribes for issues 
would play out in a very different way," Carter said. "I ranging from child welfare to natural resource protec-
think the public debate has not been well-informed. tion to educational rights to wills, according to Joanne 
Gaming is discussed in a vacuum and there's so much Willis Newton, directing attorney with the nonprofit 
, more going on in the Indian law area that is important group. 
and vital to the preservation of the tribes." Attorneys there also field questions pertaining to PL 
It's not just gaming laws that affect the reservations. 280. 
Public Law 280, a federal law enacted 50 years ago, "We often get calls on whether the tn'be or the state 
gave California and a few other states criminal and as jurisdiction on a given matter, or to what extent 
limited civil jurisdiction over reservations - a law that does state jurisdiction overlap," she said "My impres-
still remains confusing, according to local experts. PL ion is it creates a lot of confusion as to which govem-
280 didn't give the state regulatory jurisdiction. ment has which jurisdiction, and I'm talking about 
Carter gave an example: "If a crime is committed in (__ · 
Indian Country, who has jurisdiction? Is it the tribal See Legal complexities on IOA --
Legal co;mplexities 
l/' Continued.from Page 1A happy with Public Law 280." 
federal as well as state and tribal." The federal government holds 
Congress didn't consult with the reservation ·1and in trust for 
tribal government when it drafted tribal governments. 
PL 280. . Kathy Clenney, with the Law 
"In general, the California Offices of Art Bunce, in 
tribes take issue with the fact that Escondido, and adjunct professor 
it was imposed on them and the with California Western School of 
state takes issue with it because it Law, where she . teache!i Indian 
was imposed on them without · law, said ther:e are a lot ofmiscon-
provisions for funding to imple- ceptions about casino regulation. 
ment it," she said. "Neither the Gaming in Indian casinos is 
;tates nor . the tribes have -been regulated on th..I.ee levels: tribal, 
state and federal. "Three regula-
tory bodies are the watchdog," she 
said. "You have people going 
around yelling that it's unregu-
lated gaming." 
Gaming laws, Public Law 280, 
the history of federal Indian law, 
contracting in Indian Country, 
Indian taxation and tribal labor 
law also will be discussed at 
Friday's conference. 
laura.mallgren@sddt.com 
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'Legal conference explores 
la-w irnpac~ing Indian gaming 
FR01 r / ''= _ 4- / 5 Lf By LAURA MALLGREN ·... best interest of the tribe and its members, would not 
The Daily Transcript be detrimental to the surrounding community, and if 
LAKESIDE - Historically arcane federal laws and the state's governor agrees with the secretary's find-
the shifting, morphing boundaries that govern ings. 
Indian country were brought into clearer focus Gaming activities also may be conducted on newly 
Friday by a handful of Indian law experts in East acquired land as a result of a land claim settlement 
County. that's acknowledged as the tribe's initial reservation, 
More than 110 people - law students, members or if the land is restored to federal recognition. 
and representatives from different reservations, The Bureau of Indian Affairs, which operates 
lawyers, county staff including deputies from the under the Department of the Interior, on Thursday 
County Sheriff's Department - attended the all-day finalized a land acquisition for a landless tribe in the 
Indian Law 101 conference at Barona Valley Ranch Bay area, according to news accounts. The deal sets 
Resort and Casino, in Lakeside. the stage for an urban casino in the city of San Pablo. 
The AriYona State University College of Law's In this case, the tribe lost its federal status in 1958, 
Indian Legal Program put on the seminar, earmark- which means it lost the right to receive special pro-
ing the $300 attendance fee for its scholarship grams and services from the Bureau of Indian 
program. Affairs. 
Leading Indian law experts, many from the ~mi- The transaction is highly controversial, according 
versity, covered topics ranging from federal Indian to Nancy Carol Carter, a µ nh}{r:si of San Die 
law to jurisdiction over tribal lands to laws governing College of Law professor, who in the past has taugh 
gaming, civil, labor, contracting and taxing. Indian law, and director of the school's legal resource 
There was even a plunge into a future scenario. center. 
Urban tribal casinos could be part of the future "There are two things that happened," she said. "As 
landscape in pockets around the nation, according to tribes dwindled in size, they simply lost their identity, 
Kevin Gover, an ASU law school professor. they didn't have governmental structure. And so 
The law governing this possibility is the Indian many of these tribes still in fact exist, they just 
Gaming Regulatory Act, enacted in 1988. haven't been organized into a governmental struc-
Here's how it works: The law generally doesn't ture, particularly if the tribe was small." 
authorize federally recognized Indians to buy land Key to receiving federal recognition as an Indian 
after 1988 and put it into federal trust for the tribe is a documented history and self-governess. 
purpose of gaming operations. Tribes seeking federal status may petition with the 
There are some exceptions: Tribes may acquire secretary of state or Congress. 
land contiguous to or within Indian land, or, within Many other tribes nationwide were terminated in 
or contiguous to former land if the tribe no longer the 1950s, meaning they lost their federal status. The 
has a reservation. transaction wasn't mutual, according to Carter. 
These requirements, however, may be waived if the "It's a power question," she said. "If you look at the 
secretary of the interior finds that a gaming estab-
lishment on newly acquired lands vyould be in the ee Indian gaming on JOA 
Indian gaming 
Pr ContinuedfromPagelA enter compacts, or agreements, in 
history of Indian policy, the U.S. order to offer Class III gaming. 
government does pretty much The category includes bankcard 
what it wants to. It's occasionally games such as blackjack or bac-
constrained by the courts." carat, slot machines and video 
In most cases, federal govern- poker. State compacts prohibit 
ment holds land irl trust for roulette and craps. 
Indian tribes or individual The question is one of how 
Indians. The federal government much power both sides have in 
has historically interacted with negotiating the compact. 
tribes. "When you have a legal require-
That changed in 1953 in ment under federal law to negoti-
California and a few other states, ate, the question is how rigid can 
when Congress passed Public Law the state be on its requirements," 
280. said Andrew Serwin, an attorney 
PL 280 shifted most criminal with Foley & Lardner. "The state 
jurisdiction and limited civil will sometimes try to put in envi-
jurisdiction from the federal gov- ronmental restrictions. It's sort of 
ernment to the state. The law was a balance of how far they push 
an unfunded mandate for the before tribes take legal action." 
states. Indian tribes weren't con- Retired San Diego County 
suited by Congress over the law. Superior Court Judge Anthony 
The goals behind PL 280 were Joseph, who was appointed by 
to address perceived problems of Gov. Gray Davis in January to 
"lawlessness" in Indian country, to negotiate new compacts and 
relieve the federal budget and to renegotiate existing agreements, 
advance the assimilation of tribes declined to comment arid referred 
into mainstream society, accord-
ing to Carole Goldberg, a 
University of California, Los 
Angeles law professor who spoke 
at last week's conference. 
Under PL 280, California 
wasn't given regulatory and tax 
authority over tribes. 
Tribal governments, like both 
the United States of America and 
states, are sovereign. 
This status is key to under-
standing complex gaming issues 
on Indian land. 
Tribal gaming is permitted on 
Indian land, under the Indian 
Gaming Regulatory Act, which 
established the jurisdictional 
framework that presently governs 
Indian gaming. The Act estab-
lished three classes of gaming, 
Class I, Class II and Class III, also 
referred to as Las Vegas-style 
gaming. The law also prohibits 
state or federal taxation of gaming 
revenues. 
Under federal law, tribes must 
questions to the governor's staff. 
Under the compacts, which 
were entered with more than 50 
tribes in 1999, tribes agreed to 
shift revenues into two different 
funds. Tribes with gaming opera-
tions prior to entering the compact 
and tribes that operate more than 
350 slot machines both put money 
in the funds. Most of it is ear-
marked for tribes without gaming 
or those with fewer than 350 slot 
machines, said Amber Pasricha, 
deputy press secretary for Davis. 
Temet Aguilar, tribal court 
administrator for Southern 
California Tribal Chairmen's 
Association, in Escondido, said he 
doubted local tribes would 
attempt to build urban casinos. 
"You don't want to ruin a good 
thing, that shows a sign of greed," 
he said. "The tribes are not dumb. 
They see there's a public backlash 
about their success." 
laura.mallgren@sddt.com I 
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Stores mi~ t cease funding health benefits trust 
\_.\\to4 l>tr A- F JT : ' E 
By LAURA MAH.G EN w6i-kh~g at the grocery stores. payments on Nov. 20 and Dec. 20, 
The Daily Transcript The union launched a strike according to the union. 
SAN DIEGO - Major grocery against Vons on Oct. 11, and both This could mean union workers 
store chains' refusal to pay into a Albertsons (NYSE: ABS) and will pay for their own coverage, 
health care trust fund next month Ralphs, in a gesture of corporate averaging $360 a month depend-
for striking employees could be a solidarity, locked out union ing on their policy. 
violation of fair labor practices, members the next day. The terms and conditions of the 
according to some local lawyers . The union's contract said collective bargaining agreement 
and law professors. working a cert~p nµmb~r of should continue after the contract 
Others contend strikers aren't hours in June and July ensured expires, according to Ruben J. 
actively working and might not be health benefit coverage for Garcia, a professor of law at the 
entitled to benefits. Ootober, Nov mber and California Western School of Law. 
"Generally, it depends on how December, acco ding to the "It's not like employees go back 
the trust fund and insurance union's lawyer. Th grocery chains to minimum wage when the col-
agreement are set up in the con- paid money into t e trust fund on /l c 
tract," said Marjorie Cohn, profes- Oct. 20 but said t ey won't make .rt"°ee Strike on 6A 
sor oflaw at the Thomas Jefferson -
School of Law. 
"It may be set up that if they're 
not working, they don't get any 
money. My understanding is what 
this lawsuit is arguing is that they 
already earned payment in 
December by working in the 
summer. I think what the union is 
saying is they've already worked 
for that, they're entitled to that 
long before the lock-out and 
strike started." 
The contract expired on Oct. 5 
for seven Southern California 
locals in the United Food and 
Commercial Workers union. 
Local 135, in San Diego County, 






Continued.from Page IA'\\ 
lective bargaining agreement 
expires," he said. 
Attorney Michael Sullivan, with 
Paul, Plevin, Sullivan & 
Connaughton LLP, and an 
adjunct professor at the 
University of San Diego School of 
~ ees it differently. 
"I think I know what they're 
talking about on the whole collec-
tive bargaining issue," he said, 
referring to full-time employees 
receiving benefits. "Their logic 
fails in that if somebody stopped 
working - if they quit on Oct. 1 -
they wouldn't be getting benefits 
anymore because they're no 
longer working there. They're not 
actively employed when striking, 
that's why they're not paid." 
Lawyers filed two lawsuits 
seeking injunctions against the 
three grocery chains in U.S. 
District Court in Los Angeles on 
Wednesday, demariding the com .. 
panies continue paying into the 
trust fund. 
Stacia Levenfeld, an Albertsons 
spokesperson in California,. said 
she hadn't seen the lawsuits and 
couldn't comment on them. 
Representatives from Vons and 
Ralphs didn't return calls. 
One injunction is to compel the 
companies to honor their con-
tracts •with the union by paying 
into the health benefits trust 
fund. "Certainly in our case, it's 
our position the employers have 
no justification for refusing to pay 
the claims of the employees, 
-. 
which they have earned through 
the collective bargaining agree-
ment," said Michael Four, one of 
the Los Angeles lawyers repre-
senting the union. 
The second lawsuit asserts that, 
under federal law, the companies 
must sustain health funding while 
workers prepare to put their own 
COBRA plans into effect early 
next year. 
COBRA, the Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act, specifically entitles striking 
and laid-off employees to two 
months of full health benefits, 
according to Four. 
Attorney Sullivan said he's not _.. 
familiar with any requirement 
under COBRA for the employer to 
continue paying for striking· 
workers' health benefits. 
COBRA requires that employ-
ers continue the coverage of 
employees 18 months, and under 
California law, 36 months after a 
qualifying event - it coulp be ter-
mination of employment, it could 
be any kind of thing - at the 
employees' expense, he said. 
"I do not believe there is such 
any requirement that the 
employer pay for coverage under 
COBRA." 
laura.mallgren@sddt.com 
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Simpson attorney Kardashian 
dies of cancer of esophagus 
454 
B} Eric Malnic dashian said at the time. fore leaving for the business 
Los Angeles Times "There are so many things I world. 
LOS ANGELES - Robert 
Kardashian, a member of O.J. 
Simpson's murder trial de-
fense team who later admitted 
to doubts about his client's in-
nocence, died Tuesday at his 
home in the San Fernando Val-
ley. He was 59. 
Kardashian was diagnosed 
eight weeks ago with cancer of 
the esophagus, his ex-wife, 
Chris Houghton Jenner, said. 
Their four children were with 
him when he died, she said. 
Kardashian met Simpson on 
a tennis court more than 30 
years ago, and they became 
close friends, sharing a social 
life that spanned decades. 
They played tennis and golf to-
gether, dined at fancy restau-
rants and took trips to Aspen, 
Colo.; Mexico; and New York 
City. 
So, when the former football 
star was arrested on June 17, 
1994, on suspicion of murder-
. ing his former wife, Nicole 
Brown Simpson, and · her 
friend, Ronald Goldman, lead 
defense attorney Robert Sha-
piro was quick to recruit Kar-
dashian to the team. 
Kardashian's job was to 
serve as a link between Simp-
son and the-outside world, in-
cluding his attorneys, the me-
dia and friends and relatives. 
"I know O.J. better than any-
one on the legal team," Kar-
know about his personality. My Simpson lived with Kar-
job is really strategy and liai- dashian and Kardashian's 
son between the lawyers and brother in Beverly Hills dur-
O.J." ing an off-season with the Bills 
It was Kardashian who had in the 1970s. Friends described 
read Simpson's rambling letter the Deep Canyon house as a 
on television after the former bachelor's pad. 
University of Southern Cali- Kardashian was present 
fornia and Buffalo Bills star when Simpson met Nicole 
fled from Kardashian's home Brown in 1977. 
just before police arrived to ar- They were together again 
rest him. when Kardashian met his first 
And it was Kardashian who wife, Chris, the following year. 
talked to Simpson by cellphone Simpson was an ·usher at Kar-
as Simpson and former team- dashian's wedding. -
mate Al Cowlings led police on The two frupilies frequently 
a televised slow-speed chase. attended nightspots together 
Simpson eventually surren- and had a wide circle of mutual · 
dered at his home. On Oct. 3, friends. 
1995, he was acquitted of the With Simpson and another 
murder charges, but he later investor, · 1rdashian started a 
was found liable for the kill- corporation called Juice Inc., 
ings in a civil trial and was or- which established several fro-
dered to pay $33.S million in zen yogurt shops. Kardashian 
damages. and Simpson later invested in a 
During a 1996 interview on music video business called 
ABC's 20/20 program, Kar- Concert Cinema. 
das~an admitted he was no Kardashian's later expres-
longer sure of Simpson's inno- sions of doubt about Simpson's 
cence. innocence apparently ended + 
Kardashian followed his their friendship. In 2000, the 
older brother to USC in 1962. two men squabbled over a tele-
He graduated a year before vision miniseries about the 
Simpson came to USC. . Simpson trial that purportedly 
Not interested in joining the contained information sup-
family meatpacking business, plied by Kardashian. 
Kardashian earned a law de- Kardashian is survived by 
gree at the University Qf San his second wife of six weeks, 
Diego in 1969, the year he met EllenPierson;threedaughters, 
Simpson. Kardashian prac- Kourtney, Kimberly and 
ticed law for about a decade be- Khloe; and a son, Robert. 
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Robert Kardashian, a Lawyer 
For 0. J. Simpson, Dies at 59 
LOS ANGf (fs'(o ct. 2 (AP) -
Robert Kardashian, a businessman 
and lawyer who was a major figure 
in the 0 . J. Simpson case, both as a 
friend of Mr. Simpson and as part of 
his legal team, died on Tuesday at his 
home in Los Angeles. He was 59. 
He died eight weeks after learning 
he had cancer of the esophagus, said 
his former wife, Kris Jenner, who is 
now married to the Olympic cham-
pion Bruce Jenner. 
Mr. Simpson stayed at Mr. Karda-
shian's home in the days after Mr. 
Simpson's former wife Nicole Brown 
Simpson and her friend Ronald L. 
Goldman were stabbed to death in 
1994. An infamous televised police 
chase involving Mr. Simpson in a 
white Ford Bronco began after he 
fled Mr. Kardashian's home. 
Mr. Kardashian, who attended the 
University of Southern California be- Agence France-Presse, 1995 
fore Mr. Simpson arrived on campus, Robert Kardashian 
became friends with him in the 
1970's. 
"He stood by 0. J. irrespective of 
how he felt because he felt that no-
body else was standing by 0 . J ., not 
because of his innocence or guilt, but 
because there was a friendship 
there," said Larry Schiller, whose 
book " American Tragedy" focused 
on the tensions and strategies of Mr. 
Simpson's legal team. 
Mr. Kardashian was a collaborat-
ing source for the book but not its 
primary source, Mr. Schiller said. 
Mr. Simpson and Mr. Kardashian 
had a falling out over the book and a 
television miniseries based on it. Mr. 
Simpson said Mr. Kardashian had 
betrayed attorney-client privilege by 
telling details of the case. 
Mr. Kardashian was also an im; 
portant figure in the case because he 
was seen carrying away a garment 
bag from Mr. Simpson's Rocking-
ham Avenue home the day after the 
double killing. In the criminal case, 
he asserted attorney-client privilege 
and was never called to testify. 
Mr. Kardashian said in a 1996 ABC 
interview that he questioned Mr. 
Simpson's innocence: "I have 
doubts. The blood evidence is the 
biggest thorn in my side ; that causes 
me the greatest problems. So I strug-
gle with the blood evidence." 
Mr. Simpson was acquitted in the 
killings but was found liable for them 
in a later civil trial and ordered to 
pay $33.5 million in damages. 
Mr. Kardashian, who received hi~ 
law degree in 1967 from the Universi ] 
t of San Die o eactivated his ifor- _ _ 
mant lawyer's license after Mr. ___ _. 
Simpson's arrest. As a businessman, 
he turned the idea to have music play 
between films into a company and in 
recent years served as president of 
Movie Tunes. 
Mr. Kardashian is survived by his 
wife, Ellen Pierson, and his children 
from his first marriage, three daugh-
ters, Kourtney, Kimberly and Khloe, 1 
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Dean campaign - An article in 
Section A on Wednesday about 
the presidential campaign of 
Howard Dean misidentified the 
hometown of two people quoted. 
Assemblyman John Longville 
was identified as a Democrat 
from Riverside. He lives in San 
Bernardino. Mandy Evans, who 
attended a Dean rally, is from 
Palm Springs, not San Bernar-
dino. 
Cathcart memorial - The 
obituary of attorney David Ar-
thur Cathcart in the California 
section Thursday incorrectly 
said the memorial service would 
be held Oct. 2. It will be held at 
3:30 p.m. next Thursday at Cal-
tech's Athenaeum. 
Kardashlan's degree - The 
obituary of Robert Kardashian 
in the California section on 
Thursday incorrectly stated that 
he earned a law degree at UC 
San Diego in 1969. Kardashian 
obtained the degree from the 
Ulliversity of San Diego. 
Serial killer victim - An article 
in the Californµi section on Sept. 
9 stated that the body of Cather-
ine Medina, a victim of a serial 
killer, was found in 1974 in Har-
bor Lake Recreational Park. The 
park has been renamed Ken Mal· 
loy Harbor Regional Park. 
Homeless writer - A Sept. 27 
article in the California section 
stated that Les Gapay, a writer 
and public relations consultant 
who is homeless, had moved 
around the country during the 
1980s and 1990s, writing for pub-
lications such as the Seattle 
Post-Intelligencer and the Wash-
fngton Post. He was, in fact, em-
ployed by the Seattle Post-Intel-
ligencer from Sept. 2, 1986 to 
June 3, 1988. Also, Gapay was 
sipping hot tea during his meal, 
not iced tea as mentioned in the 
article. 
Medical marl.Juana - A Sept. 27 
article in the California section 
on a medical marijuana bill be-
ing considered by Gov. Gray Da-
vis incorrectly stated that the 
legislation would allow a patient 
to possess six mature marijuana 
plants or half a pound of dried 
marijuana. The bill would allow a 
patient to possess both the 
plants and dried marijuana 
Garden Grove housing- An ar-
ticle in the Orange County Edi-
tion's California section Thurs-
day incorrectly reported that a 
homeowners group had opposed 
revised plans for a tract of up-
scale homes in Garden Grove. 
The group, the Central Garden 
Grove Neighborhood Assn., op-
posed an earlier plan to build 14 
houses but had not taken a 
stance on the reduced 12-home 
plan. 
Theater date - The new closing 
date for East West Players' pro-
duction of the Stephen Sond-
heim-James Lapine musical 
"Passion," at the David Henry 
Hwang Theater in downtown 
L.A., is Oct. 19. A "Last Chance" 
item in Thursday's Ctandar 
Weekend mistakenly stat that 
the show was closing Sun ay. 
Arts funding - An article in 
Wednesday's Calendar about the 
major recall candidates' posi-
tions on state funding ~ r the 
arts said six vacant staff posi-
tions at the California Arts 
Council would remain unfilled in 
response to drastic budget cuts. 
In fact, the positions have been 
eliminated, meaning it would 
take the approval of the governor 
and the state Legislature to re-
store them. 
Dance lineup Dancers 
Lourdes Rodriguez and Chris· 
tina Villalobos will appear with 
dancer Yolanda Arroyo in the 
"Forever Flamenco" program 
Sunday at the Fountain Theatre 
in Hollywood. A danee listing in 
Thursday's Calendar Weekend 
mistakenly said Arroyo would be 
joined by dancers Vanessa Acos-
ta and Briseyda Zarate. 
New West Symphony-A music 
listing in Thursday's Calendar 
Weekend failed to include a con-
tact number for prospective 
ticket buyers who live outside 
the 805 and 818 area codes. That 
number is (866) 776-8400. 
Harvest Festival - An events 
listing in Thursday's Calendar 
Weekend and in the Oct. 5 Sun-
day Calendar included an incor-
rect phone number for informa-
tion on the Harvest Festival in 
Ventura. The correct number is 
(805) 648-3376, Ext. 2. 
If you bel ieve that we have made 
an error, or you have questions 
about The Times' journalistic 
standards and pmctices, you 
may contact Jamie Gold, read-
ers' representative, by e-mail at 
readers.rep@latimes.com, by 
phone at (877) 554-4000, by Jax to 
(213) 237-3535 or by mail to 202 W. 
1st St., Los Angeles, CA 90012. 
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Go\7&/nor 
Names 2 to 
Bench in 
San Diego 
SAN DIEGO - Gov. Gray Davis has 
appointed of Deputy District Attorney 
George "Woody" Clarke and civil attor-
ney William S. Dato as judges of the San 
Diego County Superior Court 
Clarke, 52, is one of the nation's lead-
ing experts on the use of DNA evidence 
in criminal cases. He was one of the pros-
ecutors in the 1996 OJ. Simpson murder 
trial. last year, he was co-counsel in 
another high-profile murder trial, that of 
David Westerfield, who was sentenced to 
death in the killing of 7-year-old Danielle 
vanDam. , 
Clarke is a graduate of UC San Diego 
and received his law degree from tht ==1 
Universi of San Die o School of law. J 
Dato, 48, is a partner in the San Diego ,_ ----
firm of Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes & 
Lerach. 
His practice focuses on civil litigation in 
trial and appellate courts, and he is certi-
fied as an appellate law specialist by the 
State Bar. 
He is an adjunct professor at the 
University of San Diego School of law 
and at California Western School of law. 
He has served as chairman of the 
Committee on Administration of Justice 
for the California Bar and president of the 
law Library Justice Foundation. I 
Dato is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of 
San Diego State University. He received 
his law degree from UCIA law School 
Dato fills a seat vacated by John Irion, 
elevated to the 4th District Count of 
Appeal, while Clarke fills the vacancy cre-
ated by the resignation of Dana Sabraw, 
who was appointed to U.S. district court 
Dato and Clarke will receive an annual 
salary of $139,784. 
- Claude Walbert - 93 
94 
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· Strickroth named 
. partner at Jaw firm 
Regina Strickroth, lead attorney 
for the residential real estate Lj I ~f/ 
division of Novit 
Scarrninach and 
Akins, has 
become a partner 




Island and in 
Bluffton since STRICKROTH 
1994, focusing primarily on com-
mercial and residential real estate 
law. She earned a bachelor's degree 
from the University of Texas at  
Antonio and ~ law degr~ from 
U!}iversity of San DiegQ, 
She is a member of the Hilton 
Head Island and South Carolina Bar 
associations and the South Carolina 
Women Lawyers Association .. 
SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS 
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BANKING 
Dean Hart joined Bank of Walnut 
Creek as vice presi-
dent and construction 
loan officer for the real 
estate finance division. 
A resident of Walnut 
Creek, Hart has 
worked in real estate 
finance in the East Bay 
since 1994. He holds a 
Hart bachelor of science in 
business administra-
tion from California State University, 
Hayward. 
BIOTECH 
James Sulat was appointed to the 
board of directors of Maxygen Inc., a 
Redwood City-based biotech company. 
Sulat is the senior executive vice pres-
ident of Moore Wallace Inc., an inter-
national printing company, and was 
previously chief financial officer of 
Chiron Corp. He has an M.B.A. and a 
master of science in health services 
administration fro m Stanford 
University. 
CONSTRUCTION 
McCarthy Building Cos. added 
Robert Rolla as preconstruction 
director of the northern Pacific divi-
sion. Rolla, who has more than 15 
years of experience in Bay Area con-
struction, will be responsible for esti-
mating services for McCarthy's major 
clients. 
HEALTH CARE 
World Heart Corp., a global medical 
device company based in Oakland, 
announced the addition of John 
Marinchak, new director of sales, 
North America. Prior to joining World 
Heart, Marinchak was the international 
sales manager for Thoratec Corp. 
LAW 
Brydon Hugo & Parker, a trial spe-
cial ty firm, hired Edward Hugo, 
Donna Maul , Charles Park and 
Roland The as partners. Lisa Brill-
Nadler, Tara-Jane Ingram, Steven 
Frayne , Khaled Taqi-Eddin and 
Michelle Clowser joined the firm as 
associates. 
The San Francisco office of Tucker 
Ellis & West LLP hired two associ-
ates, Anne Marie Bridges and 
Kenneth Entlinger. Both graduated 
law school in 2002, from the University 
of San Francisco and the University of 
California, Davis, respectively. Tucker 
Ellis is a full-senice law firm of 90 attor-
neys. 
Wendel, Rosen, Black & Dean LLP 
brought Patrick Ontiveros into the 
firm's business practice and Carita 
Shanklin into its environmental practice. 
Previously, Ontiveros was with Palo Alto-
based Tomlinson Zisko LLP and handled 
matters related to business formation 
and venture capital financing, among oth-
ers. Shanklin worked for Skadden Arps 
in San Francisco. Wendel Rosen is a 55-
attomey firm based in Oakland. 
Mark Lasser and Stephen 
Lawniczak joined the San Francisco 
office of Gordon & Rees LLP. Lasser 
received his law degre·e from 
Northwestern University and previously 
worked for Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich & 
Rosati. Lawniczak received his law 
degree from University of San Diego · 
and previously worked fo r Haight, 




tor of the San 
Francisco office of 
PerkettPR Inc. 
Cabral will head West 
Coast business devel-




Ilsa Guillermin Gable was elected 
chairman of the Pacific Research 
Institute, a free-market think tank 
based in San Francisco. Gable is a for-
mer business owner and worked at 
Intel Corp. She has also held positions 
in the White House and the Department 
of Defense. 
The Art Institute of California 
expanded its graphic design program 
by hiring Nico van Dogen as academic 
director. Van Dogen holds a master's 
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Barreto promoted Group is currently deployed to 
FULTON _ Navy Seaman the Western Pacific in support of 
Apprentice Paula Barreto, the global war on terrorism. 
daughter of Cannen Tribin of Gaffney is a 1979 graduate of 
Fulton, was recently promoted Bishop Cunningham High 
to her current rank upon gradua- School of Oswego and joined 
tion from recruit training at the Navy Reserve in July 1984. 
Recruit Training Command, 
Great Lakes, Ill. He is a 1993 graduate of 
Barreto is a 2002 graduate of ~niversity of San Diego, San < I ) 
Oswego High School. Diego, Calif. with a JD degree. _ 
----..111i---..J Gaffney hears 'Blink' Stevens graduates 
FULTON - Navy Reserve OSWEGO - Army National 
Cmdr. Jeffrey L. Gaffney,,so~ of Guard Pvt. Daniel J. Stevens has 
~r?thY J. G~ney ,of._,l;'ultddP : ..... Auated from pai:ir infantry 
and fellow sadors ab6aro.JfM &1-~. _..,,..... • 
aircraft carrier USS Nimitz wete'"; trammg at Fort Bennmg, 
recently visited by the pop/punk Columbus, Ga. 
band Blink 182. Stevens graduated in 1995 
The Nimitz Carri;!_ Battle from Oswe~o High School. .J 
Other USO-related News 
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Celebra.te-,:Freedom! ,. ' . - . "" 
Join us as wa honor San Diego's 
service personnel for "Saning 
America Twice," both dafandlq oar 
nation and voluntearlng to improve 




Port of San Diego Fleet Week Sea-n-Air Parade 
presented by The San Diego Union-Trlbt;Jne · 
,i_ r'"1 •• 1 
Saturday, Oct. 4, Noon - '2:30 p.m. _: . _ ·. ·, , -. 
Show your support for our military men an
d women and~ .· 
the most exciting display of military power as ships and' air~ 
craft cruise through San Diego Bay. -
+ Coast Guard Search and Rescue demonstration 
+ SEAL Team demo 
+ Aircraft carriers 
-+- Guided missile destroyers 
+ Frigates !. 
-+ Coast Guard vessels and a va~iety of aircraft 
Viewing locations include: 
+ Broadway Pier 
+ Shelter Island 
+ The Embarcadero 
+ Show center is Harbor Island (best viewing for all live de~) 
Parking downtown is limited. l?leas4 use pu~lic transportation; take 
the Coaster, the trolley or the.bus. 
! 
For more informc!tion, call (619) 858-1545-. 
or visit www.fleetweeksandlego.org - ·. 
VIEJAS NORTHROP GllUNNAN 
~ 
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BAE SYSTEMS 
Additional sponsors include: Pacific Ship Repair, Armed Forces Bank, LightPolnte Comm
unications, SAIC, City of Coronado, USAA, Rockwell Collins, KPMG & County al San otego. 
The Union-Tribune is a proud sponsor of this event. 
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T HE LOCAL LENDER$ 
BY R ICHARD ACELLO 
Sunrise Wanns To Task With 
A little Help From Friends 
L--t 17-t 
There's more than one way to try to cash in on the San Diego 
banking renaissance. Several of 
the new community banks were 
formed from the leadership of 
bought out local banks. An out of 
town bank could open a branch to 
target a specific market, as in San 
Francisco-based First Republic 's 
move into La JoUa. 
Or a holding company with a 
successful track record and deep 
pockets elsewhere can plant its 
flag in San Diego. This is the route 
taken by Sunrise Bank of San 
Diego, which has raced to nearly 
$60 million in assets and a return 
on assets approaching 1 percent in 
less than three years of operation. 
Sunrise is an affiliate of 
Capitol Bancorp Ltd., a holding 
company with headquarters in 
Lansing, Mich ., and Phoenix. 
Capitol Bancorp has 29 affiliates 
located in Michigan, Arizona, 
Indiana, Texas, Georgia, Nevada, 
New Mexico and California. At 
June 30, the holding company had 
assets of more than $2.6 billion, 
and second quarter profit of about 
$5.7 million, or 45 cents a share. 
Sunrise fust appeared on the 
local scene in January of 2001. 
President Randy Cundiff was 
recruited by a headhunter from the 
local Money Store, which was pur-
chased by First Union Bank in 
1999. 
Cundiff and local investors 
raised about 49 percent of the orig-
inal $8 million stake, and Capitol 
Bancorp pitched in the rest. 
Sunrise CEO John Lewis is based 
in Arizona, where he oversees 
roughly 16 regional banks for the 
holding company. Lewis, whose 
son attends the Universit of San 
Diego, acts as chief adviser to 
Sunrise. 
' 'The holding company offers 
us the best of both worlds because 
Randy Cundiff 
it provides us with administrative 
support, compliance and cash flow 
analysis," Cundiff says. "They 
allow us to form a local board; 
there are two directors from the 
holding company. All credit deci-
sions are made on a local basis. 
They pretty much give us the keys 
to the sports car and as long as 
we' re not off target, they stay out 
of our hair." 
Bolstered by its big brother 
holding company, Cundiff says 
Sunrise has nearly earned back the 
original $8 million and is under 
less pressure to make loans than its 
de novo competitors. 
' 'We 've chosen to grow a little 
slower and we've driven the bot-
tom line," he says. "I've seen cred-
its that other lenders are doing now 
that are crazy from a pricing and 
credit standpoint. We' re clean; we 
have no non-performing loans. 
I've worked with (Chief Credit 
Officer) Suzanne Gregory since 
'94, we' re on the same page as far 
as the credit culture and we' re 
staying that course." 
For more details on Sunrise 
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October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Get out and get involved I 
lf l5~ 
IN DOWNTOWN San Diego, a confec-
tioner indulges chocolate lovers' fantasies; 
in La Jolla, a spa offers complimentary 
services; and up on the hill, a university 
carnival invites guests to "check 'em out." 
Elsewhere, runners take their mark, shop-
pers break out their wallets, and employ-
ees dress down. From races to special 
events, s~lp· 
ways to fig 
PINK PONY FUND 
OF THE RALPH LAUREN FOUNDATION 
October 1, 2003, Polo Ralph Lauren Store, 
7830 Girard Avenue, La Jolla 
858-459-0554; www.polo.com 
Kick off Breast Cancer Awareness Month 
with an open wallet at this cocktail party 
and private shopping event. Proceeds bene-
fit the Susan G . Komen Breast Cancer Foun-
dation and the Pink Pony Fund of the Polo 
Rolph Lauren Foundation, which is dedicat-
ed to raising cancer awareness and enhanc-
ing prevention, screening and treatment in 
medically underserved communities. 
LEE DENIM DAve 
October 10, 2003 
800-944-5633 ; www.denimday.com 
Since 1996, Lee Jeans hos encouraged 
breast cancer awareness by inviting busi-
nesses to allow employees to wear denim to 
work in exchange for a $5 donation to the 
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. 
The world's largest single-day fund-raiser for 
breast cancer hos since raised $36 million. 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY MAKING 
STRIDES AGAINST BREAST CANCER 
October 19, 2003, Balboa Park 
619-682-7 422; www.cancer.org 
858-792-2287; www.iwontchocolate.com 
You probably don't need an excuse to eat 
chocolate, but here's one anyway: All pro-
ceeds from this event benefit the Susan G. 
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation . San Di-
ego's award-winning confectioner tempts 
your sweet tooth w ith dips, desserts and 
decadent drinks. 
BREASTIVAL 2003 
October 28, 2003, University of San Diego 
858-626-5207; www.scripps eat .org 
Although it's uncommon, young women do 
get breast cancer. An estimated 10,000 to 
11,000 women under 40 ore diagnosed 
each year, and the disease is the leading 
cause of cancer deaths in women between 
19 and 39, according to Michele Bennett, 
education coordinator at Scripps Polster Breast 
Care Center. 
Based on a program at Johns Hopkins 
University and created as a subset of the 
new Young Women 's Program at Scripps, 
Breostivol was developed as an outreach ef-
fort geared toward college-age women and 
men . The first of its kind on the West Coast, 
this educational event/ carnival, themed 
"Check 'em out," features educational booths, 
guest speakers, games, prizes and scholar-
ship opportunities. 
SUSAN G. KOMEN RACE FOR THE 
CURE AND BREAST CANCER 3-DAY 
November 2, 2003, Balboa Park, 
and November 21-23 
BREAST CANCER NIGHT 
AT SK SANCTUARY 
Last Tuesday of every month, SK Sanctuary, 
La Jolla 
858-459-2400 
When women gather at 6919 Lo Jolla 
Boulevard each month, it's not for a typical 
support group. What they find at SK Sanc-
tuary are a wine-and-cheese bar, compfi-
mentary massages, facials, manicures and 
pedicures, entertainment and women just like 
them-cancer survivors looking for a little 
respite and relaxation . 
Since April 2001, the spa hos been host-
ing the monthly event, aimed at any woman 
who hos ever hod breast cancer. Sponsored 
by the SK Institute, founded by Dr. Stephen 
Kront, it has become a "support group with-
out walls," where women in various stages 
of treatment and healing sit side-by-side with 
10-year survivors-all dressed in fluffy white 
spa robes and flip-flops . ■ 
A directory to breast cancer Web sites 
and support groups 




Since 1972, the American Cancer Society 
has awarded approximately $216 million to 
breast cancer research . This annual 5K fund-
raiser aims to increase awareness and raise 
funds to fight breast cancer. 
858-792-2900; www.sdkomen .org 
800-825-1000; www.komen.org/3Day 
Since the origination of the Komen Race for 
the Cure in 1983, the event has grown from 
a local race of 800 participants in Dallas to 
a series of more than 100 races drawing an 
estimated 1 .5 million participants nationwide. 
Now celebrating its 20th year, Race for the 
Cure raises funds to support breast cancer 
research funds and programs-more than 
$300 million so fa r-and aims to increase 













THIRD ANNUAL JER'S HANDMADE 
CHOCOLATE EXPERIENCE 
October 24, 2003, U.S. Grant Hotel, down-
town 
This year, the Komen Foundation also 
joins forces with the Notional Philanthropic 
Trust to host the Breast Cancer 3-Doy, a 60-
mile journey through the heart of San Diego. 
99 ~G BREAST
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USD Will Host Breastival 
\J.. '-
SAN DIEGO - Breascival 2003 will 
be held Tuesday, October 28, at the Uni-
versity of San Diego. Breast cancer is a con-
cern for women of all ages including young 
women 19-39, and reaching chat age group 
is the motivation behind Breascival 2003, 
a first-of-its-kind event for San Diego. 
Modeled. after a similar event at Johns 
Hopkins University Medical Center in 
Baltimore, The Scripps Polster Breast Care 
Center, through its Young Women's Breast 
Health Program, decided co create 
Breascival 2003 for San Diego women. 
"The true mission and goal of the 
Breascival is co increase the awareness of 
the incidence of breast cancer in young 
women ages 19-39 and co promote breast 
health and the importance of early detec-
tion and diagnosis as a method of preven-
tion,» said Michele Bennett, Education 
Coordinator at the Center. "While the fo-
cus is educational and the topic is serious, 
we also wanted co make it a fun event and 
we believe we have done chat with our 
festival theme.» 
The activities will take place on the 
USO campus, directly in front of the Stu-
dent Union, and feature educational semi-
nars throughout the day along with a health 
fair offering games, contests , and gifts. 
Upon arrival, chose attending will receive 
a passport and begin circulating the area. 
Th~ challenge is co then answer a question 
about breast cancer or breast health in or-
der co receive a scamp on the passport and 
move on through the program. Those who 
collect all the passport stamps may enter a 
raffle co win one of five $1,000 scholar-
ships and ocher donated prizes. 
Throughout the day, physicians , 
breast heal ch specialises, and young breast 
cancer survivors will present information 
co the students focusing on specific breast 
education copies such as faces on breast 
augmentation, breast cancer faces and fig-
urts, young breast cancer survivor stories, 
and genetics. 
The Young Women's Breast Healch 
Program was launched on October 7, 2002 
at i$an Diego Scace University's Alpha Pi 
Sorority co raise awareness among this 
licde-recognized but at-risk population of 
young women. While many may think 
breast cancer is only a concern for women 
age 40 and older, statistics prove otherwise. 
The number one cancer diagnosis for 
young women is breast cancer and the lead-
ing cause of death from cancer is breast 
cancer for chis age group. Each year, 
I 0,000 women aged 19-39 will be diag-
nosed and 1,500 will die. 
101 
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Breast cancer is a concern for women of all 
-✓ 
I..-
ages - induding young women 19-39 - along with a health fair offering games, con-
and reaching that age group is the motiva- tests and gifts. For more information call 
tion behind Breastival 2003, a first-of-its- (858) 626-5207. 
kind event for San Diego to be held oY 
Tuesday, Oct. 28, atUniversity ofSan Pi~ 
While many may think breast cancer is 
only a concern for women age 40 and older, 
the statistics prove otherwise. In fact, the 
number one cancer diagnosis for young 
women is breast cancer and, more impor-
tantly, the leading cause of death fi-om cancer 
is breast cancer for this age group. Each year, 
I 0,000 women between 19 and 39 will be 
diagnosed and 1,500 will die. 
The act.ivicies will take place on the 
University of San Diego campus, directly in 
fi-ont of the Student Union, and will feature 
educational seminars throughout the day, 
UPDATE 
SAN DIEGO, CA 
WEEKLY 18,000 
OCT 9 2003 
Breastiva l 
2003 launches as 
------~--'the firscevencbyics 
otgani1.Cts to target awareness of breast can-
cer in young women from teonaged years to 
late thirties. To be held on Tuesday, ~ 
28. at~ U!M:!!19: of San Diem, · 
of tM St\ldeilt Union. BreQd\.af }003 
fcarurc ,clucadonal seminars. a health fair. 
concesa. games. and gifts. Since the leading 
cancer diagnosis for this age an,up is breast 
cancer and breast cancer is the leading cause 
of death by cancer for • 19--39, it is im-
petad~ that outreach is sucaWul. For more 
information, ring (858) 626--5207. 
102 
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First ever San Diego Girl Film_ Festival 
to showcase films created by women 
M• ovie fan can see inde-pendent films that are about women and that were created by women 
at ~ San Diego Girl Film Fe tival 
on Saturday. The centerpiece of the 
event is the creening of the award-
winning "Whale Rider " by Niki 
Caro. 
The free , one-day film fe tival, 
lated for 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the 
University Center at the ~iver~ 
of San Diego, will howcaseoot 
short and long him about women, 
created by women and tarring 
women. 
Some of the film mak r wi ll 
peak and participate in panel di -
cussions with the audience. Jennifer 
Spell of Spellbound Productions will 
discu her film "Unforgenable: The . 
Little Mo Connolly Story.' 
The Reel Grrls of 911 Media will 
pa.rticipate in a panel discussion 
after the creening of their two film 
"Reel Grrl " and "Can You Hear Me 
Now?" 
There will also be a "Film mak-
er Lunch" at noon, providing atten-
dees an opportunity to dine with the 
festival film makers and di cuss 
their film . Cost for the lunch i $20. 
In addition, the fe tival will ho t 
the women's category of the San 
Diego A ian Film Fe tivaJ at l p.m. 
1 OJ rt consists of nine hon film . 
The day will conclude with the 
Im " Whale Rider." written and 
directed by Niki Caro ." In 2003 
alone, the film ha won award at ix 
international film festival , including 
Sundance Film Fe tiva l World 
Cinema Audience Award. 
'Whale Rider is .es entially about 
leadership and the fact that leader-
ship present it elf in the form of a 
young woman," Caro aid. 
Thi film be t exemp lifie the 
mis ion of the festival , which i to 
empower an Diego's young women 
to hecom leaders by in piring them 
thrnugh film. Organi zer hope the 
fe tival will provide opportunities 
for women film producer and direc-
tors to act a mentor , gu iding the 
next generation of female youth into 
leadership role . 
Admis ion to the fe tival is free, 
and it i open to the public. 
Attendee mu t regi ter onJine at 
www. dgff.org to reserve a seat. 
For detail , visit www. dgff.org 
or contact dgirlrock @yahoo.com. 
The fe tival schedule i : 
"The Beloved·· Sarita Siegel at 
9:45 a.m. 
"Unforgettab le: The Li ttle Mo 
Connolly Story," Jennifer Spell al IO 
a.m . 
Q & A with filmmaker Jennifer 
Spell at 11 a.m. 
"Legacies," Chri tiane Covington 
at 11: I 5 a.m. 
Lunch and Meet th Film maker 
fro!11 11 :45 a. m. to 12:45 p.m. 
Dos Equis: Pre ented in collabo-
ration with the San Diego A ian 
Film Festival from I to 2:45 p.m. 
"Nothing About Love," Wen-Yao 
Chuang 
"Tough Girl," Leilani T. Abad 
"Craving," Chie Yamayoshi 
"The Fact of Asian Women " 
Celine Padrenas Shimizu 
"Sterilized Cherry," Su an Choi 
"I Scream, Floats and Sunday ·," 
Leah Kihara 
"Tea" 
"Educated," Georgia Lee 
Young Filmmaker Series from 3 
to 3:15 p.m. 
San Diego premier hort , written 
and directed by young female film 
makers about issue facing women 
today. 
"American Seoul," Grace Rowe 
"Flow," Gina Tribotti 
··Reel Grrl " and "Can You Hear 
M Now?," Reel Grrls , 91 l Media 
and Reel Grrl Panel Di cussion 
from 3: 15-4: 15 p.m. , 
" Whale Rider,' ' Niki Caro, 
ewMarket Film from 4:30 to 6:30 
p.m. 
Keisha castle-Hughes plays "Pai" in Nikicaro's "Whale Riders," fea-
tured at the San Diego Girl Film Festival. 
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Asian Film Festival has force, focus 
t-//5 j 
By David Elliott .: ' 
MOVIE CRITIC ~ 
j F or the first time in our 
four years," says Lee 
Ann Kim, founding di-
rector of the San Diego Asian 
Film Festival, ''we have more 
international films than Asian-
American works - movies 
from Korea, China, Taiwan, J a-
pan, the Philippines and India." 
Kim, a KGTV /Channel 10 re-
.porter, doesn't have to put on a 
happy face for the festival. Her 
baby has grown to 132 movies; 
including 25 features, a harvest 
from the Pacific Rim and be-
yond that shows Kim to be, in 
the opinion of a local festival fig-
ure who prefers to be nameless 
on this, "probably the best festi-
val organizer in San Diego." 
The baby toddles into its 
fourth year starting tonight, 
and the fest runs through Sun-
day. For the first time it takes 
place at four locations. 
Most showings are again at 
the Madstone Hazard Center 
Theaters in Mission Valley. But 
four programs (mostly of 
shorts) are up the hill at the 
lluiversity of San Diego's Kroc 
Institute. A free childreh's 
shorts program is at 12:30 p.m. 
Sunday at High Tech Middle 
School, 2861 Womble Road in 
the Midway area, and a show-
ing of the Filipino film "Small 
Voices" is 7 p.m. Sunday at Re-
gal Rancho Del Rey Theaters in 
Chula Vista 
As few Asian language films 
win general release here, apart 
from dubbed action shows, the 
festival circuit is crucial to their 
growing audience. Kim notes 
that the festival opener, "Mem-
ories of Murder," which is 
"about South Korea's first serial 
killer, a case still not solved, has 
been the No. 1 hit there this 
year but is still looking for an 
American distributor." Korean 
film, though voguish in critical 
circles now, still awaits a big 
U.S. audience. 
Kim's one disappointment 
was that "We failed to get any 
films from Iran. There were ex-
treme difficulties." 
But the fest has a spoof of 
martial arts in Darryl Fong's 
"Kung Phooey!," a major Cul-
tural Revolution drama from 
China in Dai Sirnie's personal 
story 'The Little Chinese Seam-
stress," its first example of · 
voguish Japanese anime (ani-
mation) with noir visionary Sa-
toshi Kon's "Tokyo Godfather," 
and ayakuza blockbuster in 
Takashi Yamazaki's 'The Re-
turner." 
Anyone shellshocked by San 
Diego public education might 
check out]ack Neo's "I Not 
Stupid," about three kids in the 
stunning Singapore system. 
Many filmmakers are expec-
ted to attend. Celebrities in-
clude Sandra Oh, currently be-
ing seen in "Under the.Tuscan 
Sun"; actress Tarnlyn Tomita, 
best known for 'The Joy Luck 
Club," now coming with her 
"Robot Stories" director Greg 
Pak; and actors Dat Phan, Sab 
Shimono, Keiko Agena, Eddie 
Shin, John Cho (of "American 
Pie"), Joy Bisco and Karin Anna 
Cheung. 
Kim proudly says that Pak 
and Tomita, whose movie in-
cludes four stories of human in-
teraction with robots, met and 
began their creative partner-
ship "at our first festival in 
2000." That movie will close the 
festival Sunday. 
Working with two assistants, 
George Lin and programmer 
Arnold Marquez, Kim sees sta-
bility arriving: 'The budget has 
gone up substantially and we 
now have our own office space. 
Qualcomm donated $50,000 
this year, so we will definitely 
stay in the black. They have 
many Asian employees and do 
a lot of work in film, so the festi-
val is now 'presented by Qual-
comm.' We feel really estab-
lished, and we had nearly 300 
film submissions." 
A few big-time distributors 
have come on board, including 
Colllri1bia Pictures with 'The 
Returner," which Kim de-
scribes as "sort of a cross be-
tween The Matrix' and 'Star 
Wars.' What's best is that dis-
tributors are now offering us 
films for free. They want the 
showcasing." 
Of the more than 100 shorts, 
most were shot in video, and 
some features are video trans-
ferred to 35mm. There were 
enough from this area that Kim 
says, "For the first time, we 
have a San Diego shorts pro-
gram." 
Panels include an adults-only 
one on Asian-American sexuali-
ty and James Hou's documenta-
ry "Masters of the Pillow," one 
on how various ethnic and ra-
cial communities deal with the 
media, and one on the impact of 
Justin Lin's controversial "Bet-
ter Luck Tomorrow." 
Awards will be given out at a 
gala reception and dinner at 
5:30 p.m. Saturday, at the Dou-
bletree Hotel near the Mad-
stone (tickets $125). Festival 
passes can be had for $100. Sin-
gle tickets are $5 to $15 at the 
door; a five-ticket pack is $25. 
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San J?iego film 6njoying suc'cess 
SAN rn?;o - The inde- Internet effort to let people successfully . captured that 
pendent film "Trade Offs" was know about the festival screen- aspect of life in 'Trade Offs."' 
screened Oct. 19 at the J oan B. _ ing. We were also able to get Apparently the audience 
K£oc Institute fQr Peace & - some local press due to the fact agreed with Yashpal. The man-
Ju.§tice Theatre. on the that this was entirely a San ner in which this film connected 
University of San Diego campus. Diego based production. H we with its audience was evidenced 
Filmed entirely on location in would have had 50 more seats, by the warm response to the film 
San Diego, "Trade Offs" is the we could have sold · them very and the lively question and 
creation of first time easily. It was difficult not being answer session that followed the 
writer/director and San Diego able to accommod te all of those screening, with a majority of the 
resident Vikram Yashpal. that waited in lin'.e so patiently audience remaining until well 
The weekend screening fol- and were unfortqnately turned after the film's end to ~ain the 
lowed closely on the heels of the away." · (Turn to SD film, B7) , . 
film's American debut at the San "There is so ething univer-
Diego Asian Film Festival. There sal about this picture," said 
the film set attendance records Yashpal. ''I feel t:llat this is very 
playing to a sellout crowd and much an American film. Had the 
garnering critical acclaim from characters been from Kansas, 
those in attendance. · the story still would have 
"We were very pleased with worked. I wanted to tell a story 
the turnout," said Kirk about the choices that we face 
Laughead, marketing director. and how the decisions we make 
"It was mostly word of mouth affect our own lives as well as 
combined with an aggressive the lives of others. I feel I have 
SD film 
Continued from B5 
, 1 
perspective of its_ creator and 
cast. The common interest was 
where the film will be heading 
now. 
Per Anup Sugunan, one of 
the actors in the film, said 
"Trade Offs" is scheduled to 
screen in New York City, Florida, 
and Texas in the next several 
weeks. 
"We are really l90king for-
ward to the New York premiere 
Nov. 8 at the Indo-AmericanArts 
Council Film Festival because 
New York is a film distribution 
capital and this is the first 
chance that many of the distri-
bution companies ·will have to 
view the film," Sugunan said. 
The film stars Deypika 
Singh, Miss San Diego India 
1998, as Sapna. She and her hus-
band, Manu, played by Rahul 
Malhotra, have just moved to 
America from India shortly after 
their arranged marriage. With 
high hopes for a happy· future, 
they are quickly tempted by the 
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PEOPLE IN THE NEWS 
Annie Eunkyung Chung of Sparks is a student 
at Darnnouth College, Hanover, N.H. She is 
the daughter of DavidJ. and Julie R. Chung. 
DalldServatlus of Gardnerville, Eryn 
McKinley of Reno and Martin Greenstein of 
Carson City are studying in Madrid, Spain, 
through Syracuse University's division of 
International Programs Abroad. Servatius and 
McKinley are students at University of San 
l)iegot. Greenstein is a student at Syracuse -
University, New York. 
JIii Atkinson of Reno was named to 
participate in the National Young Leaders 
Conference in Washin~on, D.C. She is a 
student at Galena High School. 
Lann Houston of Reno completed a 
summer adventure course in Lander, Wyo., for 
14 and 15-year-old students, with the 
National Outdoor Leadership School. 
Saah C. Moore of Reno was named to the 
dean's list at Idaho State University, Pocatello. 
The California Music Educators 
Association has invited Truckee Meadows 
Community College Professor Jelllllfer Martin 
to conduct the 150-plarer Northern 
California High Schoo Honor Band in 
November at California State University, 
Chico. 
University of Nevada, Reno student Angela 
Clewell of Reno will be inducted into the 
Golden Key International Honor Society on 
Nov.12. 
Mlliel Skelly of the Second Judicial District 
Court, George llll'daway who created the Peer 
Court for student conflict resolution at Reed 
High School, and the Interfaith llolpltallty 
fletwolk, received this year's Peacemaker of the 
Year Awards for Northern Nevada given by 
the Nevada Dispute Resolution Coalition 
Ensign Matte. MIii•, son of Pearl Laperla 
and Tom Miller of Reno, is aboard the guided 
missile frigate USS Kauffman. He graduated 
from Reno High School in 1989. 
Petty Officer 2nd Class Joseph Jacklin, son 
of Mark Jacklin and Wendy Thorson of Reno, 
is serving on the USS Nimitz deployed in 
Manama, Bahrain. He is an electronics 
technician on the ship and a 2000 graduate of 
Galena High School. 
Fireman Apprentice Branden D. Hadley of 
Minden is serving on the John Paul Jones. He 
is the son of Ernest and Kathrine Hadley of 
Minden. 
DennlsL. BundJ, son of Teresa D. and 
Dennis R. Bundy of Eureka, enlisted in the 
delayed entry program at the Navy Recruiting 
District, Denver. He graduated from Eureka 
County High School in 2001. 
Staff Sgt. Michael P. Madden, son of Arlene 
M. and Michael P. Madden of Sparks, 
participated in a joint training exercise with 
the Australian military during Crocodile 
Freedom 2003. He is assigned to the Marine 
Medium Helicopter Squadron 262, the Flying 
ligers. Madden graduated from Reed High 
School in 1992. 
Pvt. Nolan T. Lynch, son of Douglas J. Lynch 
of Fall on and Rose L. Lynch of Ef Paso, Texas, 
completed basic training at Marine Corps 
Recruit Depot, San Diego. 
Petty Officer 3rd Clas~ TIIIIOIIIJ M. Alselmo, 
son of Katherine M. and William D. Anselmo 
of Reno, is assigned to the aircraft carrier USS 
Nimitz. He graduated from West Wendover 
High School in 1998. 
Army Warrant Officer 1 Mlchael F. Tollin 
has graduated from the UH-60 aircraft 
qualification course at the Army Aviation 
School, Fort Rucker, Ala. He is the nephew of 
Jodee and Kew Weaver of Reno and a 1994 
graduate of Galena High School. 
Army Pvt. David Vazquez-Garcia has 
graduated from basic training at Fort Jackson, 
S.C. He is the son of Ana Garcia of Reno. 
Air Force Reserve Airman 1st Class KJle A. 
Wllllanson and Air Force Airman Kennelh A. 
Schnorlllls have graduated from basic military 
training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. 
Williamson is the son of huck Williamson of 
Reno. Schnorbus is the son of Robin and 
rank Schnorbus of Minden and is a 2000 
aduate of a home school program. 
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AT THE SCHOOLS 
Westhampton Be . ~Iii' 
The Westhampton Beach School 
District Wall of Fame Committee, 
comprised of teachers, administra-
tors, Board of Education members, 
and community leaders, has select-
ed its second class of inductees for 
its Annual Induction Ceremony on 
Friday, October 24 in the high school 
gymnasium. 
The inductees are: 
Lieutenant General Arthur C. 
Blades. A Westhampton Beach High 
School graduate of the Class of 1960, 
Lieutenant General Blades earned 
degrees from Villanova and Pepper-
dine University. He was a Platoon 
and Company Commander while 
serving in Vietnam and an Instructor 
Pilot of the Marine Helicopter 
Squadron, earning his promotion to 
Colonel in May 1985. In his success-
ful and historic career, he has been 
awarded the Silver Star, Purple 
Heart, Navy Commendation, and 
Gold Star Awards. 
John Hart Ely. Mr. Ely is not only a 
graduate of the Class of 1956, but he 
also holds several degrees of educa-
tional distinction from higher learn-
ing institutions such as Princeton 
University, Yale Law School, London 
School of Economics, Harvard Uni-
versity, Yniversity of San DiegQ, and 
Illinois Institute of Technology. He 
served as Law Clerk to Chief Justice 
Warren in 1965, and was a professor 
at Yale and Harvard from 1971-1973, 
General Counsel in the United States 
Department of Transportation, and 
a professor at Miami Law School 
since 1996. A writer of three books, 
Mr. Ely is the fourth most-frequently 
cited legal scholar of our time. 
Rear Admiral Andrew A. Granuzzo. 
A graduate of the Class of 1954, An-
drew Granuzzo began his career in 
the United States Navy as an enlisted 
man in 1958. Quickly promoted to 
the Naval Aviation Cadet Program in 
1963, he served in an attack helicop-
ter squadron while in Vietnam. Ad-
miral Granuzzo commanded two 
large ships, the U.S.S. Lincoln and 
the U.S.S. Saipan, and was promoted 
to Rear Admiral in 1991. As Com-
mander of the Naval Safety Center, 
he introduced principles of risk 
management in Naval Operations, 
which led to fewer fatalities and in-
juries during his tenure. He has 
earned the Defense Superior Medal, 
Legion of Merit, Air Medal, Navy 
Commendation, and Vietnam Ser-
vice Awards. 
Dr. James Merle. Dr. Merle was the 
School District doctor for more than 
40 years. His tremendous altruism 
and compassion led to him becom-
ing a local legend and treasure. Dr. 
Merle overcame personal physical 
ailments while helping others 
throughout his career. It was his 
house calls, endearing personal ap-
proach to his patients, and dedica-
tion to his profession that were un-
paralleled in the East End. 
Harold Williams. A teacher, coach, 
athletic director, and principal in the 
School District for more than 30 
years, Harold Williams has proudly 
served his community. A member of 
the Westhampton Beach Fire De-
partment for 22 years and a Village 
Trustee for the past five years, Mr. 
Williams is also a Korean War veter-
an. Combining discipline with a 
friendly and caring personality, Mr. 
Williams always takes the time to lis-
ten to others arid offer advice or help 
whenever needed. 
Westhampton Beach School Dis-
trict invites the community to attend 
a. tour of its buildings on the follow-
ing dates. 
Tuesday, October 21, high school, 
8:45-9:30 a.m.; elementary school, 
9:45-10:30 a.m. 
Saturday, October 25, high school, 
10-10:45 a.m., elementary school, 
11-11 :45 a.m. 
Wednesday, November 5, high 
school, 7-7:45 p.m., elementary 
school, 8-8:45 p.m. 
Westhampton Beach School's Hur-
ricane Educational Foundation, Inc., 
in conjunction with the Westhamp-
ton Rotary Club, will host the Hurri-
cane 5K Run and Family Fun 
Run/Walk at the Westhampton 
Beach High School on Saturday, Oc-
tober 25. 
For more information, or to receive 
a registration form, contact West-
hampton Beach Athletic Director 
Richard W. Schaub at 288-3800, ext. 
219. 
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Advanced Education a Boon For 
D 
f ' · -·' 
Upward Bound Professionals 
~\~, 
"Executives, more than anyone, learn by 
doing, and also through the experiences of oth-
ers," says advanced education executive Martha 
Dennis. 
Dennis is partner at Windward Ventures and 
a member of Athena, a University of California, 
San Diego organization uniting women execu-
tives. 
"Most executives don't invent everything 
from scratch," Dennis says. "They seek infor-
mation through affinity groups, reading, net-
working, listening to panels, and attending con-
ferences." 
Dennis knows whereof she speaks. 
Dennis is currently president of the San 
Diego Telecom Council and was a founding 
member of the executive council for UCSD's 
Center for Wireless Communication. She also 
is president and chief executive officer of 
WaveWare Communications, Inc., a software 
company specializing in wireless handheld 
connectivity, which she co-founded in 1997. 
In San Diego, advanced professionals have 
benefited from the executive development serv-
ices furnished by universities like UCSD, San 
Diego State University, and the University of 
San Diego. • 
"These programs are designed and conduct-
ed with the learning needs of each professional 
placed at the forefront of their curriculum," 
says Debbie Canedo, marketing manager for 
UCSD Extension's Executive Programs. 
Mini-degrees, certificates, membership 
organizations, and other executive development 
programs are offered by a growing number of 
colleges and universities. The programs empha-
size practical application of concepts to the 
workplace and are developed using techniques 
to provide quick, timely information in areas 
relevant to the career needs and challenges of 
established professionals. 
"And," Canedo points out. "This is done 
without burning a gaping hole in their pocket-
books." 
UCSD Extension's Executive ·Programs 
incl~de tQe Executive Program for Scientists 
' . 
and Engineers (EPSE). It provides informa-
tion to help technology professionals move 
into executive positions at one-fifth the cost of 
what one would expect to pay for an MBA 
program. 
"EPSE's return is immediate and long-
term," says Dave Almos, EPSE graduate and 
director of information technology operations 
for the San Diego-based Cymer, Inc., a sup-
plier of laser illumination sources used in 
semiconductor manufacturing. In an inten-
sive, nine-month course, EPSE participants 
learn new skills, building upon existing expe-
riences to fortify their /career paths. 
While most executt'fes receive the majority 
of their training working up the corporate lad-
der, many accelerate their development with 
networks and practical knowledge obtained in 
executive development courses. 
"A good portion of EPSE is devoted to 
strengthening networking and providing affir-
mation," Almos says. "I needed reinforcement 
that I was a good manager. I received affir-
mation that I wasn't the only one addressing, 
fighting and combating certain issues." 
The most productive executive programs 
are often conducted in small , peer-to-peer, 
cohort-based groups, where participants 
advance through the course together and sup-
port one another in the learning process, an 
element uncharacteristic of most graduate pro-
grams. This blueprint provides training for 
what's ahead for most executives employed 
within medium- and large-sized companies. 
"The intimate groups gave me the ability to 
interact more, and pla\:e more trust in whom 
I'm interacting with for richer learning," says 
Almos. 
Another San Diego company is Innercool 
Therapie. It leads global development of inno-
vative, endovascular-based technologies for 
medical temperature control therapy. John 
Dobak, chief executive officer of Innercool 
Therapies, learned much about becoming an 
executive from peer-based learning environ-
ments. In addition to observing and absorbing 
EPSE participants learning about risk taking and common goals on a team-building obstacle course. 
knowledge from his executive-level mentors, 
Dobak, another EPSE graduate, found the 
program 's peer-to-peer emphasis equally 
rewarding. 
"We talk about experiences we're having, 
war stories are shared and we talk candidly 
about ongoing issues," says Dobak. 
By joining executive-level individual~ of 
diverse backgrounds, these intensive executive 
programs allow participants to exchange ideas 
and knowledge, polish skills, and problem 
solve. 
"Conventional MBA programs tend to be 
homogenous," says Jim Bixby, chief executive 
officer and chairman of SeQual Technologies, 
a San Diego-based developer of proprietary air 
separation systems and provider of such sys-
tems for industrial and medical uses . 
"Executive programs include people from diverse 
ranks, backgrounds and experiences. The manage-
ment field is so broad; learning by the experiences 
of others is very efficient and effective. Managerial 
positions require that you solve problems, and you 
get problem-solving skills through the discussions 
held in these courses." 
As the paths to executive-level positions become 
less defined and more horizontal, and the job mar-
ket becomes increasingly competitive, non-degree 
programs and courses in executive development, 
like the ones offered by UCSD Extension, will con-
tinue to supplement and enhance workplace com-
petencies. 
More information on UCSD Extension 's 
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usn· win overshadowed by. parent angst 
- /(/{ 
By Richard J. Marcus 
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE 
There was nothing ro\ltine 
about last night's 47-0 USD vic-
tory over nonleague ~ arist 






game began, USD 
(6-2) was eliminat-
ed from the 
Pioneer Football 
League champion-
ship game by vir-
tue of a 51-45 
Valparaiso overtime win 
against Drake. In the unlikely 
event that Valparaiso loses next 
week to winless Butler and 
USD defeats Butler and Dayton 
. in its final two PFL games, the 
best the Toreros can do is tie 
for the PFL North title. 
In effect, because the Tore-
ros lost at Valparaiso last week, 
USD is now playing for pride 
and second place. 
"Our kids played with great 
passion tonight," interim head 
coach Jason Desjarlais said. 
"Right now we are going for an 
8-2 record, which would be our 
best overall record since jo.in-
ing the PFL" 
In addition, long before the 
crowd of 2,650 showed up, 
more events transpired relating. 
to head coach Kevin McGarry's 
firing on Oct 17. 
At 4:30 p.m. at Jenny Craig 
Pavilion, USD President Mary 
Lyons, Vice President for Stu-
dent Affairs Robert Pastoor and 
other university officials met 
with approximately 75 parents 
ofToreros players for one hour 
to discuss the events surround-
ing McGarry's dismissal. 
The mood of the meeting, 
according to three parents, was 
angry and hostile. 
'The university's hands are 
tied," Terry Rasmussen said. 
"But we are just all upset about 
the timing of the firing." 
''We got to vent a little," Gor-
don Guzenski said. ''We still 
didn't receive the answers that 
we wanted." 
Several . parents indicated 
\ 
that they were worried that the 
McGarry firing was a possible 
precursor to ending the football 
program at USD. 
"Absolutely not," said Jo-Ann 
Nester, USD director of athlet-
ics said of the parents' concern. 
"I can assure the parents and 
players of that" 
Parent Jeff Johnson said Pas-
toor told the parents that USD 
was working on an agreement 
with McGarry to have him 
present for the senior night 
game next week. 
Nester could not confirm 
Johnson's comment. 
As the Toreros trekked from 
the locker room to the field, 
parents unveiled multiple ban-
Pioneer LeaQue 
C. o.11 
111111 W L W L 
Valparaiso 3 0 6 3 
Dayton 1 1 B .. 1 1 6 Z 
Drake · 1 2 4 5 
Butler 0 2 0 8 
Ylltnly's 1111111ts 
a 47,Martsto 
Valplfllso 51, Drake ◄5, OT 
Dayton «>, Butler o 
Slladly's._. 
Butleut-, 7 p.m. 
Dayton II Drake, 11 a.m. 
ners urging the team to perse-
vere. 
Back on the field, about two 
dozen Toreros players wore a 
green Irish clover sticker with 
the initials "K.M." _..,, 
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· Toreros lose game but 
not focus, players say 
By Nathan Max L( / ) 
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE 
VALPARAISO, Ind. - It 
has been a rough weekend for 






One day after 





the Toreros had 
their five-game 
winning streak snapped 41-34 
by Pioneer Football League 
North Division leader 
Valparaiso yesterday. And Fri-
day morning's dismissal of 
Kevin McGarry was naturally 
still on the minds of his for-
mer team. 
"Obviously it affects you," 
said interim head coach Jason 
Desjarlais, who was the Tore-
ros' defensive coordinator be-
fore Friday. "When your lead-
er is gone, as far as assistant 
coaches and players, it's in the 
back of your minds." 
Few among the players and 
coaching staff know why 
McGarry was fired, but they 
are still not saying much. 
McGarry did nothing ille-
gal, according to USD associ-
ate director of athletics Dan 
Yourg, who also said: 'There 
were no NCM rules that 
were broken. It was strictly an 
internal personnel issue. It 
had nothing to do with the 
players or on-field issues." 
Despite the distraction, the 
Toreros came out strong and 
led 14-3 at the end of the first 
quarter. And even after 
Valparaiso (5-3, 2-0) took a 
41-27 lead midway through 
the fourth quarter, USD (5-2, 
1-1) came back to close within 
seven and had the ball in Cru-
saders tenitory in the final 
two minutes. 
Pioneer LeaQue ......... 
W L W L 
Valparaiso Z 0 
U5D 1 1 
Dayton O 
Butler 0 ,....,. ...... 
Valpniso 41, USO 34 
Dayton ZT, Tdlin Z3 
Dralle 24. Butler 7 
Slllnly's&lall 
Nartst at um, 1 p.m. 
Dralle at Valparaiso, 11 a.m. 






San Diego's final drive end-
ed on the Valparaiso 46-yard 
line after receiver Nick Gar-
ton failed to hold onto a pass 
from quarterback Eric Ras-
mussen on fourth-and-2 with 
1:02 remaining. 
"I don't think (McGarry's 
firing) was an issue in this 
loss," said Rasmussen, who 
completed 22-of-39 passes for 
267 yards and two touch-
downs. "If anything, it was an 
inspiration to go out and win 
for him. We're definitely g<r 
ing to miss him. He's been 
like a father figure to all of us. 
It's sad." 
USD running back Evan 
Hamey rushed for 208 yards 
on 33 canies, had touchdown 
runs of 1, 78 and 5 yards and 
added a 35-yard touchdown 
after catching a first-quarter 
screen pass. 
But Valparaiso's formidable 
passing offense proved to be 
the difference. Crusaders 
quarterback David Macchi 
completed 23-of-39 passes for 
430 yards and five touch-
downs, and two Valparaiso re-
ceivers had 100 yards. Rob 
Giancola set a school record 
with four touchdown catches 
to go with 196 yards on six 
recepti"ons, and Kevin Knut-
son added 115 yards and one 
touchdown on six catches. 
San Diego also had difficul-
ty with discipline. The Tore-
ros committed seven person-
al-foul penalties and in all lost 
122 yards on 11 infractions. 
But the biggest test was 
putting the bizarre events of 
the end of the week aside and 
focusing on a critical football 
game. 
"With football, things hap-
pen off the field and you've 
just got to let those go and 
play the game," Hamey said. 
'That's the great thing about 
sports. You can get away from 
everything in your everyday 
life and just go out there and 
play the game you love. That's 








No reasons given 
for McGany's.firing 
By Richard J. Marcus 
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE 
Midway through what could be 
USD's best football season in decades 
and on the eve of this year's biggest 
game so far, Toreros coach Kevin 
McGarry was unexpectedly fired yes-
terday morning. 
Assistant Jason Desjarlais has been 
appointed interim head coach for to-
day's game at Valparaiso University. 
The reason for the move was not 
made clear by the school. Robert Pas-
toor, USD vice president for student 
affairs, said he could not provide de-
■ tails because McGarry's removal was 
a personnel matter and must be kept 
confidential. 
■ Pastoor said the decision had noth-
ing to do with the . Toreros' on-field 
performance or McGarry's contract 
1 McGarry, who was in his eighth 
season as head coach, said he could 
1 
not address specifics about the dis-
missal. Known as an intense mentor 
among his players, McGarry defended 
1 his conduct in compiling a 39-37 're-
cord atUSD. 
"My behavior as a football coach is 
not out of the ordinary and I stand 
behind everything that I have done," 
he said. "My behavior is consistent 
1 with other football coaches and coach-
• es in other sports. Many people would 
tell you that I am a pretty positive role 
model.". . "It was just a shock to every-
The ~ of the move.was body," senior linebacker Andy . 
unusual, given the Toreros five Guzenski said "Nobod ·t 
straight wins and 5-1 record. 'coming. We d~n't ha¥ Y saw 1 
"The timing was appropriate swers." e any an-
fo~ thedethi~ersi~pto tohave ~de- Added senior defensive end 
so s issue, as or sai . Chris Conroy: 'This school 
. McGarry logged 28 years meant everything to Coach 
with the Toreros footb:ill pro- McGarry. I am very upset right 
gram. He was a player m 19!6 now. I feel bad for him and his 
and 1977 and a <;~h begm- family. I feel bad for the la 
ning in 1978. He was appointed P Y-
head coach in 1996 by former 
athletic director Tom Janna- ers, especially the seniors." 
· The players face a difficult 
cone, who retired in July. challenge today against 
Pastoor, who has been in his 
position for 18 months, appoint- Valparaiso, which is tied with 
ed Jo-Ann Nester as director of USD atop the Pioneer Football 
athletics in September. Nester League. 
would not comment on McGar- "I am really heartbroken. I 
wish that I could do something 
ry's removal. to t him b k,, . --~ ty 
"We have a new administra- ge ac , se~or ~e 
tion. This came out of left field, . B~an Newbrough ~d. I Just 
to be quite honest." McGarry wish I could" thank him for all 
said. "When I started the week, he has done .. 
I didn't think a situation would Pastoor said he would meet 
occur where I wouldn't be 
coaching USD anymore." 
Player reaction was a mix-
ture of shock, sadness and an-
ger. Desjarlais informed the 
players at a 7:30 morning meet-
ing before the squad left for 
today's game in Indiana 
Players contacted by phone 
said they were searching for 
reasons. 





ljSD football coach 
with USD coaches Monday to 
decide who will be interim 
coach for the remainder of the 
season. On Tuesday, he said he 
is planning to meet with the 
players. 
At the end of the season, 
there will be a nationwide 
search for a head coach that 
will be undertaken as quickly 
as possible, Pastoor said. · 
McGarry said he didn't know 
whether he would coach again. 
"I've given my life to USD 
football for the past 28 years 
and I've enjoyed working with 
the athletes tremendously," 
McGarry said. "I love these 
\ 
kids. My most sincere wishes 
I 
are for the players' success and 
for USD to win a PFL champi-
onship." 
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Three incidents 
tied to ouster 
of USD's coach 
By Ed Graney and Mark Zel1ler 
STAffWRITERS L( I .... t( 
A series of "incidents" over the past 
two months led to the sudden dismiss-
al Friday of ~niversi!Y of San Diego 
football coach evm McGarry in the 
middle of a superb season, several 
sources at the school told the Union-
Tribune. 
Coaches and staff were informed of 
McGarry's firing in a Friday morning 
meeting and were explicitly told not to 
comment publicly about it. But several 
university officials, speaking on the 
condition of anonymity, outlined a 
"culmination of events" that contribut-
ed the decision to cut free McGarry 
after a 28-year association with the 
program. 
With defensive coordinator Jason 
Desjarlais serving as head coach, the 
. Toreros dropped to ~2 yesterday with 
a 41-34 loss at Valparaiso (Ind.). The 
university has scheduled a meeting. 
SEEUSD,C1 
"Any time we argue, we're like a 
family. We kiss and make up. It's 
just the dynamics of a football staff." 
KEVIN McGARRY 
► USD 'V 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE Cl 
McGarry denies 
he blew up over 
camp's conflict 
with the football coaches to-
morrow to choose an interim 
head coach for the remainder 
of the season. 
McGarry was promoted to 
head coach in 1996 by former 
athletic director Tom Ianna-
cone. But Iannacone retired in 
July, and several people indi-
cated the new administration 
was not a proponent of 
McGarry's personality. 
The sources said three inci-
dents in particular led to 
McGarry's immediate termi-
nation just hours before the 
team left for Indiana - run-
ins with a summer cheerlead-
er camp, USD training room 
staff and one of his own assis-
tant coaches. 
The first came in mid-Au-
gust, when McGarry changed 
the time of a preseason foot-
ball practice only to discover 
that a cheerleading camp of 
several hundred girls had 
rented the field. When the 
cheerleaders refused to leave, 
the sources said, McGarry en-
gaged in an obscenity-filled 
argument. 
USD rents out its facilities 
to camps and conventions 
during the summer, and the 
United Cheerleading Associa-
tion had a pair of camps 
scheduled there Aug. 9-12 
andAug. 14-17. 
Contacted late last night, 
McGarry confirmed he had 
rescheduled a football prac-
tice and "unbeknownst of us" 
it conflicted with the cheer-
leading camp. 
"I was the last person to get 
.there," McGarry said. "I was 
not involved in any profanity-
laced argument with anybody . 
That is nothing I am familiar 
with ... There was a discus-
sion, and we ended up cancel- • 
ing our practice. n 
The second incident in-
volved McGarry allegedly 
kicking a ball at a member of 
the training staff, something 
he also denies. 
"That's preposterous," he 
said. "I would never kick a 
football at anybody on cam-
pus." 
The third incident was a 
heated argument in the past 
week with an unidentified as-
sistant football coach that uni-
versity employees witnessed. 
"Our coaches argue all the 
time, like all. coaching staffs," 
McGarry said. "Every coach-
ing staff I've ever been on has 
argued. Any time we argue, 
we're like a family. We kiss 
and make up. It's just the dy-
namics of a football staff." 
Robert Pastoor, USD's vice 
president for student affairs, 
and new athletic director Jo-
Ann Nester continued to de-
cline comment, citing confi-
dentiality related to personnel 
matters. 
Asked if he was given a 
reason for his dismissal, 
McGarry said he could not 
comment on any specifics 
from his meetings with uni-
versity officials. 
The athletic department's 
official Web site has a lengthy 
game · story on yesterday's 
-loss to Valparaiso, along with 
updates on other weekend 
sporting events, but it has yet 
to acknowledge that McGarry 
is no longer the football 
team's head coach. . 
McGarry played at USD in 
1976 and '77, then joined the 
coaching staff as an assistant 
in 1978. He was 39-37 as a 
head coach and last season 
was named the Pioneer Foot-
ball League's North Division 
coach of the year. 
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Letters 
Address: Sports Letters, The San Diego Union· Tribune, 
P.O. Box 120191, San Diego, CA 92112·0191 
Fax: (619) 260-5078 / Emall: sports@uniontrib.com 
The San Diego Union· Tribune welcomes letters to the sports editor. To be considered for publication, a letter 
must include a daytime phone number and, if faxed or mailed, be signed. Letters may be edited. Letters submitted 
may be used in print or in digital form in any publication or service offered by the Union· Tribune Publishing Co. 
I ; JI 
RIGHT VS. WRONG: As a parent of 
a senior on the USD football team, I 
am in shock over the firing of 
football coach Kevin McGany. I 
have had the pleasure of watching 
my son grow these last four year 
under his leadership. 
More shocking to me than the 
firing was the timing involved. Why 
did this administration need """'~-~I 
this on Friday morning an ho 
115 
before the team was to depart for the 
biggest game of the year? The team 
deserves answers and to date none 
have been given. 
I am doing my best to be a good 
role model and explain this action to 
my son as a lesson in life. This is the 
real world and some things just 
aren'tfair. I will explain to my son 
that irresponsible actions of people 
in power can have negative effects 
on hundreds of people below them. I 
will explain to my son that once he is 
a person with authority that he 
consider the long-term implications 
that such decisions will have. I will 
explain that he should never let a 
conflict of personalities drive a 
decision that will negatively affect so 
many people. 
I feel sorry for Coach McGany 
and his family, I feel sorry for the 
remaining coaching staff, I feel sorry 
for the football players who just had 
a magnificent season taken away 
from them, but most of all I feel 
sorry for the University of San Diego 
and the damaging effects this will 
leave on this fine institution. 
GORDON GUZENSKI, Granite Bay 
WHAT REALLY HAPPENED? As a 
former football player and coach at 
USD, I am outraged by the recent 
termination of Kevin McGany. 
Over the last 17 years, I have 
known him to be one of the most 
conscientious and hard-working 
individuals in the San Diego 
community. Kevin's dedication to 
USD and the many student athletes ., 
he has mentored over the years is 
il;lspiring. 
When I look back on my years at 
USD, the fondest memories I have ,1 
are those learned on the practice ; 
and playing fields of the USD 
football program. Teamwork, .' 
dedication, respect, focus, hard ,., 
work, determination - these were 
lessons that were taught to me by '(. 
Kevin and the program he has put ' 
,his heart and soul into over the last : 
three decades. The very best that is 1 
USD is embodied in Kevin i. 
McGany. He is an uncompromising" 
leader, teacher, mentor and friend. ) 
Take a look at his track record off 
1 the field to see just what kind of a it 
coach he is - Kevin's team's 
graduation rate is one of the highest,/ 
many players go on to receive .1 
MBAs, JDs, go into teaching, ) ,, 
business, coaching, etc. He's a big d 
part of the reason why. 
I would like to see some light 
shed on what really happened. 
C. 
MAITSCHOLL, USD, 1990-9~ 
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Players still emotional 
over McGarry' s firing 
By Richard J. Marcus 
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE 
. l{/'5.l{ 
Defensive coordinator Jason Des-
jarlais was named ~USD yesterday 
. as its interim head coach for the re-
mainder of the football season. 
Desjarlais, who is in his third year 
as a full-time assistant with USD, re-
places Kevin McGarry, who was fired. 
Desjarlais will remain in charge of the 
defense. 
"I accepted the job, absolutely, and 
the reason is for the kids," Desjarlais 
said. "It's our job to mentor these kids. 
"I never wanted a head coaching job 
this way, but under these circum-
stances somebody has to do it" 
USD athletic director Jo-Ann Nester 
said a permanent head coach would be 
sought when th~ season ends. The 
school will undertake a nationwide 
search and will-consider internal can-
didate& as well, Nester said. 
With Desjarlais at the hehn, USD 
(5-2) lost at Valparaiso 41-34 last week. 
The team hosts nonleague foe Marist 
at Torero Stadium at 7 p.m. on Satur-
day. 
"(Desjarlais) did a very good job 
this weekend as temporary interim 
head coach," Nester said. 
USD is still in the running for the 
Pioneer Football League champion-
ship and has two league games re-
maining - at home against Butler and 
at Dayton. The Toreros most likely 
will have to win both games to have . 
any chance of winning the PFL North 
title. 
McGarry, a USD coach for 26 years 
and a Toreros player for two years, 
was fired Friday. The school did not 
give a reason for his removal, which 
· apparently was. the result of a series of 
confrontations. McGarry, who became 
head coach in 1996, has denied any 
misconduct 
On Monday afternoon, USD Presi-
dent Mary E. Lyons, Vice President 
for Student Affafrs Robert Pastoor and 
Nester met with Toreros players for 40 
minutes. 
''It was a session where the players 
were able to vent some anger and 
frustration," senior tight end Jeff Incer-
ty said. "Obviously, it is a tragedy to 
lose a head coach the way we did." 
Said Nester: "The athletes still have 
a lot of questions. It was quite emotion-
al." 
The big question is how the Toreros 
will respond for the final three games 
of the season. 
''We have to pi.it this behind us," 
Desjarlais said. "What is done is done. 
The kids need to take that passion and 
emotion and tum it into a positive." 
1n another move, the Toreros added 
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USD r~lls to fourth straight win:' 
Lf to . .i .;.:· 
By Kevin J. Farmer The Toreros domma~ ·- ·· 
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE Pioneer l.taljUe things in the first penod. {)fftm-', ·: 
Rarely does a 33-yard punt 
get much recognition, but Ad-
am Williams' coffin-comer kick 
was the difference as the Uni-
Toreros 
24 
versity of San 
Diego football 
team held on to 
beat the Univer-
So Or sity of Southern . "°" 
19 Oregon 24-19 last nigh t USD. · 
It was the 
fourth victory in a row for the 
Toreros. 
Williams' punt left the NAIA 
playoff qualifiers of a year ago 
with 98 yards to go, a task that 
proved just too much as the 
Raiders came up just short 
Their hopes were dashed when 
Bryan Newbrough and Gavin 
Ng broke up a leaping attempt 
by senior wide receiver Andrae 
Thurman with 42 seconds re-
maining. 
Thurman had burned the To-
reros for 208 yards on 10 recep-
tions. 
'That receiver (Iburman) 
caught over 60 passes at (the 
University ot) Arizona last year, 
so I felt we needed all 98 yards 
to contain him," said USD 
coach Kevin McGarry. 
The Toreros (4-1) took con-
ca ...,.. sively they outgained the Rafdr': 
111111 w L w L ers 137-16 in total yards. ·. ·: ,-": 
_Dlyton _____ 0_0_6_0 · USD took a 7-0 lead with 8:-
when Rasmussen hit Nick a.,:·. 
IID.;...:;:.. _____ o_o __ 4_ 1 ton from 8 yards out for ·the ·. 
v.;.:•=•:.;.;.;.. ___ 0_0 __ 3_ 3 score. The ID capped an 11~~ 
Drake O O 3 3 play, 76-yard Toreros' drive"•bl~::· 
Buller o O o 5 which Rasmussen connedld- ·.·. 
on 4-or-6 passes for 54 ~ -;~:·:;<, !:z:~~~ Defensively, USD helcF1':Je.-;; t· 
p.ytmi 32, Davidson 25 visitors without a first do'1tll ._" • ·. 
Drake.t10. Jadsonvlle 34 til their first play of the seticmti":' · . 
Austi'1 Peay 28. Butler 7 period. When they finally did. -·. 
MorlhNd St. 32. Valparaiso 26 get their initial first down, . it : 
Slbnly'1..._ turned around the Raiders' o,: ·_. ,_ 
Dl'lllut 11D, 1:30p.m. fense. '. · -~-
Yalplrliso at Dayton, 10 a.m. ·.,,,If · · 
St. Francis, Ind. at Butler, 11 a.m. The igniting play was a uo- : · 
yard pass completion tro;n-
quarterback Dan Woodwarcl:t6· 
trol of the game early in the 
fourth quarter, taking a 17-13 
lead on a 12-yard scoring pass 
from Eric Rasmussen (21-of-37, 
285 yards, 2 IDs). 
The defense upped the lead 
to 24-13 with 7:41 left to play 
when linebacker Jeff Langdon 
picked off a Raiders pass and 
rumbled 32 yards for the score. 
Southern Oregon (0-3) cut 
the lead to 24-19 wh~ senior 
running back Dusty cGrorty 
took a lateral and r ced 46 
yards for a score with 5:43 re-
maining. 
Andrae Thurman. Four co~ 
utive carries by McGrorty eoo:,- . 
eluded the scoring drive when 
he knifed in on a fourth-an~ 
goal from the 1 witli 11:32 left iil 
the half. McGrorty finished 
with a game-high 'lZl yards ' 
rushing on' 32 carries and· ·3 
IDs. Last year he rushed for 
231 yards in the Raiders' 31-10 
victory over USD ~ year. · ~ 
Next week the Toreros open 
their Pioneer Football League · 
season when they host Drake ·· . 
(3-3) at 1:30 p.m. in their ann~ .- .,. 
homecoming game. 
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Rasmussen sets records 
in USO' s big PFL North win 
By Richard J . Marcus 
SPECIAL TO THE UNILJ7; ~~ NE 
Yesterday was a stellar day all 
around for the Toreros. 
Of paramount irnportance,_ U D 
defeated pesky Drake 41-35 in a 
shootout before a home-
Toreros coming crowd of 3,452 
41 at Torero Stadium. The teams combined for 
Drake 1,047 total offensive 
35 yards in the Pioneer Football League North 
opener. 
The game was tense until the end. 
With USO leading 41-35 but the Bull-
dogs marching, USO comerback Ad-
am Combs intercepted a pass in the 
flat by Drake quarterback Connor 
Jostes with 1:54 to go. 
The Toreros (5-1, 1-0) bogged 
down on three plays and faced a 
fourth-and-5 from the Bulldog 37 
' with 1:00 remaining. USO coach 
Kevin McGarry elected to go for it 
The Toreros went deep and convert-
ed on a 31-yard pass from quarter-
back Eric Rasmussen to a diving 
Adam Hannula to seal the win. 
"Hannula had a couple of great 
catches today," McGarry said. 'The 
kid is just a great athlete." 
The good vibes didn't end with the 
win for the Toreros. The five touch-
downs thrown by Rasmussen (23-35, 
392 yards) set a USD career record 
for TD passes with 61. Mike Stadler 
totaled 58 from 1996-2000. Rasmus-
sen also set a USO career completion 
record with 427, one more than Stad-
ler. 
Rasmussen has four regular-sea-
son games remaining to add to his 
records, including his career yard-
age record (6,281 yards) set last 
week against Southern Oregon. 
'The recordi,, are exciting," Ras-
mussen said. "It's something I can 
look back on and be excited about 
when I'm done, but until we win the 
Pioneerl.eacJue 






USD 41, Drake 35 
Valparaiso 33, Dayton 28 
St. Francis, Ind. (7, Butler 16 
Slbl'dly's Glas 
USD at Valparaiso, 11 a.m. 
Tiffin at Dayton. 10 a.m. 












PFL I'm not going to be satisfied." 
Said McGarry: "Eric is closing in 
on every passing record that we 
have, that's what great players do -
they set records." 
PFL North powerhouse Dayton 
suffered a rare loss yesterday (33-28 
to Valparaiso), which opens up the 
race for the division title. 
'The PFL is ours to win," Rasmus-
sen said. "After next week (USO at 
Valparaiso), somebody will be in first 
by themselves." 
With USO leading 2&-14 at the 
half, the Bulldogs scored a quick 
touchdown on a SS.yard bomb from 
Jostes to Jason Jones. 
The Bulldogs (3-4, ~ 1) scored 
again on a 77-yard scamper by Jona-
than Taylor for a 2&-28 tie. 
USO then drove 65 yards in four 
plays to retake the lead as Rasmus-
sen connected with Brent Labarrere 
for a 26-yard touchdown pass. 
USO eventually put the game 
away for its fifth consecutive win. 
'This has been a tough past four 
weeks," McGarry said. "For us to be 
on a five-game winning streak was a 
tall order. Who would have 
thought?" 118 
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· USD mulling four 
for top athletic job 
By H■nk WHch rector, succeeding Tom Ian-
STAFF WRITER u nacone, who retired in July. 
· '-/ / (;.) 1 Nester's J"esponsibilities in-
The University of San Die- elude scheduling, transporta-
go has narrowed the searcn to tion and the day-to-day run-
lilrthe newly created position ning of the athletic programs. 
of executive director of athlet- Nester will report to the ex-
ics to four candidates. ecutive director of athletics. 
In alphabetical order, the Providing capsule com-
final four, announced yester- ments on the candidates, Pas-
day. are: toor said: 
Brian Fogarty, former USD ■ Fogarty has a wealth of 
football coach and current di- knowledge about USD and 
rector of development. stu- has exhibited his commit-
dent affairs in athletics. ment to the school over the 
Michael Izzi, associate ath- years as a coach and an ad-
letic director for development ministrator. 
at Stanford. ■ Izzi comes strongly rec-
Lee Moon, athletic director ommended by Stanford offi-
at the University of Wyoming cials and has a strong back-
from 1996-2003 and, before ground in academics and as a 
that, at Marshall from fund-raiser. 
1988-96. ■ Moon has a wealth of ex-
Ky Snyder, a former USD perience as an athletic direc-
athletic administrator now , tor at programs on the rise 
serving as president of the and is well-versed in issues of 
San Diego International NCAA compliance. 
Sports Council. ■ Snyder, having worked at 
"I'm extremely pleased USD, has both a background 
with all the candidates," said in and feeling for the school's 
Robert Pastoor, USD vice stance on most issues. And 
president-student affairs, who his years with the Sports 
is heading the search to fill a Council have provided fund-
position that will amount to raising experience and con-
the CEO of the athletic de- tacts in the local community. 
partrnent "I believe all of them have 
The executive director of unique aspects and strengths 
athletics' responsibilities will in their qualifications and 
include budgets, assessment would be capable of doing 
of teams and functions, coach- commendable service in the 
es' employment issues - es- position," Pastoor said. 
sential)y hiring and firing - The four candidates will go 
and long-term planning for through two-day interviews 
the department on campus from Nov. 10 to 
At the outset of the search, ·Dec. 5. Fogarty's is set for 
Pastoor made it clear that Nov. 10-11, Snyder's Nov. 
fund raising would be a key 17-18, Izzi's Dec. 1-2 end 
aspect of the job. Moon's Dec. 4-5. 
Late last month, Jo-Ann .Announcement of the choice 
Nester was named athletic di- is planned for early January. 
_./ 
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LOCAL COLLEGES 
USD women end wee soccer drought with shutout 
UNION-TRIBUNE L{ I 'i '-'1 
Th D_ '!!Omen's soccer 
team won its first West Coast 
Conference game of the sea-
son yesterday, shutting out 
Loyola Marymount 2-0 at To-
rero Stadium. 
Senior forward Katie Allen 
and senior midfielder Colleen 
Fogarty, a US0 HS alumna, 
both scored in the second half 
for USD (7-!>-3, 1-2). Senior 
goalkeeper Libby Bassett 
made two saves in goal against 
the Lions (7-4-3, 0-2). 
Men's soccer 
USO won its ninth consecu-
tive game, defeating the Uni-
versity of San Francisco 3-0 
in a WCC game at USD. 
Freshman midfielder Eric 
Pohl, senior forward Sy 
Reeves and freshman forward 
Ryan Guy all scored in the 
second half for the Toreros 
(10-2-2, 2-0). Guy, a La Costa 
Canyon alumnus, also had an 
assist for USD. Freshman 
goalie Lance Friesz made five 
saves in his eighth shutout of 
the year. 1 
120 
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LOCAL COLLEGES 
USO women upset ASU in soccer 
UNION · TRIBUNE y' i4 
Brenna Mullen gathered a 
long pass from Marie Claude-
Herny and sent a shot past a 
diving Arizona State goalkeep-
er to giv. USD (6-2-3) a 2-1 
double-overtime victory in soc-
cer ovt!r the No. 12 Sun Devils 
(6-2-2) yesterday at USD. 
USD took a 1-0 lead in the 
36th minute as Alexis Obeji 
headed in her third goal of the 
season after ASU goalie Kelly 
Fitzgerald was unable to gather 
a shot by Brooke Roby. Tore-
ros goalie Libby Bassett (four 
saves) held ASU scoreless after 
the 57th minute. 
The Toreros play host to No. 
3 UCIA tomorrow at 7 p.m. 
Men's soccer 
San Diego State (6-3-1) 
played well but came up empty ,......___ 
in losing to No. 14 St. John's 
(8-3-1) i-O in the Phillips/ adidas 
Classic at Rutgers University in 
Piscataway, N.J. Simone Salin-
no scored his ninth goal in the 
59th minute, deflecting a shot 
off the crossbar and into the 
back of the net 
Men's tennis 
The USD doubles team of 
Nie Beuque and Jeff Das won 
three matches to advance to 
the round of 16 in the prequali-
fying bracket of the ITA All-
American Championships at 
Chatanooga, Tenn. 
In singles, Beuque and team-
mate Jason Pongsrikul won 
their first two matches before 
losing in the round of 64. 
I 
( 
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Area Colleges s1LL o.1cKENs 
Turning point 
Th" USD wqmen's soccer team 
( 4-2-3), which did not allow a goal in its 
first five matches, begins a crucial six-
game home stand today when Arizona 
(4-4-1) visits Torero Stadium at 5. 
A sweep would be a soccer pipe 
dream, considering the six-pack of vis-
itors includes No. 3 UClAand No.11 
Pepperdine. 
'The next three weeks is a chance 
for us to hit the sky," said USD first-
year head coach Ada Greenwood. "If 
we win five of six, we'll be doing cart-
wheels. To win all six would be unbe-
lievable." 
USD has qualified for the N CM Di-
vision I playoffs the last four seasons, 
but the Toreros have never advanced 
beyond the second round. 
'This is a great chance for us be-
cause we play all these ranked teams 
at home," said senior Alexis Obeji (La ' 
Costa Canyon High), who had a game-
winning goal against Vanderbilt earli-
er this season. 'This is the best team 
I've been on since I've been here. We 
have tremendous depth. We have 25 
players and I have faith in every one of 
them." 
Obeji, a sweeper during her first 
three college seasons, has moved to 
the front line as a center midfielder 
this year. She is joining her longtime 
club teammate Brenna Mullen. 
"Our team is definitely the under-
dog," said Mullen, a senior out of Tor-
rey Pines High. 'We have nothing to 
lose when we go against all these rank-
ed teams." 
BIii Dickens: (619) 293-2032; 
bill.dickens@uniontrib.com 
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in tennis duel 
UNION-TRIBUNE i I . <, I 
'1 / ) I 
UCSD junior Bryan Swatt swept 
teammate Sameer Chopra yesterday 
6-4, 7-6 in the ITA Division II Western 
Regionals tennis tournament at Cal 
Poly Pomona Swatt earned a spot in 
the ITA National Championships to be 
held Ocl 16-19 in Corpus Christi, Tex-
as. This was the first year the Tritons 
have competed in the ITA Nationals in 
Division II. 
"It's very exciting. I think it's very 
good for our school because we'll get a 
lot of recognition nationally and get 
our program noticed," Swatt said. 
Chopra and senior Jeff Wilson will 
also compete in the nationals, after 
beating Swatt and senior Amir Nejad 
S-3 in the doubles championships at 
Pomona. 
Soccer 
PL.NU forward Maddie Tantillo 
scored once in the Sea Lions' 1-1 tie 
after two overtimes against Golden 
State Athletic Conference foe and host 
Westmont. The Sea Lions are 8-0-2 
overall and 0-0-2 in conference; the 
Waniors move to 7-1-1, 1-0-1 ... 
Westmont's men shut out visiting 
PL.NU 2-0 in GSAC action. PL.NU is 
6-4-1, 1-1; the Warriors are 5-5, 2-0. 
Volleyball 
U~Q:!,_women swept host Gomaga 
30-19, 30-24, 30-28 in West Coast Con-
ference action behind Devon Forster 
(19 kills), Bridget Merritt (12 kills) 
and Emily Haas (11 kills) . . . Despite 
13 kills from SDSU's Aspen McPar-
tland, Colorado State's women swept 
the visiting Aztecs 30-19, 30-27, 30-21. 
SDSU drops to 9-8, 1-2 Mountain West 1 
Conference. CSU is 14-4, 4-0. 
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USD's Emma Murphy and 
1 lauren Perl (f orrey Pines 
High) were eliminated in the 
qualifying round of the Rivi-
era/ITA Women's All-Ameri-
can Championships at the Ri-
viera Tennis Club in Pacific 
V . 
Palisades. Perl, ranked 82nd 
in the nation, won her second-
round match, defeating Man-
on Kruse of Middle Tennes-
see 6-3, 6-4, but later lost to 
Amanda Fish of Vanderoilt 
6-1, 6-1. Murphy, ranked 77th, 
dropped her second-round 
match to Jessica Roland of 
Texas A&M 6-1, 6-2. In the 
same tournament, the No. 44-
ranked SDSU doubles team 
of junior Indra Erichsen and 
senior Katalina Romero was 
eliminated 8-5 by Jenny Kuhn 
and Julie Smekodub of 
Tulane. ~
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LOCAL COLLEGES 
PLNU surprises 
No. 1 Fresno St. 
Lfl 'J L( 
UNION-TRIBUNE 
Ranked No. 7 in the NAIA, the PLNU 
women's volleyball team showed moxie aplenty 
yesterday, coming from two games down to 
beat top-ranked Fresno Pacific 32-34, 29-31, 
31-29, 30-27, 15-12 in a Golden State Athletic 
Conference match in front of 380 at Golden 
Gymnasium. 
Carolina Sbodio had 25 kills and 23 digs for 
PLNU (21-2, 12-2), and Rochelle Short and 
Jennifer Gilbert had 21 kills apiece against the . 
Sunbirds (27-2, 13-1). 
Women's.soccer 
Megan Eveland's goal in the 99th minute 
lifted Christian Heritage College to a 2-1 
overtime win over visiting Hope International 
in GSAC action. Lindsey Douglass had three 
saves in goal for the Hawks. 
Men's soccer 
In a men's GSAC game, CUC beat Hope 
International 4-1 as Noel Musicha scored 
twice for the Hawks (4-11, 1-7). Justin Morgan 
made two saves in goal against HIU (6-11, 0-8) 
. . . The Master's College shut out visiting 
PLNU 3-0 in a GSAC men's game. Michael 
Gebhart had four saves in goal for the Sea 
lions (8-8-1 , 3-5). 
Cross country 
UCSD's Tma Frrouz and Steve Vargas were 
named Freshmen of the Year at the California 
Collegiate Athletic Association Championships 
at Bidwell Park in Chico. Paced by Neil Kalra,'s 
fourth-place time of 24 minutes, 37.7 seconds, 
the Tritons' men placed third in the 8K event 
with 60 points. ' 
Swimming 
UCSD's women's team finished second arid 
the USD women were fourth behind winner 
Nevada, while UCSD's men's team finished 
runner-up to UC Irvine at the UCSD Triton 
Invitational at Canyonview Pool. USD swimmer 
Ashley Swart won four women's events, the 200 
IM (2 minutes, 6.44 seconds), the 200 breast 
(2:19.72), the 200 free (1:53.85) and the 200 fly 
(2:06.87). All but Swart's time in the 200 free-
stylf., were meet records. . } 
( 
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LOCAL COLLEGES 
Nilsson leads Aztecs in cross country 
UNION-TRIBUNE - . I I~ "1 
Behind senior Marie Nils-
son's third-place time of 22 min-
utes, 20 seconds, San Diego 
State's women's cross country 
team won the 6K Long Beach 
lnvitational title yesterday at El 
lorado Park. 
'The team ran really well to-
gether," said SDSU coach Jen-
nifer Nanista, whose team is 
gearing up for the Mountain 
West Conference meet Nov. 1 
at Morley Field. "Our top five is 
: running solidly, and another 
couple of weeks of sharpening 
and rest should put us in a 
' really good position." 
Sweden native Nilsson's time 
was the fourth-fastest in school 
history. Aztecs sophomore 
Christal Cuadra placed fifth at 
22:54, senior Kylie Edwards 
was eighth at 23:21, junior Alli-
son Brown finished ninth at 
23:27 and redshirt freshman 
Christian Fairing was 11th at 
23:40. 
i More cross country 
Junior Tiffanie Marley's time 
1 
of 17:54.1 won her the individu-
' 
al title at the 5K Santa Clara 
Invitational at Baylands Par 
Sunnyvale, but USD's wo 
team placed tlirrd oeliind W c 
Coast Conference foe Santa 
Clara and San Jose State. La 
Jolla Country Day alunma Lau-
ren Swigart, a freshman at San-
ta Clara, was second at 18:15.6. 
. . . USD's men finished third 
behind Santa Clara and San 
Francisco in the 5-mile Santa 
Clara Invitational at Baylands 
Park, with senior Steve Tru-
delle the top Toreros runner, 
finishing in seventh place 
(26:31.9). USD's Brian 
Peterson was 12th at 26:49.3. 
Soccer 
Two penalty kicks by UCSD 
sophomore Matthew Davey 
helped the Tritons to a 2-1 win 
over visiting Cal Poly Pomona 
in a California Collegiate Athlet-
ic Association game. Davey, 
who was just named the CCM 
Player of the Week, upped his 
team-leading goal total to seven 
on the season for the Tritons 
(~3-1, ~3-1) . UCSD goalie Jere-
my Cookson had to make just 
one save against Cal Poly Po-
mona (6-~2. 5-6-1) . . . Forward 
·e Jewell scored her 10th 
11th goals of the season 
PLNU held off a late come-
back by Fresno Pacific to win 
a Golden State Athletic Confer-
ence women's game 3-2 at 
PL.NU. Alisa Boon also scored 
for the Sea lions (12-1-2, 3-1-2) . 
Fresno Pacific is 5-~1. 1-5 . . . 
Utah scored twice in the sec-
ond half in a 2-0 women's 
Mountain West Conference 
win over host SDSU. Stephanie 
Pearson of the Aztecs (~ 1, 
1-2-0) made five saves in goal. 
Ashley Mason had the shutout 
for the No. !~ranked Utes 
(13-2, 4-0), who outshot SDSU 
12-8 . .. Enrique Mendoza and 
Matthew Horak scored for 
PLNU in a 5-2 loss to visiting 
Fresno Pacific in a men's 
GSAC game. FPU is 13-1, 6-0; 
PL.NU is 7-7-1, 1-4 . .. Visiting 
Westmont (6-7-1, 3-2-1) shut 
out GSAC foe Christian Heri-
tage College (3-10, (}6) 3-0 in 
men's action; Westmont 
(12-1-1, 5-0-1) shut out CBC 
(2-12, 0-6) 5-0 in women's 
GSAC play at CHC. 
Volleyball 
Behind 26 kills from Devon 
Forster and 18 digs from Jackie 
Bernardin, No. 17 USD beat 
visiting USF 30-18, 30-28, 30-28 
in a WCC match .. . Utah 
swept visiting SDSU 30-18, 
30-17, 30-24 in a Mountain West 
Conference match. Aspen 
McPartland had 10 kills for the 
Aztecs (12-10, 3-4) . 
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USD men win record 10th straight soccer game 
· TRIBUNE y { '1 minute as the Aztecs tied 1-1 
with the University of Denver 
(7-6-2, 1-1-1). Blake Peny had 
one assist. 
Reeves scored the win-
goal with 25 seconds left 
e second overtime as host 
SD--'11-2-2, 3-0 WCC) beat Women's soccer 
Jyola Marymount (8-6-1, Becky Prilman scored in the 
l.>-3-0) 2-1 for its school-record 78th minute as SDSU beat host 
straight win. Eric Wun- Air Force (6-9-1) 1-0. It was 
rle scored the Toreros' first Prilman's second goal of the 
al in the ninth minute. USD · season for the Aztecs (7-8-1, 
alie Lance Friesz had three 2-2-0 MPSF). SDSU goalie Ste-
ves. Reeves scored off a Kel- phanie Pearson got the shut-
Hiroto miss for the dramat- out 
Matt Couch's header tied the 
e for San Diego State 
-4-2, 1-0-1 Mountain Pacific 
Sports Federation) in the 70th 
127 
Visiting USD (7-6-3, 1-3 
WCC) lost 2-1 to Saint Macy's 
(7-7-1, 3-1). Michelle Rowe 
scored near the end of the half, 
but it wasn't enough as the 
Gaels got twq quick goals mid-
way through the first half. 
Women's volleyball 
Second-ranked UCSD (18-4, 
12-3 California Collegiate Ath-
letic Association) defeated Cal 
State Dominguez Hills (3-18, 
3-11 CCAA) 30-26, 30-12, 30-16 
. . . Host Point Loma Nam-
rene (20-2, 11-2 Golden State 
Athletic Conference swept The 
Master's (12-14, 2-12) 30-15, 
30-25, 30-24. Rochelle Short led 
the way for the Sea lions (20-2, 
11-2 Golden State Athletic Con-
ference) with 21 kills. 
Men's water polo 
Third-ranked Stanford 
(12-3) defeated visiting sixth-
ranked UCSD (12-8) 13-7. 
Chris Fmegold and Matthew 
U staszewski each had two 
goals; Matt Ellis, Nate Cooper, 
Clark Petersen also scored for 
the Tritons. 
Swlmmlllt) and diving 
USD lost 164-136 to Neva-
da. Torero Ashley Swart placed 
first in the 200 IM (2:05.24), 100 
breaststroke (1:05.17) and 200 
breaststroke (2:18.19). 
SDSU Hall of FIRII 
In ceremonies at SDSU, ten-
nis player Nicole Storto, track 
and field standout Marla Run-
yan, basketball player Al Ska- 1 
lecky and the 1973 men's 
NCAA champion volleyball 
team were inducted into the , 
SDSU Hall of Fame. 
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Toreros kick Aztecs for fourth straight time 
By Ben Saxe \ 
I') 
And the streak goes on. 
Tot: USD men's soccer team 
extended its dominance over 
SDSU yesterday with a 3-0 vic-
tory at the SDSU Sports Deck. 
Winless the last four games in 
as many seasons against USD, 
the Aztecs (&4-1) haven't beat-
en the Toreros (7-2-2) since 
1991. 
"We put our chances away," 
USD coach Seamus McFadden 
said. "We started playing our 
game, we started putting pass-
es together. When we are put-
ting passes together, it is hard 
for the other team to compete 
with us." 
Inspired by the large fan 
turnout of more than 600, 
SDSU coach Lev Kirshner was 
left frustrated come final whis-
tle. 
"It is completely disappoint-
ing that on a day this significant 
we came out and played that 
way," Kirshner said. "We just 
weren't prepared to play, what-
ever the case with our team 
today. It's really unfortunate." 
After a scoreless first half, 
USD's Sy Reeves took a hard 
shot that was stopped by SDSU 
goalie Colin Hanke, but Matt 
MacCausland was there to 
hwy it from 8 yards out to give 
USD the lead. 
SDSU then missed out on its 
best scoring opportunity when 
Dion Scott was pulled down 
from behind on a breakaway in 
the penalty box. There was no 
call from the official. 
Fifteen minutes later, Reeves 
struck again. With three Tore-
ros spread across the penalty 
box, Hanke didn't stand a 
chance as MacCausiand had 
two options to his left. Mac-
Causland touched it over to 
Eric Wunderle, who continued 
it to Reeves; Reeves' goal from 
7 yards out made it 2-0. 
"It took us awhile to get used 
to their style of play," Reeves 
said. "Once we settled down 
and started playing, things 
started going our way." 
The Toreros, who extended 
their winning streak to six 
games, outshot the Aztecs 12-5 
in the second half. 
"We couldn't continue the 
tempo and pressure that we 
were applying in the first half," 
said SDSU center midfielder 
Kevin Sapanli. 'We were the 
better team at moments, but 
they were the better team for 
90 minutes." 
Michael Ca o added a goal in 
the 83rd minute when he beat a 
defender and dribbled it past 
the outstretched arms of Tally 
Hall, who relieved Hanke. 
The offensive attacks dif-
fered as the Toreros' internal 
passing and timing had them 
on the Aztecs' doorstep most of 
the first half. SDSU relied on 
long passing and runs to create 
opportunities. 
With Sapanli looking for 
Scott, forward Heath Creager 
and midfielder Blake Perry 
whenever he touched the ball, 
SDSU had several chances it 
could not conv rt. Less than 
five minutes into the match, 
Creager one-timed a cross he 
accepted inside the box, but 
USD goalie Lance Frie z was 
there for the save. 
to shoot 205 for three rounds 
and lost the medalist title by 
one shot to Colorado State's 
Nolan Martin. CSU won the 
team title at 831, three shots 
better than the Aztecs, who fin-
ished 10 shots ahead of 
Brigham Young. 
128 
SDSU's Matt Couch and USD's Alex Romagnolo (21) appear to be heading the ball at the same time. Barnie Grafton / Union-TrilJune 
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Poma{~ commits to play for Toreros 
The count s top two high as the Wildcats won the CIF- shots in the section title game. 
school boys basketball players San Diego Section Division I NCAA rules prohibit Tore-
are staying home. title and came within a game of ros coach Brad Holland from 
El Camino High's Gyno Po- the Southern California Re- commenting until Pomare 
mare, a first-team all-county gional final. signs. 
pick last season as a junior, Pomare has already quali- "He is a tremendous shot 
has giv n an oral commitment fied academically and can sign blocker and natural rebound-
to USD.. . a letter of intent Nov. 12. er," said El Camino coach Ray 
The commitment by Po- Slowed by an ankle injury Johnson, "and I think as they 
mare comes on the heels of during the summer evaluation build his offensive skills that 
Escondido guard Lorenzo period, Pomare last season he could be a force in (the 
Keeler having given a commit- scored in double figures in 23 West Coast Conference) in a 
ment to San Diego State in of 33 games. He was particu- year or two. They don't have 
August larly efficient in the postsea- PlaDY guys in that league who 
Pomare, a 6-foot-7 forward, son, when he averaged 15.3 can do what he does." 
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Waterford's Riley picks 
University of San Diego 
1 
Senior golfer accepts 
partial scholarship 
versi of San Diego. 
"He deserves it," Wat 
coach Jim Cushner said. 
worked hard. I .don't think there's 
By GAW. KEER anybody in the area that plays any 
Day Sports W~* \ _::S U/ more or better. He did what he had 
~ \ \ to do. He played in all the big tour-
LaSt spring Kevin Riley decided naments to get the scores that he 
to dedicate himself to improving needed. That was the key." 
his golf game with the hope of 
landing a college scholarship. RileY, the Day's 2003 golf team's 
Mission accomplished. player of the year, also considered 
Riley, a Waterford High School Texas Christian University, visiting 
senior, has accepted a partial golf Fort Worth last weekend·. 
scholarship offer to attend the Uni- C:,.., See RILEY page CS 
Riley commits to San Diego 
From C3 /'"...,,, 
His recruibti'g trip to San Diego a 
couple of weeks ago convinced him 
to head west. 
"It was a really hard decision," Ri-
ley said. "l looked at the pros and 
cons. San Diego stood out in my 
mind. 
"Going to San Diego, I'm pretty 
much the No. 1 recruit and I'm going 
to get a good scholarship out of it 
and be able to step in and play every 
week. They play a lot of great cours- . 
es." 
Riley decided to contact San 
Diego after spotting a story in Golf 
Week magazine on the school's 
new golf coach, Tim Mickelson 
the brother of ro golfer Phil Mick'. 
elson. 
He sent an e-mail to the new coach 
and then they talked on the tele-
phone. 
"It sounds like it's going to be real-
ly awesome ... ," Riley said. "They 
didn't put much emphasis on golf 
until he was hired. He's a young guY, 
26. He's a really good golfer. He can 
help me out there. It's perfect weath-
er. It's a great school." 
Now with a tough decision behind 
him, Riley plans to play for the high 
school basketball team this winter to 
stay in shape and continue to work 
with Stonington Country Club pro 
BenJc ~son. 
g.keefe@theday.com or 701-4393 
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&rea Colleges BILL DICKENS 
Cunningham 
still has grip 
on USD tiller 
y / j'-1 
I t's nary an athlete at the ~ ersity of San Diego who doesn't know of}ohn Cunnmg-nam. 
The majority recognize the face, if not the 
name, of the 66-year-old formerToreros base-
ball/basketball coach. But most of today's 
youthful student-athletes know him as the 
teams' bus driver. 
Yes, these days Cunning-
ham is USD's unofficial di-
rector of transportaaon -
with a staff of one. 
Cunningham, who will be 
inducted into the USD Ath-
letic Hall of Fame at a dinner 
tonight at the Jenny Craig 
Pavilion, was waiting for a 
mechanic to help him tune John 
up the Toreros' team bus the Cunnlnth•m-day he stopped to chat about 
his 41 years at the university. 
"I enjoy what I do," said Cunningham, who 
figures he's logged 500,000 miles behind the 
wheel. "Driving the various teams to their re-
spective events has helped me come to appre-
ciate all the different sports. 
"Just the chance to get to know all the ath-
letes involved has piqued my interest" 
Cunningham has always been a handy 
man. His roots at USO are in coaching, but his 
experience extends far beyond that 
He began his USO career in 1962, when he 
was hired as coach of the freshman basketball 
team, assistant varsity basketball coach and 
director of intramural activities. In 1963, he as-
sisted baseball coach Mike Morrow, who was 
in his final season, and became head coach 
the following year. 
"Whatf.C. has done for that school is hard 
to measure in words," said John Wathan, a St 
Augustine High alum and 1970 All-America 
catcher at USO who went on to become a 
player, manager, scout and minor league in-
structor with the Kansas City Royals. 
"To me, J.C. was almost more like a dad 
than a coach. He taught us as much about life 
as about baseball. He played a big part in my 
life. We're still friends, and I'D never forget 
what he did for me." 
Cunningham's education went_beyond the 
classroom. 
A 1955 graduate of St Augustine, he 
achieved celebrity status in his college days 
as a 6-foot-5 forward at the University of San 
Francisco. As a freshman, he practiced daily 
against Dons All-America center Bill Russell, 
who went on to win two NCAA crowns at 
USF, one Olympic gold medal and 11 NBA 
championships with the Boston Celtics. 
"Bill was such a class act," Cunningham re-
called. "When I was a freshman, I was the 
only player in the USF basketball program 
who wasn't from the Bay Area Bill invited me 
to his home for Thanksgiving dinner." 
Not that Russell showed Cunningham any 
mercy on the basketball court 
"I think he blocked every shot I took," Cun-
ningham said. 
Cunningham would find a career in base-ball. . 
In 35 years as coach at USO, his teams 
compiled a record of 843-839-18 and had 16 
winning seasons, including two NCAA Divi-
sion II World Series appearances. · 
"AD ofus knew that J.C. knew what he was 
talking about," Wathan said. "It was black or 
'te, good or bad, right or wrong. But you al-
yaknew by the tone of his voice what he 
meant ... 
"Man, could he talk," Wathan added. "We 
used to ld.d him about having to bring flash-
lights to practice so we could find our cars af. 
ter he finished talking after practice." 
In 1979, the Toreros moved to Division I, 
and Cunningham guided the Toreros to a 
32-19-1 record and a fourth-place finish in the 
Southern California Baseball Association. In 
1985, USO joined the West Coast Conference 
and Cunningham's Toreros \fOn 343 games 
over the ensuing 14 years. 
In 1993, Cunningham was named WCC Co-
Coach of the Year after guiding the Toreros to 
a team-record 36 wins. 
Forty-seven of Cunningham's USO players 
signed pro contracts, including Wathan, Ker-
ry Dineen (Yankees),JeffGrotewold (Phil-
lies), Mike Saipe (Rocld.es), Brady Clark 
(Reds-Brewers) andBartMiadich (Angels). 
Eight of his players earned a total of 10 All-
America honors, led by three-time honoree 
Dineen (1971-73). 
It's also largely because of Cunningham's 
vision and hard work that USO today has one 
of the finest collegiate baseball facilities on the 
West Coast The project began in 1970 as a by-
product of the projected 1972 Republican Na-
tional Convention. 
"They moved some 300,000 yards of dirt 
from our campus to the Sea World-Mission 
Bay area in 1970," Cunningham said. "That 
gave us a level playing field. From there, I dug 
every post hole, poured the concrete for the 
dugouts and planted the Bermuda grass blade 
by blade." 
The Padres furnished Cunningham Stadi-
um with grandstands, and the new facility was 
dedicated in 1977. 
"It certainly wasn't a store-bought field," 
Cunningham said. "We worked for every 
foot" 
Such commitment is why 'Cunningham is 
being recognized as one USD's best 
-------------- I Ill Dlcllem: (619) 293-2032; 
bill.dickens@uniontrib.com 
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As easy· as 1-2-34-51.. 
Putting an l\IlB 
team in San Diego 
will take work 
By Mark Zeltler 
STAFF WRITER 
There are few things that need to happen before Chivas USA becomes a reality in Major 
gue Soccer and, more specifi-
\.GJJy, in San Diego. 
No. 1: Mezicon businasman]orge 
Ve,Jfaro needs to write a checll. 
That sounds trite, but all MIS is 
saying is that the Chivas of Guadala-
Bullcll119· a stadium suitable for MLS soccer In Sin Dlqo 
County, such as C.rson's Home Depot Center (above), 
may be dlfflcult. Stephen Dunn I Gdtyhnagu 
jara owner has agreed "in principle" to pur-
chasing an expansion franchise. And it 
wouldn't be the first time in San Diego soc-
cer history that there has been an agree-
ment in principle and no money (see San 
Diego Sockers and Victor Cocchia, 1997). 
No. 2: Ve,Jfaro and MLS need to dto0$e 
San Diego. 
Shortly after meeting with MIS owners in 
August to hammer out terms of the deal, 
Vergara seemed to settle on San Diego as 
his first choice. MIS was not as keen but 
warmed to the idea with Vergara's prodding. 
Then Vergara appeared to waver and began 
investigating other options, one of which was 
to have a second MIS team at The Home De-
pot Center in Carson - sharing the stadium 
much like big Italian clubs do in Milan and 
Rome. MIS nixed that idea and commissioner 
Don Garber confirmed earlier this week that 
they are "leaning toward" San Diego again. 
No. 3: MLS and San Diego must come to 
terms on a kase at Qualcomm Stadium. 
This shouldn't be a problem. The city needs 
IJllJiler tenant for the Q now that the 
a adres are moving to a downtown ballpark. 
and the two sides have been talking since July. 
No. 4: MLS must decide whether Chivas 
USA would begin playing in 2004 or 2005. 
Vergara was gung-ho on 2004, but Garber 
ba011 ut said it will be 2005. An official an-
'\33 
nouncement is expected next month. 
No. 5: MLS and Ve,Jfaro must fer,nulate 
some sort of plan on building a soccer~ecific 
stadium in the San Diego area. 
This recently emerged as potentially the 
biggest obstacle to bringing a team here. 
How much of a deal-breaker or deal-delayer 
is uncertain. MIS has not made Garber 
available to the Union-Tribune in the past 
month, and the only informabon on the sta-
tus of expansion in San Diego has come 
from his comments to other sources. 
Earlier this week, Garber told The Associ-
ated Press' Mexico City bureau that Qual-
comm Stadium is only "a temporary solu-
tion" and indicated a new soccer-specific sta-
dium would have to be built 
And Vergara himself said: "We are looking 
for the strongest base of Mexican support 
and the possibility of a new stadium. San 
Diego offers both." 
Or does it? 
No one questions San Diego as one of the 
country's top Hispanic markets, but building 
a new stadium is another issue altogether. 
(Ask the Chargers.) 
San Diego might be the only U.S. metrop-
olis of its size without a mid-sized outdoor 
stadium with a capacity in the 20,0QO.range. 
You have 7,0QO.seatTl>rero Stadium 
of the San Diego Spirit an __ 
and a few high school and commu-
nity college venues with similar ca-
pacities. Then you jump all the way 
to 40,0QO.plus Petco Park and 
70,~seat Qualcomm Stadium. 
. MIS has determined that its best 
chance of survival is to build soccer-
specific stadiums with capacities of 
20,~25,000 and complete control 
overancillaryrevenuestreamssuch 
as concessions, advertising and park-
ing. But they ain't free, and Vergara 
has said he wants to spend only $12 
million to $15 million founding Chivas 
USA (most of which will be in the 
fonn of an expansion 'fee to MI.S) . 
Crew Stadium in Columbus, Ohio, 
opened in 1999 and cost $28.5 mil-
lion. The new soccer complex (a 
20,0QO.seat stadium and 17 fields) that 
Frisco, Texas, is building for the Dallas 
Burn will cost $65 million. The Home Depot 
Center's soccer stadium in Carson is the 
centerpiece of a $140 million training center. 
Location is less of a problem. Three years 
ago,. local businessman Jeff Quinn was com-
missioned by the Spirit and San Diego Sock-
ers owner Dave Altomare to investigate poten-
tial sites for an outdoor stadium, and Quinn 
identified a half-dozen alternatives across the 
county, including two in Chula Vista. 
"In the end, the biggest obstacle becomes, 
is it a revenue generator or not?" Quinn said. 
"If it is, then I think you find a home for it 
It's probably not in the city of San Diego, but 
I think if you go outside the city there are 
possible public-private partnerships. 
"'lbe money has to work, though. I don't 
mean to sound crass, but businessmen and 
cities are economic engines, and the num-
bers have to make sense." 
The last attempt at building a soccer-spe-
cific stadium was by the second-division San 
Diego Flash. The plan was for "Flash Park" 
to seat 13,000 but be expandable to 25,000 to 
house a future MIS team. It was going to 
open in 2001 and cost between $10 million 
and $15 million. 
They never broke ground. They fell be-
tween $10 million and $15 million short. 
San Diego Metropolitan October 2003 
SAN DIEG ·o Sc ENE 
*** 
When the WUSA folded last month~ 
was left with a much-improved Torero 
Stadium, the home of the league 's now-dis-
banded San Diego Spirit. The Spirit and Cox 
Communications spent about $3.4 million on 
stadium improvements that included expanding 
it from 3,000 seats to 7,000 seats, two press 
boxes, improved lighting, a better 
sound system and a view score-
board . In return, reports Ted 
Gosen, USD's associate director 
of athletics for media relations, 
the Spirit played at the field for 
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